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The vocal and visual displays of three species of

swallows (Genus Progne) are described and analyzed struc¬

turally and functionally. I examine the way in which

predictions from models based on game theory can help us

understand ethological data about agonistic displays.

Predictions based on game theory are contrasted with the

traditional ethological view that agonistic displays evolved

to transmit information about the probability of attack or

escape. After a signaler's display, both the signaler's

action and the receiver's response are recorded. I conclude

that information about attack is poorly encoded in the

aggressive displays, and suggest that many agonistic

displays may signal that the subsequent behavior of the

displaying bird depends in part on that of the receiver.
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I give evidence that most of these aggressive displays are

used in a broad range of situations, suggesting that they

encode general messages and that specificity in communica¬

tion depends largely on contextual information.

Social interactions of the swallows I studied are

based upon the mechanism of territoriality. Territoriality

is associated with defense of a critical resource, which in

these birds is a breeding territory. The establishment of

territory is associated with age-related plumage charac¬

teristics, residency, and aggression. Dominance hierarchies

in the swallows studied are linear away from the nest sites

and nonlinear at the breeding sites. Thus, the outcome of

an encounter between individuals is site-dependent. These

findings are discussed in the light of recent theoretical

advances in the study of animal threat and fighting behav¬

ior.
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INTRODUCTION

In this study, I investigated the display behavior of

three species of swallows, genus Progne: the Purple Martin

(P. subís) , the Gray-breasted Martin (P^_ chalybea) , and the

Caribbean Martin (P^ dominicensis). Specifically, the aims

of this study were to (1) describe the vocal and physical

displays, (2) provide information on the function of each

display, (3) suggest how each species's display behavior is

related to its social organization, and (4) examine some

aspects of the ecology of communication.

General accounts of the behavior and life history of

the Purple Martin have been given by Allen and Nice (1952) ,

Bent (1942), Bitterbaum and Brown (1981), Brown (1975,

1978a, 1979a, 1979b, 1980, 1984), Brown and Bitterbaum

(1980), Finlay (1971, 1976), Gaunt (1959), Jackson and Tate

(1974), Johnston and Hardy (1962) , and Rohwer and Niles

(1977, 1979). Previous studies of the behavior of the Gray¬

breasted Martin have been published by Beebe, Hartley, and

Howe (1917) , Bent (1942) , Dyrcz (1984) , Eisenmann and

Haverschmidt (1970), ffrench (1976) and Hellmayr (1906).

Little is known about the behavior of Caribbean Martins

apart from comments made by Belcher and Smooker (1937) and

ffrench (1976).

1
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Communication has been defined historically as an

exchange of information between two animals for their mutual

benefit (Geist, 1971; Hailman, 1977; Marler, 1956, 1961;

Miller, 1983; Nugent, 1979; Post & Greenlaw, 1975; Zahavi,

1982). Animal X (the signaler) transmits a signal that

alters the behavior of animal Y (the receiver); however,

neither the signal nor the response constitutes

communication in themselves. Even if one animal signals and

the other responds, there has been no communication unless

the probability of response is altered from what it would

have been in the absence of the signal (Klopfer & Hatch,

1968; Wilson, 1975). Not all signals necessarily provoke an

immediate, specific response from the receiver. A stimulus

may simply change the animal's responsiveness to another

signal, or the stimulus may persist and be perceived after a

delay (Burghardt, 1970; Marler & Peters, 1977; Wilson,

1975).

Ritualization

I here discuss how signals may have evolved through

natural selection for effective communication. I mainly

address two questions: (1) What is the evidence that

communication takes place when individuals of three differ¬

ent species of swallows interact with others of their own

species, and (2) What is the evidence that particular

behavior patterns of these birds are indeed signals? The

action of a signaler can be an overt behavior, such as a
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visual or acoustical display, or a change in the sender's

morphology or physiology (such as coloration of an append¬

age) , or even an odor associated with an excretion (Smith,

1977).

Most signals in animals are transmitted by special

displays. A display is a specific behavior pattern that has

become specialized to modify the behavior of another indi¬

vidual (Krebs & Davies, 1981). The process of evolution or

displays from non-display movements is called ritualization.

By definition, a ritualized pattern must have been, at some

time, less functional in communication and not a display

pattern or other specialized communicatory activity.

Previously, ritualization was seen by some workers as

reducing the amount of ambiguity of potentially informative

actions (Darwin, 1872; Morris 1956). In becoming more

stylized and exaggerated, the information content, and

therefore the signal property, of the display was enhanced.

This traditional view of communication argued that it was

possible to determine the information content of a signal

from a knowledge of the response of other animals to that

signal and from knowledge of the environmental and behav¬

ioral contexts in which that response was given (Andersson,

1976; Dunham, 1966; Stokes, 1962a).

More recent ideas, however, suggest that displays are

likely to evolve that disguise the real internal state or

intentions of the animal (Charnov & Krebs, 1975; Dawkins &

Krebs, 1978, 1984). This view proposes that signals are
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manipulative in function and are used to persuade recipients

to behave in ways that benefit the signaler. Threat dis¬

plays, for example, may disguise an animal's intent to flee

by making it appear aggressive (Maynard Smith, 1974) . To

view animal communication as potentially deceitful is a

sharp departure from the more traditional view of ritualiza-

tion.

This new view leads to a third hypothesis concerning

the evolution of ritualization, which emphasizes that

displays are the result of selection by receivers for

reliable signals. Zahavi (1979) suggests that displays

become more stereotyped and repetitive because stereotypy

provides a uniform background against which subtle differ¬

ences between individuals are emphasized. Recipients are

selected to discriminate between signals on the basis of the

signal's reliability as an indicator of an animal's parental

ability, size, strength, or fighting ability. In this

manner a female may assess the courtship feeding or display

of a number of potential mates with their ability to gather

food for her young. Thus, current animal communication

theory is the focus of three conflicting hypotheses that

explain the selective advantage of ritualization:

(1) reduction of ambiguity or information sharing,

(2) manipulation, and (3) reliable or honest signals.



How Signals Originate

Early understanding of ritualization came from Huxley

5

(1914, 1923, 1966), Lorenz (1950, 1966), and Tinbergen

(1952, 1959) when they realized that displays usually

evolved from other movements that formerly had no signalling

function--the principle of derived activities. According to

these three ethologists, ritualization begins when some

behavior pattern that is functional in another situation

becomes "emancipated" from its original motivational context

and acquires a secondary value as a signal. For example, an

individual bird can begin by recognizing an open bill as an

overt threat. Once this happens, selection will favor

signalers who open their bills in a fighting context because

of the effect on opponents, and the open bill in certain

contexts begins to evolve into a threat display.

Historically, three primary sources of displays were

recognized by ethologists: intention movements, displace¬

ment activities, and redirected activities (Andrew, 1956;

Daanje, 1950; Hinde & Tinbergen, 1958). Intention movements

are the preparatory or incomplete movements that often

appear at the beginning of an activity. During the process

of ritualization such movements are altered in a way that

makes their communicative function more effective. Inten¬

tion movements tend to become simplified, stereotyped,

repetitive, and exaggerated in form (McFarland & Houston,

1981). They also may acquire morphological support in the

form of additional structures that enhance the
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conspicuousness of the movement. One example is found in

the Mandarin Duck (Aix galericulata), which has some of its

wing feathers modified to form a bright orange sail that is

erected during courtship preening (Lorenz, 1941). The

ancestral preening movements are reduced to a quick turn of

the head so that the bill points to the orange sail.

Other displays have evolved from displacement activ-

ities--the "out of context" behavior patterns that often

appear in conflict situations. These movements may reflect

motivational conflict or indecision as the animal vacillates

between, for example, attack and moving away (Hinde, 1970).

Examples include displacement scratching in lovebirds

(Agapornis species; Dilger, 1960) and domestic chickens

(gallus Domesticus; McBride et al., 1969), which appears to

be derived from activities related to the collection of nest

material.

A third source for the evolution of displays is redi¬

rected activities. The behavior pattern is in the right

context but directed at an inappropriate stimulus. When a

male approaches a potential rival with tendencies both to

intimidate and to flee, he may choose neither course of

action at first. Instead he performs a third, seemingly

irrelevent, act. He redirects his aggression toward the

ground or some object nearby such as a blade of grass.

Cullen (1966) and Tinbergen (1952) describe certain displays

of terns and gulls that may have been redirected behavior

derived from attack behavior.
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After the appearance of Timbergen's 1952 article,

ethologists began to interpret communication systems by what

came to be known as the conflict theory of the origin of

displays. Subsequent neurophysiological experimentation on

a variety of animal groups failed to provide confirmation of

key elements of the Tinbergen model, and the conflict

hypothesis was modified from its original form (Baerends,

1975; Brown & Hunsperger, 1963; Deluis, 1973; Ewert, 1985;

Greenberg, 1977; Ishii, 1984). Later, Andrew (1963, 1972),

Hinde (1981), and Wickler (1969) interpreted ritualization

as a pervasive, highly opportunistic process that could be

derived from almost any available behavior pattern, anatom¬

ical structure or physiological change. Additional sources

of displays have been traced to preening, feather-settling,

autonomic responses, and temperature-regulating movements

(Beer, 1975; McKinney, 1965; Wittenberger, 1981).

Intention movements and displacement activities still

tend to be singled out by many authors as the prime sources

for avian signal movements, but it has been realized for

some time that this is an oversimplification (Caryl, 1982;

Cullen, 1972; Hinde, 1970; Moynihan, 1955; Smith, 1977). In

particular, there seems to be increasing doubt about the

"out of context" interpretation of display origins through

the displacement phenomenon. This whole subject remains

controversial. The concept of displacement activities, once

frequently used loosely, is now widely recognized as unclear

and is to be used cautiously if at all (Hinde, 1970).
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In general, the task of integrating the concepts of

motivational conflict and communication processes is still

one of the most difficult confronting ethologists. A major

difficulty in applying motivational concepts is that they

call for increasingly detailed causal analyses and yet they

remain untested until they can be translated into physio¬

logical terms. Many researchers have directed the main

focus of their attention away from motivational interpre¬

tations toward communication processes and questions of

adaptive function (Andrew, 1972; Beer, 1977; Brown, 1964;

Greenquist, 1982; Nuechterlein & Storer, 1982, 1985;

Robbins, 1983; Tinbergen, 1972; Willis, 1972; Wilson, 1975).

But, as McCleery (1978), McFarland (1971, 1977), Sibly and

McCleery (1985) and Sibly and McFarland (1976) have pointed

out, in order to understand what an animal will do at any

particular moment, it is necessary to take into account

causal and functional considerations simultaneously. For

example, if a bird is hungry but the risk of looking for

food is high because of predators, the bird may wait until

the predators have moved elsewhere. Birds have decision

rules that involve comparing their physiological state

(hunger) with risks in the environment, because these will

influence the animal's calibration of its internal state.

In the future, Sibly, McCleery and McFarland's argument may

lead to important links between causal and functional

questions.
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In recent years, our understanding of animal displays

has been enhanced by the application of game-theory models

{Bishop & Cannings, 1978; Caryl, 1979, 1981; Hammerstein,

1981; Hines, 1977; Maynard Smith, 1974, 1976; Maynard Smith

& Parker, 1976; Maynard Smith & Price, 1973; Parker, 1974,

1978; Parker & Rubenstein, 1981). Gaming involves the

principle of optimization—an individual should attempt to

minimize its energy expenditures while maximizing its energy

gains. The greatest benefit to fitness can be derived from

a dispute by expending only that energy necessary to win.

The prediction is that when fighting or coercion entails a

large energy expenditure or a significant risk of physical

injury and a loss of reproductive opportunity, individuals

will exhibit less dangerous, more conventional behavior

patterns for settling disputes. These conventions usually

take the form of ritualized displays. Thus, all partici¬

pants involved in a dispute will receive benefits from using

displays rather than coercion.

In this dissertation, I am most interested in the use

of communication by birds in conflict situations, specif¬

ically in competition for limited resources. Because there

are three hypotheses about the selective advantage of

ritualization, I will discuss the three different models

with specific reference to threat displays.
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The Information Hypothesis

According to the information or traditional view of

communication, ritualization is the result of making the

behavior of the signaler more predictable to a recipient by

making available some information about the internal state

or probable next behavior of the signaler (Cullen, 1966;

Dawkins & Kerbs, 1978, 1984; Smith, 1968, 1977). Implicit

in this definition is the requirement that the signal's

message is the information it conveys, and its meaning is

its effect on the receiver's behavior. By communicating,

the signaler gains a certain degree of control over the

actions of the receiver, and the adaptive significance to

the signaler of this type of control is the function of the

signal (Smith, 1977) . For example, a bird seeing an

approaching intruder may show a specific display indicating

the high probability that it (the signaler) is, or soon will

be, engaged in attack. Upon seeing the display, the

intruder retreats immediately, indicating that information

was conveyed about what the signaler will do next. Commu¬

nication is thus seen as a means by which receivers can

predict the future behavior of signalers and act appropri¬

ately. Signalers are selected to inform receivers of their

internal state to make it easy for receivers to predict

their future behavior. Both parties benefit from displays

that are efficient, unambiguous, and as informative as

possible. The information content, and therefore the signal
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property, of the action is enhanced when displays become

more stylized and exaggerated.

If, however, displays must be clearcut and unambiguous

to be most effective, increasing the clarity of signals by

increasing their stereotypy may reduce the amount of

information they convey about the signaler. Though signal

complexity is necessary to increase information content, it

increases the probability of misinterpretation at the same

time. For example, consider a bird that uses songs contain¬

ing six syllables to transmit messages. Further, suppose

that for each syllable the bird can use any of the six sepa¬

rate sounds. One message might consist of the same sound

repeated six times. Another message could consist of one

sound followed by a different sound repeated four times

followed by a third sound. The bird would have the poten¬

tial to transmit 6^ (or a total of 46,656) different mes¬

sages. In avian communication, no bird is believed to have

such a system. Instead, motor patterns are simplified and

the components of displays are often repetitive. Morris

(1956) called this stereotypy (typical intensity).

In "typical intensity" the movement has the same form

over a wide range of motivational states. Morris viewed it

as the product of selection to reduce ambiguity in displays.

Charles Darwin (1872) discussed the principle of antithesis

when he described how threat and appeasement postures had

come to extreme opposites—a threatening dog stands erect,

while a submissive dog crouches or rolls on its back. By
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making a movement more recognizable to another individual, a

display becomes more effective in eliciting a response.

The Manipulation Hypothesis

Caryl (1979, 1981, 1982), Charnov and Krebs (1975),

Dawkins (1976, 1982), Dawkins and Krebs (1978, 1984), and

Hammerstein (1981) have criticized the traditional viewpoint

that signals function primarily to provide information.

Instead, they favor a second hypothesis that signals

function to manipulate, prod, coerce, or persuade receivers

to the advantage of the signaler. Dawkins (1976, 1982)

pictured animals as machines designed to preserve and

propagate their genes. As a means to this end, animals may

manipulate both biotic and abiotic objects in the environ¬

ment. Dawkins regarded object manipulation as an extended

expression, or part of the extended phenotype, of the

animal's genes. For example, a male bird does not expend

time and energy in physically moving a female to his nest;

instead he may sit at the nest site and sing. The female

may respond to the song by moving toward the male. From the

male's point of view, communication is clearly more effi¬

cient than trying to acquire a female by force. Communica¬

tion is no longer a cooperative exchange of information

between the signaler and receiver, but a signaler manipulat¬

ing a receiver to its own advantage. Usually the signaler

and receiver benefit from the communication, and both will

be selected to maximize their own benefit.
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In 1974, Maynard Smith described a model, the War of

Attrition, intended to represent an agonistic encounter that

was settled by display alone. He used an argument from

game-theory to show that individuals would not be expected

to provide truthful information or to respond to information

provided by an opponent because of the way in which this

strategy could be exploited by cheaters. When he considered

how natural selection was likely to act, it was difficult

for him to imagine how selection could favor information¬

sharing. Instead, he assumed that there was nothing to

prevent animals from lying about what they would do next.

Moreover, for an animal to declare its intentions early in

an encounter would be like showing one's hand to an opponent

at the beginning of a card game. If two animals were

contesting a resource by means of ritualized displays, it

would not benefit either animal to reveal whether it would

attack or flee until the last possible moment. Thus,

Maynard Smith suggested that typical intensity had evolved

in threat displays to conceal the precise behavior probabil¬

ities of the signaler, not to make the signal more easily

recognizable as was postulated by Morris (1956).

The Honesty Hypothesis

A third hypothesis, suggested by Maynard Smith and

Price (1973) and Zahavi (1979), is that ritualization is the

result of selection by recipients for reliable signals.

During evolution a number of different factors could have
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encouraged the trend toward species-typical display stereo¬

typy. Females would have increased fitness if they used

reliable cues to male fitness as a criterion for mate

selection. If females could detect some consistent species-

unique trait in the male display of their species,

they would avoid investment in non-viable or uncompetitive

males.

Ritualization of display behavior during agonistic

interactions also would be selected if an animal's inten¬

tion, degree of motivation, and potential strength (e.g.,

body size) in relation to the viewer's strength were con¬

veyed by some set of signals. This information could be

used to predict who would win a physical encounter without

the need to actually fight. Both contestants would benefit

by avoiding energy expenditures and chance of injury.

Predictions

There have been few empirical tests to distinguish

between these hypotheses. The information hypothesis

predicts that agonistic displays should communicate the

future behavior of the signaler with maximum clarity. The

honesty hypothesis predicts that receivers are selected to

discriminate between signals on the basis of their reliabil¬

ity as indicators of an individual's size, strength, age, or

skill, which could affect the receiver's chance of victory

in a contest. In both the information and honesty

hypotheses, receivers would use the information in deciding
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how to respond appropriately. The manipulation hypothesis,

in contrast, predicts that signalers will not give away any

information about their motivational state or future inten¬

tions. According to this hypothesis, agonistic displays

should be poor predictors of ensuing attack and escape, and

there should be no consistent difference between the behav¬

ior of the eventual winner and loser until near the end of

the contest. As a result it is difficult to predict which

individual will win or lose from the displays alone, and

information about intentions is not transmitted. One of the

goals in this study was to test the applicability of the

information, manipulation, and honesty hypotheses to the

information available from martin (Progne spp.) signals.



TAXONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION OF MARTINS

Making behavioral comparisons between closely related

species emphasizes the differences that have arisen since

speciation in a particular group. Such comparison may not

only reveal evolutionary pathways within a particular group,

but also may elucidate general patterns of evolution of

behavior. The taxonomy of the genus Progne (order Passeri¬

formes) is in dispute. Specimens of all members of the

genus are still needed from many parts of their ranges,

since the locations of the wintering areas and migratory

routes are not well known.

Peters (1960) recognized five species of Progne: P.

subis (Purple Martin), with two races, subis and nesperia;

P. chalybea (Gray-breasted Martin), with two races, chalybea

and domestica; P. dominicensis (Caribbean Martin), with

three races, dominicensis, cryptoleuca, and sinaloae; P.

modesta (Southern Martin), with three races, modesta,

elegans, and murphyi; and P^ tapera (Brown-chested Martin),

with two races, tapera and fusca.

Hellmayr (1935) considered the Antillean forms

dominicensis and cryptoleuca and the west Mexican form

sinaloae to be races of subis. Although Ridgeway (1904)

recognized the close relationship between Cryptoleuca,

16
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dominicensis, and sinaloae, he gave each specific status.

Zimmer (1955) and the A.O.U. Check-list (1957) also treated

cryptoleuca as a separate species. Zimmer gave dominicensis

specific rank, but also considered the isolated sinaloae

conspecific with dominicensis. Miller et al. (1957) dis¬

agreed with Zimmer and his maintenance of sinaloae as a race

of dominicensis separate from subís. Zimmer (1955) pointed

out that treatment of populations of dominicensis as races

of subis seemed unwarranted if chalybea was maintained as a

distinct species, because dominicensis was intermediate in

characters and distribution between subis and chalybea.

Allan Phillips (1959, and pers. comm.) supported Zimmer.

Phillips collected specimens of sinaloae while working in

northern Mexico. He assigned them to dominicensis, stating

they bore no important resemblance to subis.

The relationships of the remaining two species of

Martins, modesta and tapera, have been little studied.

However, the A.O.U. Check-list (1983) recommends making them

two species, the extralimital P_^_ nu_ elegans and P_^_ m.

modesta. Mayr and Short (1970) consider subis, chalybea,

dominicensis, tapera, and modesta a superspecies, and when

more is known about their relationships in the areas of

contact all might eventually be treated as subspecies of

subis, although this seems unlikely to me.



METHODS

Study Areas

Field studies of the Purple Martin (PM), were conducted

in residential backyards at Gainesville, Alachua County,

Florida. I watched PMs almost daily from 15 February to

9 June 1977, from 24 February to 3 August 1978, from 21 Feb¬

ruary to 14 March 1979, and from 8 February to 9 June 1980.

Over 2100 hours of observation were made. The principal

colonies occupied 16 man-made martin houses of different

sizes and designs totalling 168 nesting compartments. The

most studied colony was at the Gainesville Country Club.

This house contained eight compartments and was occupied by

six pairs of martins in 1977, seven pairs in 1978,

five pairs in 1979, and seven pairs in 1980.

The primary study site for Gray-breasted Martins (GM)

was the Trinidad-Texaco Inc. oil refinery adjacent to the

town of Pointe-a-Pierre, Trinidad. GMs nesting in holes in

broken steel pipes were studied from 18 April to 22 June

1979, for about 500 hours of observation. Additional

observations of GMs nesting among fissures in a cliff face

on the northeast coast of Galera Point, Trinidad, totaled

17 hours and were made during June 1979. I collected

18
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supplemental data on GMs from July to August 1976 and 1977

at a secondary site in downtown Acapulco, Gerrero, Mexico.

The center of the city had several blocks of three- to

five-story buildings where birds nested in drainage pipes

and under the eaves of buildings.

I observed Caribbean Martins (CM) daily at a 2.7 hect¬

are tract on the northwest side of Pigeon Point, Tobago,

from 23 June through 16 July 1979, totalling about 180 hours

of observation. The vegetation was palm trees (Euterpes

spp.) in grassy clearings with a few dense patches of native

broad-leaved trees and shrubs. CMs nested in dead palms in

holes excavated by Red-crowned Woodpeckers (Melanerpes

ribricapillus).

I observed all three species of martins during the

following five three-hour time periods: Dawn-0900, 0900-

1200, 1200-1500, 1500-1800, and 1800-dusk. Night behavior

was monitored once a week with a flashlight until birds

fledged.

Materials

Aluminum PM houses in Florida were lowered in telescop¬

ing poles, and doorpanels were raised to record nest data.

Ladders were used to reach PMs nesting in gourds and wooden

houses, and nest contents were observed with a flashlight.

A small, movable dental mirror attached to a fishing pole

was used with a flashlight to observe the contents of GM

nests in broken pipes. Nest contents of GMs nesting in palm
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trees accessible by ladder were examined with a flashlight

and a dental mirror.

An observation blind was not used. My presence did not

obviously affect the birds' behavior as long as I was 10 to

20 meters away. Field notes were either written directly or

dictated into a portable cassette recorder for later tran¬

scription. Line drawings and diagrams were made from field

notes, frames of 8mm movie film, or 35mm still photographs.

Super-8 movie film totaling 1350 meters was taken at

16 frames per second using a GAF ST602 movie camera and was

analyzed using a Bell and Howell 1623Z stop-action projec¬

tor.

Tape recordings of the vocalizations were made using a

Nagra #111 open-reel recorder at 19 cm/s or with Superscope

C-105, Uher CR-134, and Sony Model TC-55 cassette recorders

at 4.25 cm/s. Recorders were coupled with a Sennheiser 805

or a K2U-ME80 unidirectional condensor microphone, a Dan

Gibson E.P.M. Model P-200 parabolic microphone, or a Realis¬

tic super cardioid condensor microphone. Vocalizations were

analyzed using a Kay Elemetrics 7029A Sona-graph and/or a

Spectral Dynamics Real Time Analyzer (Hopkins et al., 1974)

Model SD 301C-C. All tapes made during this study were

deposited in the Bioacoustics Archives of the Florida State

Museum, Gainesville, Florida.

Color-marking consisted of spreading enamel model

airplane paint on PM and GM feet, remiges, and retrices.

The color-marking technique had little observable effect on
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bird behavior other than the birds occasionally pecking at

their feet to remove the paint. I was unable to color-mark

CMs, but natural variations in the plumage pattern of the

ventral surface served to identify a number of birds.

All PM males with entirely dark-blue feathers (i.e., at

least two years old) were called "adults." One-year-old

males having gray ventral parts with only a few dark blue

feathers on the crown, throat, and belly were called

"yearlings." Birds in both classes were sexually mature. I

did not try to separate the very similar adult and yearling

females. Because GMs lack obvious sexual dimorphism, sex

was determined from behavioral characters associated with

copulation, courtship, and/or territorial defense. All CM

males with blue-black feathers and conspicuously contrasting

white feathers from mid-breast to vent were called "adults."

I did not separate adult and yearling CM females, which were

duller than adult males and had extensive grayish brown

feathers on the upper breast and sides. Yearling CM males

were intermediate in plumage between the adult sexes. In

this study, any references to adult or yearling individuals

or pairs are with respect only to the age of the males (as

in Brown, 1978a).

Description of Behavioral Techniques

I considered PM male arrival dates as the earliest

dates after which I regularly saw the males at the colony.

An arrival date was not necessarily the date of territory
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establishment or the date of pair bond formation. During

this study GMs and CMs were already at the breeding sites

when I arrived. I also determined the proportion of time

that males spent on the territory singing and defending

(including silent periods of alert perching), and the

proportion of time that they spent preening, loafing (inac¬

tivity exceeding 30 seconds), foraging, and flying near the

colony. Physical displays were named according to their

characteristic motor patterns. Vocal displays were named

according to their onomatopoeic sounds. A signaler-receiver

reference system was adopted, e.g., signaler directs behav¬

ior pattern A to receiver, which can respond with behavior

pattern B. The method used to determine display function

was to describe (1) the components of the display, (2) the

circumstances in which the display occurred, (3) the behav¬

ior accompanying the display, and (4) the behavior shown by

both participants immediately before and after the display

was given.

Social behavior was monitored by use of focal-group

sampling (Altmann, 1974). Interactions were recorded by

noting (1) time of occurrence, (2) sex and identity, when

known, of both the individual that initiated the interaction

and the recipient, (3) the sequence and kinds of behavioral

patterns used by both individuals, (4) the behavior immedi¬

ately following the interaction, and (5) the behavior of

both individuals immediately preceding the interaction.
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I studied the patterns of social dominance at and near

the nesting sites. The frequency and outcome of those

encounters, which illustrated a dominant-subordinate rela¬

tionship, were recorded on matrix tables according to which

animal was successful (columns) and which one was defeated

(rows). Criteria of subordination included the turning away

of lateral body presentation, avoidance, or fleeing of a

martin relative to the approach of another individual.

Scores for dominance and subordinance were calculated for

each animal as the ratio of its wins or losses, respec¬

tively, in aggressive interactions to the total number of

encounters in which it was engaged. This provided a basis

for ranking the animals for dominance or subordinance. The

discerned dominance structure, therefore, was considered an

agonistic hierarchy (Deag, 1977).

Three classes of participants in agonistic encounters

were considered: (1) encounters between males (male-male),

(2) encounters between females (female-female), and

(3) encounters in which a male directed an act toward a

female (male-female). Female-directed acts toward males

were not included because of their low frequency. Rates of

agonistic interactions for each sex class were calculated by

dividing the number of agonistic encounters that occurred in

a specific sex class by the number of pair-hours of observa¬

tion for that class. The number of pair-hours of observa¬

tion was a measure of the time available to any pair of
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animals for potential interactions and was calculated for

each class following the method of Struhsaker (1967).

Criteria for Recognizing Display Units

The study of ritualized behavior patterns involves an

ethological description of each pattern, tests to show that

the pattern is effective in communication, and measurements

and comparisons of the pattern with other patterns to

suggest its origin. However, variation in form of display

behavior raises several difficult problems for observers who

wish to describe display behavior and to determine the

number of display units in a species' repertoire.

In practice, two types of behavioral classifications

may be distinguished: one involves description by motor

pattern and the other involves description by consequence

(Hinde, 1970). In the first method, an attempt is made to

describe the actual pattern of muscle movements made by the

animal with little reference to the effects of the behavior

on the environment. Terms such as "wing flick" and "bill¬

snapping" are of this type. When classifying by conse¬

quence, the observer records the effect of the behavior on

the environment. Thus, one may use categories of behavior

such as an animal "staying put" or "retreating." In this

case, one emphasizes the important consequences and

directedness of behavior. In this study, the two types of

description intergrade, though each extreme can be quite

useful in the appropriate circumstances.
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Questions about how much stereotypy is typical of

displays and how much stereotypy is necessary to justify

calling the behavior a display are under increasing dis¬

cussion in ethology (pers. comm. Brockmann, 1984; Schleidt,

1974). Some degree of stereotypy seems necessary in order

for displays to be distinguishable from other stimuli

competing for the attention of the receiver. Indeed, one

secondary purpose of this study is to measure how much

evolutionary modification is required before a behavior

pattern is called a signal.

I made position measurements from 35mm photographs and

enlarged drawings traced from the projection of individual

frames of 8mm film. Two types of movements were measured:

(1) movements of the head, bill, trunk, wings, tail, and

legs during agonistic interactions, and (2) the same move¬

ments when birds were not engaged in agonistic interactions.

I measured speed of movement as the number of frames of film

between the start of a movement and the completion of that

movement. Postures were measured as diagrammed in Figure 1.

Degrees of movement of the body or limbs were recorded as

the difference between starting and final positions. From

these measurements, I calculated the mean and variance of

final postures and speed of movements for behavior patterns

executed during agonistic and nonagonistic interactions. I

used the coefficient of variation (CV) to measure how

"fixed" or stereotyped a behavior, particularly a display,

was relative to other behavior patterns (Schleidt, 1974).



Figure 1 Schematic outline showing how body and limb
positions were measured.
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Significant differences between CVs were determined using
the "c" test statistic (Dawkins & Dawkins, 1973):

c = (CV1-CV2) where Scv=CV

2 2
Scv^+Scv2 2N

The probability associated with c was obtained from the

table for the distribution of t. Using this method, I could

test for a significant difference between the CVs for

behavior patterns used in different contests. I also

measured certain additional changes in behavior patterns:

(1) changes in speed of execution of movements, (2) freezing

of movements, (3) exaggeration of some components of move¬

ments, (4) omission of components of movements, and

(5) decreases in variability of movements.



TERMINOLOGY

Vocal Displays

Shiovitz (1975) refined the definitions of Bondesson

and Davis (1975) in an attempt to standardize bird vocaliza¬

tion terminology. Unfortunately, the classification scheme

proposed by Shiovitz was not adequate to fully describe

Progne vocalizations; hence, I have employed the following

terms.

Note: Any short, uninterrupted sound represented by a

continuous trace on a sonogram.

Syllable: A sound consisting of a note or group of

notes; the basic structural unit of a song,

separated from adjacent syllables by a silent

period of 0.02-0.20 seconds.

Terminal Syllable; A syllable terminating a song,

unlike syllables making up the main phrase.

Call: A vocalization represented by a single discrete

figure on a sonogram.

Song: A unique combination of syllables in a

stereotyped sequence, often shared by several

members of the population. The distinction

between song and call in this study conforms to

28
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that of other workers (see Armstrong, 1963).

Phrase: A natural section of the song; a grouping of

syllables in a characteristic temporal sequence.

Song Type; Used interchangeably with theme; a fixed

sequence of phrases characterizing a population

or group of populations.

Trill: A consecutive series of similar syllables

repeated serially at about 4 to 17 per second,

producing a rattling sound.

No attempt was made here to describe in quantitative detail

all parameters of all song types. Instead, I have empha¬

sized those general features shared by most song types since

they apparently identify the songs as those of Progne.

Visual Displays

In the recent literature of animal communication

certain terms have come to mean different things to differ¬

ent investigators (Caryl, 1979, Dawkins & Krebs, 1978;

Hinde, 1981). For that reason I have defined and will use

the following terms.

Intention Movement: These are incomplete movements

and precursory movements.

Act or Action Pattern; A set of observable activities

not analyzable into separate occurring compo¬

nents (Russell et al., 1954).
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Signal: The behavior (e.g. posture, display,

vocalization) transmitted by the signaler.

Display; Any stereotyped behavior pattern (such as

vocal or visual stimuli), alone or in combina¬

tion, that serves a signal function to other

animals.

Ritualization: The process by which a behavior pattern

becomes stereotyped and acquires a signal

function.

Signaler: An individual which transmits a signal.

Receiver: An individual whose probability of behaving

in a particular way is altered by a signal.

Context: The setting in which a signal is transmitted

and received.

Communication: Action on the part of an organism

(signaler) that alters the pattern of behavior

in another organism (receiver).

Territory: A restricted area defended by an animal

against intruders, usually for breeding pur¬

poses .

Dominance Hierarchy: A social ranking, formed through

agonistic behavior, in which individuals are

associated with each other so that some have

greater access to resources than do others.

Agonistic Behavior: Any behavior associated with

threat, fighting, and retreat.
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Approach; Movement of one or both martins toward each

other, but with no attempt to strike with the

bill.

Threat; Indicates that the signaler could act

aggressively.

Supplant: Replacing an individual at a given place.

In this action, one martin moves to the place

where a second martin is perched, but does not

follow the supplanted individual.

Attack: Movement toward an individual that culminates

in physical contact between individuals.

Fight: When a receiver retaliates to a signaler, both

martins attack.

Chase: Pursuit of a second, moving individual.

Retreat: Behavior in which one bird moves away from

another in response to an attack or display.

Stay: Neither attacking nor retreating, but remaining

stationary.

Inactive: A bird resting and not engaged in obvious

interactions for 30 seconds or more.



VISUAL COMMUNICATION

This section describes visual communication during the

breeding season in the three species of martins that I

studied. Detailed description of behavior is a prerequisite

for the analysis of its function. No matter what the aim of

the ethological study, all such studies must start by

splitting behavior into categories, even if only to enable

the observer to decide which he should include and which he

will ignore. If all behavior patterns were species-typical

and invariant fixed action patterns, this task would be an

easy one. In birds, many behavior patterns vary consid¬

erably in form and intensity, making classification more

difficult. By specifying precisely what an animal does and

does not do, one can begin to cut down the number of tenable

hypotheses about underlying function.

The first part of this study was designed to obtain

some measure of stereotypy and to compare ritualization in

these three martin species. The second part contains

descriptions of behavioral acts. Some of these acts have

been described previously (Allen & Nice, 1952; Brown, 1978a,

1978b; Johnston & Hardy, 1962), but are described again to

bring out the important features emphasized in this study.

32
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I will concentrate on those behavioral acts that have

acquired a special function in social communication and are

considered displays. A few displays are considered in some

detail if they have not been studied by other researchers in

the past, and in a few cases I have separated some complex

displays into simpler parts. The third part deals with the

actual process of communication. Communication involves

concepts such as the context in which the signal occurs, the

message "intended" by the signaler, and the meaning of the

signal for the recipient (Smith 1965) .

Stereotypy of Behavior Patterns

Some degree of stereotypy is necessary in order for

displays to be distinguished from other stimuli competing

for the attention of the receiver. A researcher has to deal

with the question of how much stereotypy is required to

constitute the criteria for calling a behavior pattern a

signal. The coefficient of variation (CV) has been used to

measure how "fixed" or stereotyped a behavior, particularly

a display, is relative to other behavior patterns (Schleidt,

1974). The CV is the standard deviation expressed as a

percentage of the mean (CV=SDxlOO/x; Hazlett, 1972). The

greater the CV, the greater the variability in the data set.

Bekoff (1977) discussed whether it might be possible to

define some cut-off point between the categories of "fixed"

and "variable." He was asking whether it would be possible

to set up a standard CV against which a variety of data
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could be compared. For example, it might be the case that

one could recognize a behavior pattern and differentiate it

from another behavior pattern when the CV is less than 30%

(Schleidt, 1974). On the other hand, birds are undoubtedly

better perceivers of their own conspecific behavior than are

humans, and a 30% variability may be too high. According to

Barlow (1977) and Wiley (1973), the maximum values of CV

that might be allowable in order to refer to a behavior

pattern as stereotyped are undecided and relatively

arbitrary. Since the communicative value of many displays

varies with context, guidelines for the use of CV measures

also would be difficult to formulate. Therefore, it seems

premature to attempt to define a cut-off point between

"fixed" and "variable," when further quantitative research

could answer questions dealing with motor pattern variation.

To obtain some measure of stereotypy, I took motion

picture films of nonagonistic movements and agonistic

interactions of martins. The position measurements were

taken as outlined in Figure 1. At this stage of the

analysis, I did not classify movements into the display

categories, since this would have biased the results (see

section on description of displays). That is, some of the

movements of the body and limbs that occurred in agonistic

situations were not clear "head presentation" or "body

extension" displays. Nevertheless, all movements were

included in the analysis, making the data more confusing
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than if cleaned up by exclusion of patterns that "did not

fit." In Table 1, the means, standard deviations, and

coefficients of variability of the final position and

duration of movements of the different motor patterns are

prestned. In Table 2, the differences in the variances of

the movements were tested using the c statistic for the

final position and duration of movements.

As shown in Table 2, the final posture of the body for

movements executed during agonistic interactions was signif¬

icantly less variable (more stereotyped) than the final

posture of the body during nonagonistic interactions such as

during locomotion or loafing. The speed of movement also

was significantly less variable for agonistic body move¬

ments. The final posture of the head during aggressive and

appeasement interactions was significantly less variable

than the posture of head movements performed during non¬

agonistic situations. For the tail movements, the differ¬

ences in position variance were significant, while

differences in duration of tail movements were not signif¬

icant. I found the final position of the wing to be less

variable in aggressive interactions than the final position

of wing movements involved in nonagonistic situations. The

final position of the wings during appeasement interactions

was significantly less stereotyped. There was no difference

in the speed of wing movement during either agonistic or

nonagonistic situations. It was important that the movement

with the highest degree of stereotypy, that of the bill,
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Table 1. Comparisons of Agonistic and Nonagonistic Body
and Limb Movement, Final Position, and Duration of
Movements in Seconds.

Final position
(degrees) Duration

N Mean SD CV Mean SD CV

Purple Martin
Body-nonagonistic 50 42.2 11.2 26.5 6.7 2.1 31.3
Body-aggressive 31 22.9 0.84 3.6 2.5 0.08 3.2
Body-appeasement 35 90.3 6.4 7.1 2.8 0.29 10.3
Head-nonagonistic 50 70.5 28.6 40.5 1.3 0.67 50.3
Head-aggressive 31 39.2 5.1 13.0 0.66 0.05 7.5
Head-appeasement 35 86.7 6.4 7.3 1.0 0.11 10.8
Bill-nonagonistic 50 75.4 32.3 42.8 2.4 0.79 31.9
Bill-aggressive 31 28.6 1.5 5.2 0.78 0.12 15.3
Bill-appeasement 35 112.5 4.5 4.0 0.85 0.09 10.5
Tail-nonagonistic 50 26.0 18.9 72.6 3.1 1.6 50.6
Tail-aggressive 31 30.6 4.8 15.6 0.81 0.06 7.4
Tail-appeasement 35 24.1 3.9 16.2 1.2 0.09 7.2
Wing-nonagonistic 50 41.8 17.5 41.8 2.7 0.89 32.9
Wing-aggressive 31 36.8 5.3 14.4 0.34 0.05 14.7
Wing-appeasement 35 47.4 7.0 14.7 0.79 0.08 10.1

Gray-breasted Martin
Body-nonagonistic 32 40.1 11.2 16.7 5.3 1.8 33.9
Body-aggressive 17 20.7 0.94 4.5 2.4 0.09 3.7
Body-appeasement 21 92.6 7.3 7.8 2.6 0.23 8.8
Head-nonagonistic 32 68.4 21.5 31.4 1.7 0.71 41.7
Head-aggressive 17 38.4 4.9 12.7 0.72 0.08 11.1
Head-appeasement 21 86.5 7.2 8.3 1.3 0.16 12.3
Bill-nonagonistic 32 77.1 29.3 38.0 2.1 0.85 40.4
Bill-aggressive 17 27.0 1.4 5.1 0.66 0.11 16.6
Bill-appeasement 21 110.3 6.1 5.5 0.91 0.07 7.6
Tail-nonagonistic 32 27.2 18.6 68.3 4.4 2.5 56.8
Tail-aggressive 17 31.5 5.3 16.8 0.78 0.06 7.6
Tail-appeasement 21 23.7 4.1 17.3 1.7 0.08 4.7
Wing-nonagonistic 32 42.9 19.2 44.8 2.5 0.70 28.0

Wing-aggressive 17 37.8 5.0 13.2 0.41 0.05 12.1
Wing-appeasement 21 45.2 7.8 17.3 0.67 0.07 10.4

Caribbean Martin
Body-nonagonistic 12 39.7 16.1 40.5 5.9 2.2 37.2

Body-aggressive 5 22.6 0.79 3.4 2.4 0.07 2.9

Body-appeasement 7 87.5 6.8 7.7 3.0 0.29 9.6
Head-nonagonistic 12 70.6 27.1 38.3 1.5 0.68 45.3

Head-aggressive 5 39.8 4.8 12.1 0.85 0.09 10.6
Head-appeasement 7 85.5 5.7 6.6 1.4 0.17 12.1

Continued
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Table 1. Continued.

Final position
(degrees) Duration

N Mean SD CV Mean SD CV

Bill-nonagonistic 12 74.9 31.3 41.7 2.1 0.83 39.5
Bill-aggressive 5 27.3 1.7 6.2 0.98 0.14 14.2
Bill-appeasement 7 113.6 5.6 4.9 0.63 0.05 7.9
Tai1-nonagonistic 12 27.5 15.6 56.7 4.2 2.1 50.0
Tail-aggressive 5 32.1 5.2 16.2 0.56 0.08 14.2
Tail-appeasement 7 25.3 4.3 16.9 1.5 0.16 10.6
Wing-nonagonistic 12 40.9 13.2 32.2 2.6 1.1 42.3
Wing-aggressive 5 34.6 4.5 13.0 0.48 0.07 14.5
Wing-appeasement 7 45.2 6.6 14.6 0.89 0.13 14.6
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Table 2. Comparisons of Variances of Agonistic and Non-
agonistic Movements.

Final Position Duration
c ratio p c ratio p

Purple Martin
Body
Aggressive-nonagonistic 3.46 <0.05 4.06 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.17 <0.05 3.71 <0.05

Head

Aggressive-nonagonistic 2.59 <0.05 2.68 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.04 <0.05 3.21 <0.05

Bill

Aggressive-nonagonistic 2.35 <0.05 2.83 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic 2.97 <0.05 3.17 <0.05

Tail

Aggressive-nonagonistic 2.86 <0.05 0.37 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.54 <0.05 1.23 <0.05

Wing
Aggressive-nonagonistic 3.72 <0.05 1 . 17 <0.05

Appeasement-nonagonistic 0.87 <0.05 1.34 <0.05

Gray-breasted Martin
Body
Aggressive-nonagonistic 3.27 <0.05 3.34 <0.05

Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.09 <0.05 2.96 <0.05
Head

Aggressive-nonagonistic 2.78 <0.05 3.94 <0.05

Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.35 <0.05 3.82 <0.05
Bill

Aggressive-nonagonistic 4.02 <0.05 2.72 <0.05

Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.12 <0.05 3.69 <0.05
Tail

Aggressive-nonagonistic 3.43 <0.05 0.32 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic 2.91 <0.05 0.75 <0.05

Wing
Aggressive-nonagonistic 2.74 <0.05 1.06 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic 1.23 <0.05 0.74 <0.05

Caribbean Martin
Body
Aggressive-nonagonistic 3.25 <0.05 2.76 <0.05
Appeasement-nonagonistic

Head
2.95 <0.05 2.62 <0.05

Aggressive-nonagonistic 4.21 <0.05 2.67 <0.05

Appeasement-nonagonistic 3.54 <0.05 3.12 <0.05

Continued
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Table 2. Continued.

Bill

Aggressive-nonagonistic
Appeasement-nonagonistic

Tail

Aggressive-nonagonistic
Appeasement-nonagonistic

Wing
Aggressive-nonagonistic
Appeasement-nonagonistic

Final Position Duration
ratio P c ratio P

i. 72 <0.05 2.83 <0.05
.65 <0.05 3.16 <0.05

. 06 <0.05 0.95 <0.05

.39 <0.05 0.46 <0.05

.86 <0.05 1.02 <0.05

.37 <0.05 1.53 <0.05
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also was the movement that effected the greatest change in

the behavior of the recepient martin in all three species

(see section on analysis of displays).

In addition to data on variability of movement, the

films also provide information on other differences between

display movements and nondisplay movements in Progne. As

noted by McKinney (1975) , exaggeration of one component of a

movement may occur during ritualization. When comparing the

forward movement of the body during agonistic and nonagon-

istic situations, the body was greater than the normal

position in both final position (23° from the substrate

compared to 42° average for nonagonistic movements) and

degrees of arc traversed from the perpendicular (average 67°

for aggressive movements, average 48° for walking move¬

ments) . However, the range of nondisplay movements was

greater than that of display movements. Similarly, the

average final positions of the head and bill were greater

for aggressive display movements than for nondisplay move¬

ments (Tables 1 and 2). During appeasement displays, the

body, head, and bill were raised laterally to a position

115° ±15 up from the dorsal-ventral axis of the bird's body.

The final position of the body, head, and bill also were

significantly higher in degrees from the substrate in

appeasement situtations than for movements involved in

loafing or alert watching (Tables 1 and 2).

Another characteristic of ritualized movements men¬

tioned by Morris (1966) was the "freezing" of components of
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the movements. For example, in the movements concerned with

walking, the number of frames of film showing the PM body,

head, and bill in the final position was very small (18—

25 frames). In contrast, the head was held in the forward

postion between 2.7 and 3.5 seconds (49-63 frames), while

the body was held in the forward position between 4.2 and

6.4 seconds (75-115 frames) for aggressive displays. During

appeasement displays, the head was held away from an

opponent between 3.4 and 4.7 seconds (61-85 frames), while

the body was held in the outward position between 4.9 and

7.1 seconds (88-128 frames).

Morris (1966) noted changes in the speed of execution

of movements as another characteristic of ritualization.

For all three species studied, the agonistic movements of

the body, head, and bill were performed more rapidly than

general locomotory movements of those limbs (Tables 1 and

2). For example, during PM aggressive interactions, the

head was raised forward at 0.66 ± 0.05 seconds compared to

1.33 ± 0.67 seconds during nonagonistic movements (c=2.59,

p < 0.05; Table 2). It is important to note that there was

no significant difference in the speed of movement for wing

and/or tail movements. This fact suggested that movement to

the final posture was not as important as the final posture

itself. Similar results were found for GM and CM (Table 1

and 2).
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Discussion

There are few, if any, concepts that are more central

to the development of modern ethological ideas than that of

the fixed action pattern (for reviews see Barlow, 1977;

Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1975; Krebs & Davies, 1981; Schleidt,

1974). Stereotyped motor patterns in vertebrates usually

serve either for communication or for locomotion. Moreover,

Schleidt (1974) suggested that actions that occurred at a

very high frequency and/or were adapted to deal with uniform

situations or objects such as pecking, biting, swallowing,

chewing, digging, and preening also should be highly stereo¬

typed. Although locomotor behavior exhibited little varia¬

tion within short time periods (at least in vertebrates), it

demonstrated considerable plasticity over longer intervals.

In contrast, displays that subserved communication were

nearly invariant over much of an animal's adult life span.

Since the idea of fixed action patterns generated

considerable controvery during the 1950s and subsequent

decades (Alcock, 1975; Lehrman, 1953, 1970; Lorenz, 1965),

one might be surprised to find that there have actually been

very few detailed quantitative analyses of actions that have

been categorized as fixed (Barlow, 1977).

Some displays were clearly very fixed when a single

individual was studied. Wiley (1973) measured the time

between the first swish and the first snap in 45 successive

repetitions of the strut display of an individual sage
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grouse (Centocercus uropasianus). The average interval was

1.55 seconds and the standard deviation was 0.011 seconds

giving a CV of 0.7%. Stamps and Barlow's (1973) study of

Anolis lizard behvior showed that display behavior can be

extremely stereotyped. Measurements of the durations of

elements in the signature bob display of individual lizards

yielded CV's ranging from 2.5 to 9.5%.

Variation between individuals tended to be greater. As

Barlow (1977) pointed out, the displays of the goldeneye

(Bucephala clangula) studied by Dane, Woldott, and Drury

(1959), and often quoted as essentially invariant, mostly

showed CV's of 10 to 20%. However, the bowspirt, nodding,

and ticking had CV's of 17.14%, 72.22%, and 26.3%, respec¬

tively. Figures taken from Dane and van der Kloot (1964)

for the highly stereotyped head-throw display yielded a CV

of 7.2%. Three measures of duration taken from the signa¬

ture bob of Anolis by Stamps and Barlow (1973) gave CV's

ranging from 11.5 to 39% while those for three morphological

features were 10 to 12%. Hazlett (1972) studied the varia¬

bility of movements of the chelipeds and ambulatory legs of

spider crabs (Microphyrs bicornutus) and found CV's never

less than 10%. Nonetheless, the displays were sufficiently

different from the non-display behaviors for both humans and

spider crabs to tell them apart. These attempts to quantify

the concept of the fixed action pattern demonstrated that,

although some displays showed relative fixity, ideas about

invariant stereotypy were not supported.
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In the present study, the agonistic display movements

of martins were shown to be more stereotyped than the

non-display movements from which presumably they may have

evolved. Of course, this conclusion, even when based on

repeated observation of single-frame analysis film, still

remains rather subjective. The posture and the duration of

movements, however, were the best criteria of stereotypy or

variability that could be measured objectively.

If body and limb positions were assumed to be an index

of stereotypy, it was encouraging to find that the various

filmed actions were very uniform. I found marked stereotypy

when comparing different males while using position or

duration measurements of displays. For example, the

31 observations of body position during an aggressive

display had a mean of 2.99° from the subtrate and a standard

deviation of only 0.84. However, there were some body

movements (such as those of the wing and tail) which

appeared in a relatively constant form, but which varied in

duration. A detailed analysis showed that this variation

was produced by a difference in the speed of the movement at

times, while at other times by the variable length of the

pauses at the beginning and end of the active part of the

movements themselves. If the pauses were disregarded, the

duration the body was held in an aggressive display became

5.7 seconds with a standard deviation of ±0.09 seconds.

Therefore, the measurements the movements' duration con¬

firmed the impression of stereotypy. Thus, display
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movements were distinguishable from no display movements by

exaggeration of movement (body movement forward to the

horizontal plane), exaggeration of one component of the

posture (open bill), and by the development of stereotypy.

In summary, there appear to be extremely few, if any,

behavior patterns that are absolutely fixed (e.g., CV = 0%

or even less than 1.0%). Indeed, according to Eibi-

Eibesfeldt (1975), the implication of absolute morphological

rigidity of diplays was unfortunate and not originally

intended. It would be misleading to concentrate solely on

attempting to "prove" stereotypy or "fixity" without dealing

with patent variability. Various factors may favor vari¬

ability in the characteristics of displays. For example,

variable aspects may be anti-monotony devices (Hartshorne,

1973), since too much stereotypy may cause the receiver to

habituate to the signal before responding in a manner

appropriate for the sender. Barlow (1968) suggested that it

might be more correct to drop the word "fixed" and substi¬

tute the word "modal" (to refer to the most frequently

occurring form of a given act). The term modal action

pattern was meant to embody the idea that, while not

strictly fixed, these behavior patterns could be identified

in a reliable statistical way. Barlow's point is an impor¬

tant one when one's main interest is in choosing categories

for data collection rather than in a particular theoretical

framework. Quantitative data from this study supported

Barlow's suggestion.
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The frequent occurrence of behavior patterns having the

following characteristics can be used when describing modal

action patterns: (1) they are species-typical, (2) the

component movements that make them up occur together either

simultaneously or sequentially with a high degree of pre¬

dictability and (3) they are repeatedly recognizable. In

addition to the terminological problems, it is important to

stress that the "meaning" of the value of CV's will

undoubtedly vary from species to species and from act to

act.

Description of Visual Displays

The following is a list and description of the visual

displays seen during the course of this study. Similarities

between the displays of the three species suggested homol¬

ogous relationships and permitted a parallel categorization.

The names of the displays were chosen to be as descriptive

as possible without implying motivation or function to the

behavior patterns.

However, before a discussion of agonistic behavior can

be undertaken, the normal body position of martins must be

described so that it may be compared with the principal

display patterns (Figure 2). All three martin species sat

in an upright position during nonagonistic situations. The

neck was withdrawn, the bill was held approximately horizon¬

tal, and the feathers were relaxed. The wings were held

close to the body and the tail was stationary.
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Figure 2. Postures associated with loafing or inactivity:
A. Purple Martin; B. Gray-breasted Martin;
C. Caribbean Martin.
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Head Forward Thrust

In all three species of martins, the Head Forward

Thrust display and its variants were found to be the chief

displays preceding attack. In the most common posture, a

bird assumed a horizontal crouch with the plumage sleeked

and the bill pointed at the opponent. This display preceded

an attack and appeared in territorial defense during the

approach of a potential intruder.

Purple Martin. The display was divided into two cate¬

gories, the low-intensity Head Forward Thrust and the

high-intensity Head Forward Thrust (Figure 3A dnd 3B). In

the low-intensity Head Forward Thrust, the closed bill was

directed horizontally toward the opponent (92% of film

records, 8% open bill; n=29), the neck was partially

extended (96%, 4% retracted), and the legs were flexed (98%)

with the body held in a horizontal position (94%, 6%

upright). The feathers of the crest, breast, and back were

sleeked (92%, 8% crest raised), with the wing and tail

feathers continually flicked (100%). This posture was

maintained for at least 4 seconds (x = 4.9 seconds of field

records; n=63). The response of an intruder was to advance

no further (81% of field records; n=218) or leave (19%).

Cher (p. Ill) and Chortle (p. 116) calls often accompanied

this display (70% of field records; n=227).

Since a bird giving this display most often remained

stationary (65% of field records, attacked 31%, retreated

4%, n=379), the display may be interpreted as suggesting a
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Figure 3. Displays associated with threat behavior:
A. low intensity Head Forward Thrust (Purple
Martin); B. high intensity Head Forward Thrust
(Purple Martin); C. low intensity Head Forward
Thrust (Gray-breasted Martin); D. high intensity
Head Forward Thrust (Gray-breasted Martin);
E. variation of the high intensity Head Foward
Thrust (Gray-breasted Martin); F. low intensity
Head Forward Thrust (Caribbean Martin); G. high
intensity Head Forward Thrust (Caribbean Martin).
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weak tendency to attack. Thirty-six percent of all agon¬

istic encounters ended with the winner showing low-intensity

Head Forward thrust (n=153). Sixty-four percent showed no

visual display (n=153).

In the high-intensity Head Forward Thrust, the bill was

held closed (98% of film records, 2% open bill; n=24) in

line with the opponent (100%), and the body was always

horizontal (100%). The signaler sleeked the feathers of its

crest and body (98%, 2% just crest), extended its neck (91%,

9% retraced), and moved forward in the Lunge, striking the

target bird on its head or body (38%) if it failed to

retreat (62%).

In 94% of film records (n=18) of high intensity encoun¬

ters that preceded the Lunge, birds held the wings away from

the side with the primaries backward and with the wing and

tail feathers stationary (6% of the time wings against body

and tail and wing feathers flicked), and gave Hee-hee calls

(p. 87). In 79% of the field records (n=379), the high-

intensity display was followed by the opponent retreating or

remaining stationary (21% returned the attack).

Low-intensity Head Forward Thrust was directed by males

toward both males (83% of field records; n=441) and females

(17%). However, high-intensity Head Forward Thrust by males

was never directed toward females. Both head Forward

displays occurred 89% of the time at the boundaries of

territories when resident males were less than 20 cm apart

(n=217). The displays ceased 97% of the time when one bird
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returned to the center of his territory or entered his

nesting compartment.

If two neighboring males showed either of the head

forward displays later in the season while young were being

fed, only 17% of these encounters ended in aggressive

interaction (n=133). Most displays (83%) ended with the

birds remaining motionless and at least one bird bill-wiping

(n= 97) .

Gray-breasted Martin. GM assumed low- and high-

intensity Head Forward Thrust displays similar to those of

PM, but in GM these displays were more elaborate. In the

low-intensity Head Forward Thrust, the displaying individual

oriented on a perch so that the axis of its body ran paral¬

lel with the surface on which it was perched (87% of film

records, 13% upright; n=29), the neck was extended (93%,

7% retracted), and the wings and tail were flicked upward

repeatedly (95%, 5% remained still), making the bird appear

larger than normal (Figure 3C). Moreover, the feathers of

the cheek and crest were raised (96%, 4% sleeked). This

component of the display was noticeably absent in the PM low

intensity display posture.

At high intensity, the GM held the body parallel to the

surface and thrust the head and bill forward below the level

of the back (94% of film records, 6% other body variations;

n=16), held the wings just free of the flank feathers, and

partly spread the primaries below the line of the tail (88%,

12% above the tail line; Figure 3D) .
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Zurr calls (p. 97) were given by the birds in low-

intensity thrust and Zwat calls (p. 96) were given during

high intensity thrust. High-intensity Head Forward Thrust

in the GM, as in PM, was never directed toward females.

A slightly different variation of the high-intensity

Head Forward Thrust seen in the PM was observed in the GM

(Figure 3E). During this display variant, the neck was

retracted (88% of film records, 12% extended; n=32), the

legs extended (91%, 9% retracted), the bill opened (94%,

6% closed), the body feathers sleeked (100%), and the

carpals raised as the wrist was rotated outward (100%).

Birds that gave the carpal raised variation always attacked

opponents (n=32).

Caribbean Martin. As in the PM and GM, the Head

Forward Thrust in the CM varied in intensity and was divided

into two categories (Figure 3F and 3G). In the

low-intensity Head Forward Thrust, the closed bill was

directed toward the opponent (99% of the field records,

1% directed away; n=32), the neck was not extended (84%,

16% extended), the legs were flexed (85%, 15% retracted),

and the body was held in a horizontal posture with the wings

and tail continually flicked (100%).

In high-intensity thrust, the bill pointed straight out

(93% of field records, 7% bill to side; n=47), and the neck

was stretched (100%). At times, the wings were rotated

(12%) as in the carpal raised variation of the GM. On the

part of the attacking bird, the low intensity thrust was
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accompanied by Wheet calls (p. 101), whereas the high

intensity thrust was accompanied by Kweet calls (p. 103).

Gaping

Gaping in all three species was initiated by any

conspecific's movement close to the territory boundary. The

body posture was very similar to that of the Head Forward

Thrust (Figure 4A), except that the bill was held wide open

for two or three seconds (PM: x=2.8 sec., n=31; GM:

x=2.6 sec., n=30; CM: x=3.4 sec., n=13). The body was

inclined forward from the pelvis (91% of the field records,

9% more upright; n=60), and the neck extended forward

(100%). The wings were held by the side of the body (85%,

n=60), but were sometimes spread out (for balance) if the

martin moved forward (15%). Both sexes used the Gape. The

Gape may be silent or accompanied by a Rattle call (p. 91)

in the PM and a Rattle call (p. 100) in the GM. CM appear

to gape silently.

In all three species, mutual Gaping between mates was

common early in the breeding season (Figure 4B). This

behavior was observed mainly at the nest hole when a male or

female landed near its mate. One bird often took the offen¬

sive while its mate was defensive. In offensive Gaping, the

martin leaned forward with the most weight on its phalanges.

It sometimes sidled forward in small steps or remained

motionless. In defensive Gaping, the body was held back,
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Figure 4. Displays associated with threat behavior:
A. Gaping; B. Gaping between mates;
C. Defensive Gaping; D. Lunge.
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the neck withdrawn; the bird sometimes moved backward or

turned aside while returning the Gape (Figure 4C).

Bill-Snapping

Bill-snapping in all three species consisted of loud

clicking produced as the mandibles were forcibly brought

together. This display was given from the head Forward

Thrust (72%, n=25) or Lunge (28%). The body was held

horizontally (89%, n=25) or slightly downward (11%) and the

bill was snapped as an audible reinforcement of threat.

Bill-snapping was used by martins in their territories

(87%, n=25), but occasionally occurred outside the terri¬

tories (for example, when a martin was approached too

closely while resting on a perch, 13% of the time). It was

directed at strangers moving past the territory (10%, n=20)

or at neighbors moving about in adjacent territories (90%,

n=20). It also was directed at interspecific intruders,

such as House Sparrows (Passer domesticus, n=31) and Star¬

lings (Sturnus vulgaris, n=13). Bill-snapping also was used

in conjunction with Gaping in both interspecific inter¬

actions and interactions between members of a mated pair.

This display was possibly a ritualized intention to bite.

Lunge

In all three species, when a high-intensity Head

Forward Thrust did not dislodge an opponent, the attacker

frequently proceeded directly at the opponent. The
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high-intensity Head Forward Thrust led to the Lunge in 58%

of field records for the PM (42% remain inplace, n=207), 32%

in the GM (68% remain inplace, n=193), and 47% in the CM

(53% remain inplace, n=12). The most conspicuous feature of

the Lunge was the forward movement. In this display, the

bird moved toward the stimulus object with a sudden rush and

then stopped, with head and neck outstretched, and the bill

directed at the opponent and slightly agape (100%,

Figure 4D). At the extension of the Lunge the wings were

twisted upward over the tail, and in 36% (n=309) of all

observations the mandibles were closed, producing a snap

that was audible at distances greater than 10 m (64%

produced no sound).

The Lunge was an attack that was generally sufficient

to make an opponent flee (Tables 6 & 7). If the opponent

failed to retreat, a fight resulted. The Lunge merged into

a fight in 19% of field records in the PM (81% the opponent

retreated, n=201), 11% in the GM (89% opponent retreated,

n=194), and 15% in the CM (85% opponent retreated, n=16).

High-Up Displays

High-Up displays were considered to be retreat behavior

because they were directed away from an attacking bird and

were given by a retreating bird. The High-Up postures were

divided into two broad categories: Withdraw High-Up and

Alert High-Up. Alert and Withdraw High-Up displays were

performed by both sexes.
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The Withdraw High-Up display included the turning away

or lateral body presentation, avoidance, or fleeing of a

martin relative to the approach of another individual. The

feathers of the body and head were erect, the head was held

above the horizontal plane, the bill pointed downward, and

the neck held backward (Figure 5A). During a territorial

encounter the bird showed Withdraw High-Up followed by

staying (PM: 56%, n=380; GM: 61%, n= 220; CM: to few

records) or retreating (PM: 44%, GM: 39%, CM: to few

records) or retreating (PM: 44%, GM: 39%, CM: to few

records), but in all three species the birds never attacked.

Purple Martin. A PM may show Withdraw High-Up from an

opponent in several different ways depending on the

agonistic encounter. A retreating martin performed one of

several behavior patterns, which included rocking back on

the tarsi while retracting the neck (93% of film records,

7% extended the neck; n=31), leaning to one side (78% of

film records, 12% straight ahead, n=31), turning the head or

the head and body away from the aggressor (84% of film

records, 16% toward the opponent, n=31), sidling away, and

flying away from the aggressor. Sidling, sideways movement

either toward or away from another individual, usually took

place during periods when the martins were sitting on the

birdhouse or on a telephone wire. In some cases the head

feathers were raised for a few seconds during sidling

movements.
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Figure 5. Displays associated with appeasement behavior:
A. Withdraw High-Up; B. Alert High-Up; C. White
Badge Signal.
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I saw the Withdraw High-Up posture given in the follow¬

ing contexts: (1) by a female when sitting on the house in

the presence of a male other than her own mate; (2) by a

bird shifting its position when another bird had landed

nearby; (3) between members of a pair when they were near

each other and either bird moved toward the other; and

(4) when one bird was threatened by another bird with a Head

Forward Thrust.

Gray-breasted Martin. In the GM the Withdraw High-Up

was not as elaborate as in the PM, and often appeared as an

alert posture seen in many birds immediately before they

ever flew in alarm, after a supplanting attack, or in birds

that had just avoided an attack.

The Withdraw High-Up of the GM involved raising the

feathers (82% of film records, 18% relaxed; n=ll), hunching

the body (91%, 9% upright, n=ll), and assuming a generally

rounded appearance. This also was in many respects the

opposite of the Head Forward Thrust, and suggested that the

bird was avoiding an aggressive encounter (see section on

analysis of displays).

Caribbean Martin. Withdraw High-Up in the CM fre¬

quently involved a turning away from the dominant individual

(88% of field records? 12% turned halfway; n=27). The bird

stood with the body vertical (92%, 8% not upright, n=27),

neck extended and bill pointed upward (96%, 4% bill pointed

down, n=27), so that the breast was exposed and the head was

held rigid. The tail was not spread (96%). Several times
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males in boundary encounters perched on palms or thatched

roofs with their bills turned away from their neighbors.

Alert High-Up postures were given in the presence of

alarming or novel stimuli, such as those eliciting loco¬

motion. In all three species, when a bird suddenly detected

a predator, a loud harsh noise, or a sudden change in

movement of another animal or object, the activity in which

it was involved immediately ceased. During the Alert

High-Up the head was raised or directed toward the stimulus

and the neck extended out (Figure 4B).

In the Alert High-Up posture the bird stood erect with

compressed plumage and with the head and bill in line with

the rest of the body. The wings were held close to the body

and the legs became very straight. The birds remained in

this exaggerated posture for about four seconds, longer than

in any other display (PM: x=4.3 seconds, n=132; GM:

x=5.1 seconds, n=75; CM: x=4.5 seconds, n=23). Once the

alarm stimulus was know, birds of all three species flicked

their wings and tails and raised their crest feathers for

the length of the disturbance. Frequently the PM, GM, and

CM uttered Cher (p. 83, Cheur (p. 94), and Zwoot (p. 100)

calls respectively.

Claiming-Reclaiming

Males of all three species had a display which attrac¬

ted females and advertised territory ownership. Claiming-

Reclaiming involved a flight whereby the male attracted his
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mate or potential mate to the nest site (Johnston & Hardy,

1962). PM males flew from the breeding area in a wide arc

(20-70 meter diameter, n=278), which could vary in flight

path, circle size, duration, and flight posture. Besides

following a circular course (10-30 meter diameter, n=21),

CMs also flew a figure-8 (n=9) or a double lap circle

(n=15). GMs showed both circular flights (25-60 meter

diameter, n=17) and short direct flights (n=29) in which a

male came close to striking a sitting female before return¬

ing to the breeding site. On these 29 occasions, GM males

flew so close to their mates that the female was forced to

either retreat or fly from the perch. GM females reponded

to these two kinds of flight encounters by either following

the male to his nest hole (n=26), moving to another section

of steel pipe (n=16), or leaving the area (n=4).

A Claiming-Reclaiming display ended abruptly in all

three species with the male returning to the nest site to

repeatedly enter and emerge from the nest hole (PM:

x=2.6 bouts of emerging and entering, n=38; GM: x=2.7,

n=29; CM: x=1.3, n=8). This behavior ceased when the male

thrust his head out of the entrance hole and sang several

songs in succession (PM: x=2.1 songs per bout, n=238; GM:

x=1.8, n=25; CM: x=2.8, n=39). At the end of the song in

PMs and GMs, but not in CMs, the bill was opened and the

yellow mouth lining was flashed in stark contrast to the

rest of the bird's head. CMs did not end songs with an open

bill (see discussion under vocalizations).
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White Badge Signal

Badges are characteristics of an animal's appearance

that have been modified to be informative "adornments"

(Rohwer 1982). Badges are more persistent than displays,

because displays last only as long as the behavior is

sustained. Both sexes of all three species of martins had a

patch of white feathers on the anterior flank that normally

was concealed by the dark feathers of the middorsal region

of the spinal tract (Johnson and Hardy 1962, this study).

These bold plumage markings can be seen at the level of the

tertial feathers on either side of the midline whenever

birds preened the head or mantle (Figure 6C). Size and

shape of the white badge varied considerably among individ¬

uals of the three species. The white patch was highly

organized, contrasted with the dark background feathers, and

could be displayed or covered at will; thus, Johnston and

Hardy (1962) hypothesized that in the PM the white badge

functioned as a social signal associated with preening. All

my observations supported this hypothesis for the CM and GM.

My observations for these species showed that martins

displayed the badge only after preening (65%, n=85) or

during sunning postures (35%, n=85).

The white badge also appeared to signal staying inplace

behavior. Birds showing the white badge, as a class,

remained stationary much more frequently than birds that did
2

not exhibit the badge (x =26, df=32; p < 0.05). The badge

also functioned as an appeasement signal by inhibiting
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agonistic encounters and permitting close contact among

2
loafing birds (x =23, df=24; p < 0.05). Several aspects of

martin behavior supported this interpretation: (1) when the

badge was uncovered, birds v/ere preening or had completed

preening and were loafing or sunning (n=85) ; (2) partici¬

pants were positioned in parallel or at angles of less than

90 degrees where there was little prolonged direct front

orientation or approach (87%, 13% frontal orientation,

n=85), and (3) at no time was the badge revealed in any

agonistic situation (100%, n=85).

Similar signaling badges that function to inhibit

behavioral interactions have been described for young Water

Rails, Rallus aquaticus (Lorenz 1952), White-necked Ravens,

Corvus cryptoleucus (Johnston 1958) , and numerous Accipters

(Hafner & Hafner, 1977).

Fighting

Fighting in all three species usually was associated

with defense of a breeding site or mate-guarding. Fighting

was most frequent among males early in the breeding season.

At these times exploration of nest sites resulted in much

movement in the breeding areas, and males trespassed while

courting or watching another male's mate. Fighting among

females occurred only during pair formation, when a female

crossed a territorial boundary. Fighting did not result in

noticeable body damage, and in most cases was of short
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duration (although see Allen & Nice, 1952; Bent, 1942;

Brown, 1977).

Purple Martin. The circumstance for an encounter that

led to a fight was trespassing by a nonresident male onto

another male's territory. Of 256 encounters between

adjacent territorial males, 249 started when a male

approached a neighbor's mate as she was perching at the

birdhouse or gathering nesting material. The remaining

seven encounters resulted from males exploring the birdhouse

and in which attraction to a female did not seem involved.

When a male trespassed onto another bird's territory,

the owner adopted an agonistic posture directed toward, or

attacked, the moving male. The following examples of

encounters between adult males White and Yellow at the

Gainesville Country Club nesting colony are given to illus¬

trate some of the sequences of events that fighting can

typically take. The flow diagram in Figure 6 is not com¬

plete, but is intended only as a suggestion of the course

agonistic behavior may take early in the breeding season.

Encounters of more than two birds were difficult to follow

or record accurately and were therefore not included.

Male White was standing on the porch outside his nest

compartment in an upright position. Male Yellow was in

flight returning to the house and was about 10 m from the

house. On noticing Yellow, White started calling in low-

intensity Head Forward Thrust directed toward approaching

male Yellow (n=51). When Yellow landed about 10 cm away,



Figure6.Fightinginteractionsbetweenmalemartins.
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both birds bill-thrusted toward each other and then turned

away, presenting their sides. If however, Yellow approached

White, White usually responded in one of several ways:

(1) White flew away (n=5). This was sometimes followed by

chasing behavior (n=2) , or Yellow landed in the spot just

vacated (n=3); (2) White entered his nest compartment (n=4)

or shifted his position on the perch a few centimeters away

and gave a low-intensity Head Forward Thrust. After a few

seconds, the posturing ended and the birds remained perched

a few centimeters apart; (3) White remained perched, but did

not posture; Yellow came in and attacked (n=17). A fight

ended with White flying off and Yellow chasing after him

(n=14). On only three out of 17 occasions did Yellow fly

off leaving White in the same position; (4) White remained

perched, and immediately showed high-intensity Head Forward

Thrust (n=15). Yellow then did one of three things: (a)

attacked-with a fight ensuing (n=3), (b) retreated and

perched more than 10 cm away (n=10), or (c) withdrew less

than 16 cm away with both birds giving Withdraw High-Up

(n=2); and (5) White flew up and met Yellow in the air

(n=3). During these fights both birds were facing each

other, striking with their bills, wings, and feet until they

struck the ground, whereupon the fight ended.

Once nesting began, if the encounter took place in

front of the nest compartments, fights seemed to follow

two less elaborate patterns. A resident adult male some¬

times landed an the perch in front of his nesting room, in
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which case he either advanced and immediately engaged the

intruder in fight (61%, n=129); or the resident male entered

his room, and poked his head out and called or sang (39% of

these observations). The bird then either emerged to perch

in front of the nest room or remained stationary in the nest

room aperture.

Gray-breasted Martin. In Trinidad where nearest pairs

of GM often nested up to 20 m apart, male GM flew directly

at their opponents, forcing the attacked bird to move, on

59 occasions. The attacked bird responded in one of three

ways: (1) it flew immediately away, with the attacker

flying after and chasing it (n=24), (2) it shifted its

position a few feet away (n=26), or (3) it flew up and met

the attacker in mid-air (n=9).

Two forms of fighting were observed in GM. One was the

aerial fight in which two males ascended about 10 m from the

perching pipes, each had a foothold on the other combined

with feather-pulling and wing-beating. The birds would then

descend, not separating until striking the ground or enter¬

ing the water, at which point all fighting ceased (n=37).

The other type of fight was a Lunge on the pipe perches in

which the two birds pecked each other's heads and body areas

until one individual broke off in retreat (n=68). A winner

adopted an erect posture, calling as it sat on the spot

vacated a few seconds before. The bird then began preening

to rearrange feathers that may have become displaced during

the attack.
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Caribbean Martins

Fights of the CM did not differ appreciably from those

described for PM and GM, except that fighting occurred at

greater heights around nest sits in palm fronbs. In Tobago,

I recorded details of 16 intraspecific fights and saw a few

other short agonistic episodes. Less fighting in CM than in

GM and PM may reflect the greater CM minimum internest

distance (> 30 m as opposed to < 20 m in the GM and 10 cm in

the PM). Physical opportunities to interact decreased as

the distance between birds increased.

Analysis of Visual Communication

Sequences in Defense of Territory

The behavior of individual martins consisted of both

individual acts and sequences of acts. A behavioral act was

a display only if it conveyed a signal to another animal and

was specifically adapted for that purpose (see Hinde, 1970;

Krebs & Davies, 1981; Tinbergen, 1952). Only PM and GM

provided sufficient data to permit me to analyze their

visual displays.

In both species, any of the seven displays listed in

Table 3 could occur as an initial response in an interaction

with another martin. Most interactions were brief

(x=2.8 seconds; n=289 field records) and consisted of only

one or two displays. The most frequent initial responses

were low- and high-intensity Head Forward Thrust (PM males:
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Table 3. Frequencies of Initial Displays.

Display
(Proportion of total encounters)

PM GM PM GM
Male Male Female Female

Low intensity Head Forward 0.25 0.24 0.32 0 .43

High intensity Head Forward 0.14 0.18 0.16 0 .21

Gaping 0.09 0.09 0.03 0 .07

Bill-Shaping 0.04 0.03 0.02 0 .01

Lunge 0.08 0.06 0.07 0 .01

Alert High-Up 0.15 0.19 0.14 0 .14

Withdraw High-Up 0.25 0.20 0.26 0 . 13

Total probability 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 .00

Total encounters 1537 1089 86 134
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39%, n=1537 field records, females 46%, n=86; GM males:

42%, n=1089 field records, females: 64%, n=134), and Alert

and Withdraw High-Up (PM males: 40%, n=1537 field records,

females: 40%, n=86; GM males: 39%, n=1089 field records,

females: 27%, n=134). The probability of the occurrence of

these responses was increased when the conditions of an

encounter were specified (Table 4). Low-intensity head

Forward Thrust was the most frequent response to a martin

pausing near the territory (PM: 51%, n=291 field records;

GM: 39%, n=257) or to a martin flying by the breeding site

(PM: 28%, n=279; GM: 23%, n=284). Alert High-Up was the

most frequent response to a distant disturbance (PM: 52%,

n=279; GM: 61%, n=284). Withdraw High-Up occurred most

commonly in encounters with neighbors who retaliated in

response to an initial challenge (PM: 54%, n=214; GM: 43%,

n=173). High-intensity Head Forward Thrust, Gaping, and

Bill-snapping occurred less frequently and were responses to

intruders entering or pausing near the territory (See

Table 4). Gaping was followed by a Lunge when the intruder

approached to within bill-striking range. The Lunge also

was used by some martins against neighbors pausing near the

territorial boundary.

The time elapsed since the last encounter and movement

of the stimulus influenced the initial response of martins

(Figure 7A-E). When an intruder approached slowly, a

territorial martin responded with low-intensity Head Forward

Thrust (69%, a=135 field records) or Gaping (31%, n=135



Table4

IncidenceofSingleDisplaysfromDifferentTypesofEncounters ProbabilitiesfromSeparateEncounters
Close Neighbor

Distant Neighbor

Neighbors Challenge

Neighbors Pause

Display

PM

GM

PM

GM

PM

GM

PM

GM

Lowintensity

0.27

0.32

0.28

0.23

0.14

0.26

0.51

0.39

HeadForward
Highintensity

0.14

0.19

0.15

0.09

0.06

0.19

0.22

0.29

HeadForward Gaping

0.09

0.06

0.02

0.04

0.03

0.01

0.03

0.01

Bill-snapping

0.07

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.00

Lunge

0.11

0.14

0.00

0.00

0.13

0.07

0.09

0.16

AlertHigh-Up

0.14

0.16

0.52

0.61

0.09

0.03

0.05

0.07

WithdrawHigh-Up
0.18

0.10

0.01

0.00

0.54

0.43

0.08

0.08

Totalprobability
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Totalencounters
393

368

279

284

214

173

291

257
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field records; Figure 7A). If the intruder approached sud¬

denly, a resident male responded with high-intensity Head

Forward Thrust (86%, n=84 field records) and Bill-snapping

(14%, n=84 field records; Figure 7B). Low-intensity Head

Forward Thrust was followed by high-intensity Head Forward

Thrust when the intruding martin moved closer (Figure 7C).

High-intensity Head Forward Thrust was followed by Lunge

when the rival martin moved away only slightly or slowly

(Figure 7D) .

Sometimes the same type of approach elicited different

reactions. Generally this could be attributed to the

previous stimulation of the territorial martin. A male who

had been undisturbed for some time might show only low-

intensity Head Forward Thrust (Figure 7A), whereas a male

who had just repelled a martin at a territorial boundary

reacted more aggressively to the approach of an intruder

(Figure 7E).

Gaping, Bill-snapping, and Withdraw High-Up tended to

occur at the end of sequences rather than at the beginning

(Table 5). Specifically, these displays occurred at the end

of sequences in which Lunge had not been elicited; thus,

they did not precede attack. High-intensity Head Forward

Thrust also occurred at the end of sequences but was

followed by attack when a neighbor approached or entered the

territory (See Tables 6 & 7). Low-intensity Head Forward

Thrust and Alert High-Up occurred at the beginning of

sequences rather than at the end. Both were seldom used
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Table 5. Proportion of Displays Used as Initial Versus
Terminal Responses in Two-Display Sequences.

Position in Sequence

PM GM

Display Begin % End % N Begin % End % N

Low intensity
Head Forward 61 39 131 74 26 124

High intensity
Head Forward 34 76 104 39 61 93

Gaping 18 82 34 22 78 36

Bill-snapping 6 94 28 11 89 20

Lunge 17 83 59 6 94 32

Alert High-Up 81 19 93 92 8 85

Withdraw
High-Up 25 75 142 13 87 69



Table6.PurpleMartins: andReceiver.
Displayof
Signaler
andthe

SubsequentBehavior
oftheSignaler

SubsequentBehavior ofSignaler*

SubsequentBehavior ofReceiver*

Display

N

Attack

Retreat

Stay

N

Attack

Retreat

Stay

Low-intensity HeadForward

379

31

4

65

379

2

17

81

High-intensity HeadForward

207

58

4

38

207

1

59

40

Gaping

142

52

8

40

142

2

25

78

Bill-snapping

76

25

5

70

76

0

21

79

Lunge

120

100

0

0

120

2

95

3

AlertHigh-Up

233

12

10

78

233

7

11

82

Withdraw

380

0

44

56

380

8

9

83

*Percentoftotaloccurrences.



Table7.Gray-BreastedMartins:DisplayofSignalerandtheSubsequentBehaviorofthe SignalerandReceiver. SubsequentBehavior ofSignaler*

SubsequentBehavior ofReceiver*

Display

N

Attack

Retreat

Stay

N

Attack

Retreat

Stay

Low-intensity

262

36

1

63

262

5

14

81

HeadForward High-intensity
193

32

0

68

193

1

65

34

HeadForward Gaping

103

42

2

56

103

0

27

73

Bill-snapping

33

21

0

79

33

6

15

79

Lunge

62

100

0

0

62

2

98

0

AlertHigh-Up

216

8

3

89

216

2

4

94

Withdraw

220

0

39

61

220

9

5

86

*Percentoftotaloccurrences.
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within the stationary attacking range, and thus were seldom

followed by attack.

Relation of Displays to Subsequent Behavior

This analysis was designed to determine if one could

predict what a bird would do depending upon its display.

Using an approach developed by Stokes (1962a, 1962b) and

Balph (1977), I recorded the frequency of the seven displays

and the subsequent reaction of the bird (Tables 6 & 7).

Interactions were considered to have three phases: attack,

when one bird drove the other away; staying, when the two

birds did not move away; and retreat, when a bird moved away

from another in response to an attack.

Tables 6 and 7 give the probabilities of particular

displays leading to attack, retreat, or stay. In this

study, low-intensity Head Forward Thrust indicated that a PM

would subsequently attack 31% of the time (n=379 field

records) and a GM 36% of the time (n=262 field records), but

there was an even higher probability of staying (PM: 65%,

n=379 field records; GM 63%, n=262 field records). In the

PM, high-intensity Head Forward Thrust suggested a transi¬

tion between low-intensity Head Forward Thrust and Lunge

since it was associated with probabilities of attack (58%,

n=207 field records) and of staying (38%, n=207 field

records) that were intermediately between those for low-

intensity Head Forward Thrust and Lunge. When high-

intensity Head Forward Thrust occurred in the GM, however
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the predominant tendency was to stay (68%, n=193 field

records). A GM attacked from the Gaping position 52% of the

time (n=142 field records) and from the Bill-snapping

position 25% of the time (n=76 field records). Lunge had

the highest probability of being followed by attack in both

species (PM: 100%, n=120 field records, GM: 100%, n=62

field records). Alert High-Up was most often associated

with staying (PM: 78%, n=233 field records; GM: 89%,

n=216 field records), but also had a low probability of

attack (PM: 12%, n=233 field records; GM: 8%, n=216 field

records). A martin showing Withdraw High-Up never attacked

(n=380 field records) and was likely to retreat (44%,

n=380 field records) if approached more closely.

On the few occasions when recipients retaliated (PM:

22 observations, n=1537 field records; GM: 25 observations,

n=1089 field records), the signaler then responded with

continued attack (PM: 73%, n=22 field records; GM: 72%,

n=25 field records) or retreat (PM: 27%, n=22 field

records; GM: 25%, n=25 field records). Most agonistic

encounters were of the attack-retreat kind and once ended

were rarely repeated (PM: 98%; 2% were interactions that

continued, n=280 field records; GM: 96%; 4% were inter¬

actions that continued, n=84 field records).

Effectiveness of Displays

To determine the effectiveness of the displays, I

measured the valence of a given display to the behavior of a
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rival martin at a territorial boundary. Most encounters

were initiated not because intruders trespassed onto the

territory, but because of their movement near the boundary.

In both the PM and GM, the assumption of a given posture by

one member of an interacting pair was followed by a number

of behavior patterns in the other martin. Analysis of the

distributions of following acts showed highly significant

changes in the probability distribution of acts dependent

upon the preceding act. That is, execution of displays did

change the behavior of recipient individuals.

Three displays (low-intensity Head Forward Thrust,

Gaping, and Bill-snapping) elicited stay or retreat of

intruders (Table 6 and 7). When a PM or GM gave low-

intensity Head Forward Thrust, the recipient subsequently

stayed 81% of the time (PM: n=379 field records; GM:

n=262 field records) and rarely attacked (PM: 2%, n=379

field records; GM: 5%, n=262 field records). For Gaping

(PM: n=142 field records; GM: n=103 field records) and

Bill-snapping (PM: n=76 field records; GM: n=33 field

records) in both species the probability of subsequent

staying of the recipient was 73% or better and the likeli¬

hood of being attacked by the recipient was 6% less. The

two responses most effective in driving intruders away were

the high-intensity Head Forward Thrust and the Lunge

(Table 6 and 7). Lunge had the greatest probability of

eliciting retreat in the recipient (_> 95% in both species;
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PM: n=120 field records; GM: n=62 field records), and the

lowest probability of being followed by retreat from the

signaler (<_ 5%) .

Alert (PM: n=233 field records; GM: n=216 field

records) and Withdraw High-Up (PM: n=380 field records; GM:

n=220 field records) had the lowest probability of eliciting

retreat (<_ 11%) and the greatest probability of eliciting

stay (_> 82%). They also were the best indicators of sub¬

sequent retreat by the signaler (Tables 6 and 7). Since

Withdraw High-Up was effective in eliciting staying from

intruders, it was surprising that most attacks from rival

martins occurred after this display. The higher probability

of attack may be due in part to conditions associated with

high density in the breeding area and the resultant forced

proximity.

Competent Structure of Displays

In order to determine quantitatively if certain behav¬

ioral components were associated with one another, I

assessed the responses of other martins to those components.

I recorded 312 encounters for the PM and 239 encounters for

the GM that were used in tabulating the results of agonistic

interactions. Each display consisted of a combination of

different components, of which the following were recorded.

(1) Body position: only two categories were

distinguished—the martin stood either upright or
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horizontal. An upright body position was characteris¬

tic of reduced aggressiveness and increased retreating

behavior. A horizontal position indicated a tendency

to retreat by opponents.

(2) Body feathers: the body feathers of the

breast, back and flanks were erected, sleeked, or

relaxed. Major feather erection occurred only when the

martins were retreating, or showing movements of

intention to retreat. Sleeked feathers were most often

seen when a male approached or threatened a potential

intruder.

(3) Crest feathers: the feathers of the head

were raised or lowered to varying degrees. There

appeared to be considerable variation in the extent of

crest erection during all of the above displays.

(4) Bill position: the bill was either opened or

closed. In some threat displays the bill was opened

wide, as in the Gape and Lunge displays. In retreat,

or retreat intention movements, the bill was usually

closed.

(5) Wing position: the wings were held against

the body when martins were loafing. When martins were

disturbed, the wings were repeatedly flicked away from

the body (PM: x=2.4 cm, n=15 film records; GM:

x=2.3 cm, n=7 field records). The wings were extended

(PM: x=1.8 cm, n=7 film records; GM: x=1.8 cm,
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n=3 film records) when martins were moving forward in a

Lunge and when moving away in Withdraw High-Up.

(6) Tail position: the tail was held stationary

and kept in line with the body when martins were

loafing. The tail was flicked up and down in a verti¬

cal plane when martins were startled or disturbed.

(7) Orientation: a martin faced the rival or

turned at any angle away from it. Facing the rival

increased the probability of attack. Body positions

turned at some angle away from the rival were associ¬

ated with an increased probability of retreat.

Of the threat displays recognized in this study, each

had a different component structure. The first step in this

analysis was to record the frequency of occurrence of the

seven different behavioral components and to determine the

degree of correlation between these components (Tables 8 and

9). For the seven behavioral components there were 21 pos¬

sible two-factor combinations. I found a correlation

(p < 0.05) between components in 19 out of 21 two-factor

combinations for the PM and 20 out of 21 two-factor combina¬

tions for the GM. Thus when a martin raised its body

feathers, its crest was generally raised at the same time,

and a martin with the bill open almost always faced its

rival. Even more striking was the observation that some

components rarely occurred with others. In PMs and GMs a

horizontal body position rarely occurred with body feathers

erect, crest erect, or during facing away (15 observations,



Table8.SimultaneousOccurrenceofBehavioralComponentsGivenbyTerritorialMale PurpleMartinstoIntruders.(2x2)levelsofsignificanceNS=p>0.05, xx=p<0.05.(AdaptedfromStokes,1962) BodyBody
Body Horizontal
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n=201). Only wing and tail flicking combined with body

position in the PM and wing flicking combined with crest

position in the GM did not show any significant degree of

correlation between these components.

The next step in the analysis was to determine if one

could predict what a bird would do from its posture.

Following the same approach used for analyzing the displays,

I recorded the frequency of the seven different behavioral

components and the degree of correlation between these

components and the subsequent reactions of the birds.

Tables 10 and 11 show that a bird's behavioral posture

indicated different probabilities that it would stay,

attack, or retreat. Only five components permitted pre¬

diction of subsequent action by a male PM (Table 10). Bill

open (as in Lunge) had a 92% (n=52 field records) chance of

being followed by attack. Tail flick, which was associated

with moving forward, had a 72% chance of being followed by

attack (n=74 field records). Body feathers erect, crest

erect, and facing away indicated high probabilities of

retreating. In the GM (Table 11) only bill open permitted

prediction of the outcome of an encounter with any degree of

accuracy. For all other components of behavior the

probability of subsequent attack, retreat, or stay was

usually 60% or less in both species (Tables 10 and 11).

Another approach was to compare the probability of

action when a given component was present or absent. Thus

when a PM behavior changed from body feathers sleeked to



Table10.PurpleMartins:BehavioralComponentsofDisplaysVersusSubsequentBehavior ofSignalerandofReceiver.
SubsequentBehaviorSubsequentBehavior ofSignalerofReceiver

BehavioralComponent
Attack
Retreat
Stay

N

P

Attack
Retreat
Stay

N

P
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**
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0
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0
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0
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0
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1
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Table10.Continued. BehavioralComponent
Attack

SubsequentBehavior ofSignaler

P

Attack
SubsequentBehavior ofReceiver

P

RetreatStay
N

RetreatStay
N

FacingRival

28

1557

190

3

2572

53

**

**

FacingAway

0

928

122
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aPercentofTotaloccurrences. **X2 =p<.05



Table11.Gray-BreastedMartins:BehavioralComponentsofDisplaysVersusSubsequent BehaviorofSignalerandofReceiver. SubsequentBehaviorSubsequentBehavior ofSignalerofReceiver
BehavioralComponent
Attack
Retreat
Stay

N

P

Attack
Retreat
Stay

N

P
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0
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4
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0
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1
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0
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3
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1
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0
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0

44
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★*
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0
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Table11.Continued. BehavioralComponent
Attack

SubsequentBehavior ofSignaler

P

Attack
SubsequentBehavior ofReceiver3

P
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N

RetreatStay
N

FacingRival

39
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•0

4654

37

★★

★*
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0
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PercentofTotaloccurrences.
**X=p<.05
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body feathers erect, the probability of its retreating

increased from zero to 90% (n=158 field records). Simi¬

larly, its probability of attacking dropped from 34% to 0%

(n=158 field records) and the probability of staying dropped

from 66% to 10% (n=158 field records). Similar changes

resulted in the GM when a bird changed from having its body

feathers in sleeked to erected position.

Signal Value of Postural Components

I studied the function of postural components in

martins by measuring the effects of a given component of a

signaler upon the behavior of a recipient (Tables 10 and

11). The assumption of aggressive postural components by a

signaler had considerable effect upon the behavior of a

recipient. Body and crest feathers sleeked, body horizon¬

tal, and facing the opponent all reduced attack from the

recipient at a territorial boundary. The recipient stayed

more and retreated less often. The open bill of a signaler

reduced both attack and stay by the recipient, with a

corresponding increase in retreating by the recipient. In

the PM, open bill had the greatest probability of eliciting

retreat in the recipient (80%, n=51 field records), and the

lowest probability of being followed by retreat (0%, n=51

field records) from the signaler (Table 10). A signaler

with bill closed, body and crest feathers erect, body

upright, and facing away all increased the probability of

attack from a recipient. In the GM, facing away had the
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highest probability of eliciting attack in the recipient

(62%, n=76 field records), and the lowest probability of

eliciting retreat (0%, n=76 field records) in the recipient

(Table 11).

As shown in Tables 10 and 11, different postures could

be used only as general indicators of the tendency to act,

but subsequent postural components could allow a recipient

to predict whether a signaler would attack, stay, or

retreat. These components may be divided into three groups:

(1) indicators of probable attack—bill open, body horizon¬

tal, wings flicked, tail flicked, (2) indicators of probable

retreat—facing away, body upright, body feathers erect,

crest erect, wings down, tail down, and (3) indicators of

probable staying—facing rival, bill closed, crest sleeked,

body feathers sleeked, wings flicked, tail flicked.

Presentation of the Bill

In the threat displays of martins, the bill was the

most frequently used weapon of attack, and selection has

seemingly acted to either maximize or minimize the presen¬

tation of the bill depending on the situation. There was

considerable flexibility in the use of the bill, which could

be pointed or moved forward, opened wide, and turned side¬

ways. In both Head Forward displays, which indicated high

probability of attack, the bill was presented forward as a

weapon. In the High-Up displays, which indicated low

probability of attack, the bill was raised or lowered out of
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direct contact-line with an opponent. These two groups of

displays were clearly different enough to avoid ambiguity of

meaning.

There also was a gradient in the degree of bill presen¬

tation from the least to the most aggressive displays

(Figure 8). During a Lunge the bill could be closed or

opened and could be used to jab or grip the opponent. In

the high-intensity Head Forward Thrust the closed bill was

pointed slightly downward or obliquely toward the rival.

During Bill-snapping the bill was pointed horizontally or

downward and snapped. The bill position during the Gape was

very similar to that of high-intensity Head Forward Thrust

except that the bill was held wide open. During Withdraw

High-Up the head was turned to one side of the body so that

the bill pointed away from the opponent.

Categories of Behavior

Variation in form of display behavior raises several

difficult questions for observers who wish to both describe

display behavior and determine the number of display units

in a species' repertoire. Categorization according to

consequences is a possible alternative to that according to

form (Hinde, 1970).

If the behavior of a signaler or recipient following a

display was compared with his behavior following all other

displays, differences emerged in defining behavioral cate¬

gories (Figures 9-12). The PM data from Figure 9 showed
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Figure 8

Lunge

high intensity
Head Forward Thrust

Gaping

Increasing presentation of
bill and probability of attack

Bill-snapping

low intensity
Head Forward Thrust

Alert High-Up

Withdraw High-Up

Gradation of threat display.
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Figure 9. Pair-wise comparisons of probabilities that a
Purple Martin signaler will attack, retreat, or
stay for all possible combintations of displays.
Dark blocks indicate a significant difference at
the 0.05 level, test for significance between
two proportions. LIHF= low-intensity Head
Forward Thrust, HIHF= high-intensity Head Forward
Thrust, G= Gaping, BS= Bill-snapping, L= Lunge,
WHU= Withdraw High-Up, AHU= Alert High-Up.
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Figure 10. Pair-wise comparisons of probabilities that a
Purple Martin receiver will attack, retreat, or
stay for all possible combintations of displays.
Dark blocks indicate a significant difference at
the 0.05 level, test for significance between
two proportions. LIHF= low-intensity Head
Forward Thrust, HIHF= high-intensity Head
Forward Thrust, G= Gaping, BS= Bill-snapping,
L= Lunge, WHU= Withdraw High-Up, AHU= Alert
High-Up.
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Figure 11. Pair-wise comparisons of probabilities that a
Gray-breasted Martin signaler will attack,
retreat, or stay for all possible combintations
of displays. Dark blocks indicate a significant
difference at the 0.05 level, test for signifi¬
cance between two proportions. LIHF= low-
intensity Head Forward Thrust, HIHF=
high-intensity Head Forward Thrust, G= Gaping,
BS= Bill-snapping, L= Lunge, WHU= Withdraw
High-Up, AHU= Alert High-Up.
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Figure 12. Pair-wise comparisons of probabilities that a
Gray-breasted Martin receiver will attack,
retreat, or stay for all possible combintations
of displays. Dark blocks indicate a significant
difference at the 0.05 level, test for signifi¬
cance between two proportions. LIHF= low-
intensity Head Forward Thrust, HIHF=
high-intensity Head Forward Thrust, G= Gaping,
BS= Bill-snapping, L= Lunge, WHU= Withdraw
High-Up, AHU= Alert High-Up.
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that while pair-wise comparisons of displays that predicted

attack to the human observer (such as between low-intensity

Head Forward Thrust/Gaping, high-intensity Head Forward

Thrust/Lunge, and Gaping/Bill-snapping) were distinguishable

as separate displays in predicting signaler behavior, a

comparison of several other display pairs that predicted

attack (such as between low-intensity Head Forward Thrust/

Bill-snapping and high-intensity Head Forward Thrust/Gaping)

were distinguishable as separate displays in predicting

signaler behavior.

Examination of the PM data (Figure 9) showed that 50

out of 63 possible pair-wise comparisons allowed for differ¬

entiation of displays in predicting signaler behavior. I

was unable to distinguish between 23 out of 63 of these

pair-wise comparisons in predicting recipient behavior

(Figure 10).

Data from the GM illustrated similar results when

individual displays were compared (Figures 11 and 12). This

was particularly true, for example, when comparing Lunge

with all other displays. Lunge was frequently followed by

attack. When comparing the Lunge with Alert High-Up or

Withdraw High-Up, two displays with high probabilities of

being followed by retreat or staying put, I could predict

the subsequent activity of the signaler. However, when I

compared Lunge with low- and high-intensity Head Forward

Thrust, two displays with high probabilities of being
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followed by attack, I could not accurately predict the

subsequent action of the signaler.

When comparing displays that predicted stay or retreat,

such as between Withdraw High-Up/Alert High-Up analysis

revealed that recipients were unable to differentiate

between these two displays. Recipients probably recognized

that the signaler did not constitute a threat and the

recipients' frequency of "staying put" increased.

Conversely, in situations in which displays could have

different effects, selection would favor the development of

unmistakably different signals (Darwin, 1872). For

instance, the High-Up displays of appeasing martins in which

an individual withdrew its bill from a position of attack,

contrasted with the aggressive Head Forward Thrust displays

in which the bill was pointed forward as a weapon.

Because recipients of displays often were unable to

differentiate between displays, information of some other

kind also must determine the recipient's response. There is

increasing evidence that the "meaning" of a given display

depends both on the situation and on the context of other

displays in which it is given (Dawkins & Krebs, 1984; Stout,

1975; Wiley, 1983). In particular, Smith (1968, 1977) has

argued the need to distinguish between messages, meanings,

and functions, and his analyses of communication in tryannid

flycatchers have drawn attention to the importance of the

context in which signals are delivered and the likelihood

that displays have different meanings in different
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situations. Increasing attention now is being paid to

possible multiple functions of displays (Beer, 1975; Krebs

and Davies, 1981; Richards, 1981) and to ways in which

information is given to conspecifics other than by displays

(Baker & Parker, 1979). When a display is performed, a

recipient's response may depend largely on where he is (such

as in his territory or not), on whether he sees the signaler

approaching, retreating, or remaining still, on what he has

seen the signaler do in past events, and even on real

differences in participants' size, strength, or age which

could affect the outcome of an encounter (Maynard Smith,

1982; Rubenstein, 1982).

Discussion

The publication of a series of papers on strategies of

communication written by Maynard Smith and Parker (Maynard

Smith, 1974, 1976; Maynard Smith & Parker, 1976; Parker,

1974) comprised a landmark in the study of animal

communication. Their game-theory approach to agonistic

behavior in animals formulated the basic prediction that

when fighting entails a significant risk of physical injury,

individuals will be expected use less dangerous, more

conventional strategies for settling disputes over the

possession of resources. These conventions usually take the

form of ritualized displays or trials of strength

(Parker, 1974).
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Maynard Smith (1974) considered an agonistic contest

that was settled by displays alone in his war of attrition

model. He concluded that the most advantageous strategy is

one in which both contestants display with constant

intensity, until the individual that is less prepared to

escalate simply gives up. Maynard Smith and Parker (1976)

argued that selection should oppose any tendency for

aggressive displays to reveal intention: such displays

should evolve toward typical intensity. The rationale

behind these arguments was that since attack was likely to

involve a higher cost than display alone to both

contestants, the display should conceal information about

the probability of escalation and merely signal that an

attack could occur at any time. Caryl's (1979) re-analysis

of threat display data in birds showed quite clearly that

components preceding attack predicted attack much less

reliably than other components predicted other behaviors

(e.g., escape).

The immediate conclusion from this is that animals

should ignore information signaled by their opponents.

However, this is not in accordance with ethological obser¬

vations. A large number of studies have shown that infor¬

mation is transmitted; the response of the receiver varies

with the behavior of the sender (e.g., Andersson, 1976;

Dingle, 1969; Dunham, 1966; Stokes, 1962b). Moreover,

motivational analyses of displays (Blurton-Jones, 1968;

Tinbergen, 1952) clearly showed that the probability of an
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animal attacking or fleeing varied with the preceding

behavior shown by the animal. Consequently, the behavior of

the opponent must contain relevant information about cost

and benefit associated with available options. Furthermore,

the rationale for why many animals have several different

threat displays and other variations in aggressive behavior

demands a functional explanation (Andersson, 1980; Caryl,

1979; Dawkins & Krebs, 1978; Maynard Smith, 1979; Wiley,

1983). If the variation in signaling does not give any

benefit to the sender, one behavioral option would suffice.

In nature, however, the majority of animal contests are

asymmetric. Opponents rarely are matched equally, either in

how greatly they value the contested resource or in terms of

fighting ability (resource holding potential, RHP) (Parker,

1974, Maynard Smith & Parker, 1976). Prior ownership of a

resource by one individual also may contribute an additional

asymmetry to contests (Maynard Smith, 1976). The existence

of contest asymmetries will tend to produce selection in

favor of individuals who are capable of estimating their own

probability of winning contests by first assessing the

opponent's RHP relative to their own. When fighting is

potentially dangerous, opponents would be expected to use

the quality and vigor of each other's displays as the basis

for making this assessment (Parker, 1974). Therefore,

threat displays need to be viewed not only as conventional

alternatives to physical combat, but also as exercises in

reciprocal intimidation (Zahavi, 1979).
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Several theories have been proposed to account for

display behavior. The information hypothesis predicts that

displays will communicate the intended degree to which each

individual will escalate to warlike behavior or persist in a

contest. The manipulation hypothesis predicts that displays

may be a bluffing phase in which individuals try to persuade

or manipulate opponents. The honesty hypothesis predicts

that displays should provide a uniform background against

which subtle differences between individuals can be empha¬

sized .

All three hypotheses could be correct for different

stages in ritualization. Initially, signals may have become

ritualized because of the benefit of reduced ambiguity.

Next, selection on signalers to manipulate receivers may

have led to greater exaggeration and stereotypy. Finally,

sales resistance and discrimination by receivers may have

led to displays, particularly in those used in assessment,

being performed in a way that allows assessment of differ¬

ences between signalers. Signals which do not allow reli¬

able assessment may gradually lose their effectiveness and

be replaced by new ones.

The three hypotheses can, to some extent, be evaluated

by indirect tests. Caryl (1979, 1981) reanalyzed data on

avian threat displays from Stokes's (1962a) work on Blue

Tits (Parus caeruleus) at a winter feeding station, Dunham's

(1966) paper on captive Rose-breasted Grosbeaks (Pheucticus

ludovicianus), and Andersson's (1976) work on Great Skuas
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(Stercorarius skua) at a breeding colony. Caryl's reanaly¬

sis showed that while some displays predicted retreat fairly

accurately, those displays that best predicted attack were

followed by attack on only 54% or less of occasions. For

example, in reviewing Stokes's data (1962a), five display

components combined in eight ways were followed by attack on

only 48%, 44%, and 43% of occasions, whereas two displays

predicted retreat on 94% and 89% of occasions. In

Andersson's (1976) data on the Great Skua, two postures

(Neck Normal and Neck Short) predicted retreat with a high

probability, whereas attack could not be predicted with more

than a 42% chance of success from a knowledge of the dis¬

plays. A similar difference was evident in the Grosbeak

(Dunham, 1966): attack could be predicted with a 54% chance

of success at best.

My martin data show that the best predictors of attack

(open bill, tail flicked, and body horizontal) were followed

by attack in PMs 92%, 72%, and 50% of occasions, and in GMs

90%, 48%, and 48% of occasions. Although my values were

higher than those in the three studies cited above, the

higher probability of attack may be due in part to

conditions of the martin nest site arrangement and the

resultant forced proximity. These data would be consistent

with the manipulation hypothesis, which predicts that

signalers should give away little information about their

motivational state. The information hypothesis, which

predicts that threat signals should communicate the future
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behavior of the signaler with maximum clarity, would be less

likely.

Hinde (1981) suggests, however, that Caryl's (1979)

analysis may be too simple. He points out that some of the

displays considered by Caryl are good predictors of "attack

or stay put" or "flee or stay put." This might indicate

that the signaler signals a conditional strategy and that

its future behavior depends on the recipient's response.

This interpretation requires an advantage for signalers to

communicate intention to retreat. Otherwise, it would pay

to signal high probability of attack all the time in the

hope of deterring the rival. Signals of high attack probab¬

ility might scare an opponent away, but they could also

result in the opponent becoming more aggressive. Given this

uncertainty, the signaler should be prepared to back up its

threat with action or face the cost of being attacked.

A feature common to Stokes (1962a), Dunham (1966), and

Andersson (1976) was that agonistic displays predicted a

greater than 50% chance that signalers would stay put and

neither attack opponents nor retreat from them. Agonistic

displays were followed by the bird staying where it was in

55% of occasions in Stokes's study, 62% in Dunham's study,

and 65% in Andersson's study, as compared to 50% in the PM

and 59% in the GM of my study. This suggests that agonistic

displays carry an alternative message of "I shall attack or

stay," or "I shall retreat or stay," rather than conveying

precise information about attack, retreat, or stay. This
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interactional approach depends in part on the behavior of

the recipient. My results are interesting, in this context,

as they indicate that attacks are not always inhibited by

the opponent's moving or turning away.

Examination of the PM data shows that Withdraw High-Up

predicted "retreat or stay" in 100% of occasions, and Alert

High-Up in 88% (Table 6). The remainder of the displays

predicted "attack or stay" in 86% of low-intensity Head

Forward Thrust, 96% of high-intensity Head Forward Thrust,

92% of Gaping, 95% of Bill-snapping, and 100% of Lunge.

Similarly, out of the GM data high-intensity Head Forward

Thrust, Bill-snapping, and Lunge predicted "attack or stay"

in 100% of occasions (Table 7). Low-intensity Head Forward

Thrust and Bill-snapping predicted "attack or stay" at 98%

and 99% of occasions respectively. Alert High-Up and

Withdraw High-Up predicted "retreat or stay" at 92% and 100%

of occasions. Furthermore, either attack or retreat was at

least twice as likely as the other except in Gaping, where

both were unlikely (PM: 52% and 40%; GM: 42% and 56%).

A survey of the postures discussed by Andersson (1976)

Dunham (1966), and Stokes (1962a, 1962b), predicted "attack

or stay" in 79% to 100% of occasions and "retreat or stay"

in 75% to 100% of occasions. This suggests that displays

are signals in broad terms: "I will attack or stay but will

probably not retreat," or "I want to stay, but if you do I

am more likely to attack than stay." The implication is

that birds should consider categories of behavior. With
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this approach, the bird signals a conditional strategy,

indicating that its behavior depends on the recipient's

response. One suggested advantage is that the signaling of

probability of attack is more likely to evoke vicious

retaliation, so it is only worth taking this risk when the

benefit of staying is high.

In martins, displays used for bluff, persuasion,

manipulation, conveying intention or motivational state, or

as tactics to create confusion may, in fact, vary with the

specific role of the contestant. The high potential for

injury in martin disputes may favor accurate information

transfer and the consequent withdrawal of the "less moti¬

vated" bird. Parker and Rubenstein (1981) regarded threat

displays as adaptations for obtaining information about the

opponent's Resource Holding Potential. They then assumed

that when asymmetries between opponents were weak, rivals

might be obliged to escalate gradually through a series of

increasingly costly rounds in order to obtain the necessary

information to settle a dispute. Graded systems have been

described involving vocalizations, postures, and movements,

in which a resource holder escalates from one behavior to

the next if the intruder does not withdraw in the sequence.

If the intruder persists, the sequence culminates in attack.

These systems are known to occur in Red-winged Blackbirds

(Agelaius phoeniceus), Smith, 1976), White-eyed Vireos,

(Víreo griseus, Bradley, 1980), and Red deer (Cervus

elaphus, Clutton-Brock & Albon, 1979), to name but a few.
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Theories involving gradual escalation (Dawkins & Krebs,

1978; Parker & Rubenstein, 1981) suggest that, in any given

contest, individual signaling components will become more

elaborate or costly as the display progresses towards an

eventual conclusion. This implies that different signals

can be assigned threat values proportional to their elabo¬

ration and intensity or information content (Parker &

Rubenstein, 1981).

I found evidence supporting this prediction in the

displays of Progne. All five threat displays were used in

male-male encounters. As an encounter began and the birds

moved closer toward each other, they performed progressively

more aggressive display types. In the exchange of displays

the opponent performed a similar display or the next more

aggressive type. A gradation existed from the low-intensity

Head Forward Thrust to Bill-snapping to Gaping to high-

intensity Head Forward Thrust to Lunge. Each successive

display involved additional signal components. Lunge had

more aggressive components than Gape, which had more than

low-intensity Head Forward Thrust. Lunge also contained the

most aggressive component, moving forward. The bill was

advanced toward the intruder while the bird moved forward.

A system of communication which contains reliable

gradation in signal intensity also may benefit the signaler

by ensuring that opponents take notice when a strong signal

is delivered. Van Rhijn (1980) speculated that agonistic

information should be revealed when contestants recognized
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each other as individuals. He also claimed that "honest

information" was desirable when there was a clear asymmetry

between the abilities of two contestants, when the asymmetry

is known to them, and when liars can be detected. Animals

would then be expected to signal their fighting ability by

displays, but they would not be expected to signal their

intentions. Given this use of communication, it is inappro¬

priate to attach an altruistic label to it. Communication

is not cooperative in nature because interactions usually

involve inequalities in both costs and payoffs. Instead,

communication must be selfish, persuading other individuals

to act to the benefit of the signaler regardless of the

consequences to themselves.



VOCAL COMMUNICATION

Description of Vocal Displays

Field studies often reveal the contexts in which

vocalizations occur and thereby clarify the function of

different vocalizations. The analysis of martin vocal

displays was based on detailed examination of the situations

in which they were used, and the attendant behavior of the

signaler and receiver. Most vocal displays were used in a

variety of situations, but each was more common in some

specific circumstances than in others. Conversely, many

different vocal displays could be used in the same general

kind of situation. For example, many calls were used in a

dispute, but different calls were uttered by a bird watching

a fight, a bird making an attack, or a bird retreating from

an attack. The use of a vocal display also was influenced

by the past experience of the signaler, with whom he had

interacted, and the location of the interaction (e.g.,

inside versus outside the breeding territory).

In this analysis, the meaning of a vocalization was

interpreted by studying the actions of the receiver. In the

following discussion, however, the meaning of a vocalization

will sometimes be phrased in the first person, as if the

110
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mood or intention of the signaler or receiver can be para¬

phrased in English. The paraphrased meanings are not

intended to imply that martins perform such reasoning—just

that they act as if they do so, or perform some functional

equivalent (pers. comm. Jane Brockmann, 1984).

The vocal displays of each species were treated sepa¬

rately. Each of the vocalizations was described in terms of

its acoustic properties and the social contexts in which it

was given. My description of the vocabulary of the PM

provided a basis for comparison of the vocalizations of the

GM and CM. Brown (1984) described PM vocalizations from

Texas and Arizona. Apparently he and I each found vocali¬

zations that the other did not. Vocalizations of the GM and

CM have not been previously described in the literature.

Purple Martin

Cher call. The Cher call (Figure 13A) was delivered

either singly or in groups of two of three syllables

(x=2.2 ± 0.61, n=159 different records) irregularly spaced

over a period of 0.08 to 12.5 sec. The duration of indi¬

vidual syllables averaged 0.12 ± .003 sec. Though the

frequency range was between 0.9 ± 0.02 kHz and

4.7 ± 0.21 kHz, traces of harmonics to about 8 kHz were

noted.

This call was the most uttered vocalization in the PM

vocal repertoire, and calls from one bird would frequently
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Figure 13. Sonograms of Purple Martin vocalizations:
A. series of Cher calls from one individual;
B. one Zweet call; C. series of Sweet calls from
one individual; D. series of Sweet calls from
one individual when a cat was observed; E. Zweet
and Cher calls from one oneividual; F. Hee-hee
calls from two individuals.
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elicit calling in another. The Cher call was given by both

sexes with equal frequency (53% males and 47% females,

n=246) and was heard throughout the breeding season. The

most common response to this call involved positional

changes of multiroom house members.

One of the most conspicuous features of the usage of

the Cher call was that the signaler was nearly always

perched and momentarily inactive. Males would wing flick or

pivot on their perch but, with the exception of the Alert

High-Up display, no other visible display coincided with

Cher calling. The calls were used in a wide variety of

situations and seemed to indicate a moderate state of

arousal. The Cher was also heard from birds that had just

alighted from a flight (65% of observations, n=418).

The call functioned to keep pair or house members

apprised of each other's position. Evidence for an adver¬

tising function was given by the fact that (1) PM gave this

call in the absence of any obvious receiver or external

stimuli, (2) pairs gave Chers when out of sight of each

other as they foraged, (3) young responded with begging

calls, when an adult arrived at the nest hole and gave this

call, and (4) females, during incubation, often responded

with Chortle songs when males gave Cher calls outside the

nest hole. The analogous call in other bird species is

frequently referred to as a "contact note" (Smith, 1977).

During flight, PM gave frequent Cher and Zweet calls.

However, they changed to giving Cher calls as they
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approached a resource for which there might be competition,

such as a perch on a multiroom house or a telephone wire. I

therefore collected data on vocalizations given by PM as

they arrived (±1 sec) at perching sites, excluding cases in

which an arriving bird immediately became involved in an

agonistic encounter.

First, I examined data on calls uttered upon arrival

when other birds were already present. The birds gave Cher

upon arrival in 53% of cases (n=288). They rarely gave

Zweet calls (5% of cases), and in many cases gave no calls

whatsoever (42% silent arrivals). I gathered data for

martins arriving at the house when no other birds were

present and obtained similar results: the birds gave Cher

in 47% of cases (n=179). Also, they gave Zweet in only

2% of cases and had silent arrivals in 51% of cases.

Conversely, martins departing from the house either gave

Zweet calls (83% of cases, n=389), or gave no calls at all

(17% silent departures). In the context of flocking, this

call seemed to attract birds to each other. It functioned

similarly in paired birds during the breeding season.

Cher calls were also given several seconds after

supplanting a conspecific or a bird of another species

(68 observations, n=427). Moreover, the call was uttered

upon the sudden appearance of another martin (83 observa¬

tions, n=308). It may be given with the Zweet call

(Figure 13E) when the latter was elicited by a Starling

(Sturnus vulgaris, 9 observations, n=31), House Sparrow
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(Passer domesticus, 13 observations, n=16), or Blue Jay

(Cyanocitta cristata, 4 observations, n=12).

Zweet call. The Zweet call (Figure 13B-C) consisted of

a single syllable or of a series of syllables averaging

0.13 ± 0.02 sec (n=30) in duration. The mean duration

between syllables was variable (x=0.12 ± 0.005 sec). These

calls consisted of an average high frequency of

4.5 ± 0.19 kHz to an average low of 1.8 ± 0.15 kHz. The

Zweet call was the second most common vocalization. It was

uttered by individuals of both sexes.

Zweet calls were used in a wide variety of situations

that reflected a high degree of excitement. These included

guarding a nest site, sighting and mobbing predators, and

disputes between male PM. This call was most often used in

face-to-face, standoff encounters between males, and was

given from the low-intensity Head Forward Thrust position

most frequently. Moreover, the call was often used by male

PM onlookers to aggressive encounters. These individuals

would remain at a distance from the active disputants;

sometimes they would move away from them, or occasionally

they would move part way toward them and then withdraw

again.

The Zweet call was more effective in scattering house
2members than any other PM vocalization (x =7.46, df=7;

p<0.05). It could also be considered an alarm call in the

context of accompanying mobbing behavior (n=113 observa¬

tions) . My observations at the Gainesville Country Club
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multiroom house indicated that the call was chiefly associ¬

ated with the presence of predators. On 334 occasions, I

saw PM assume a Head Forward Thrust posture and give the

Zweet call when fox squirrels (Sciurus niger), cats, human

observers, and dogs were nearby. On 17 other occasions,

adult males used a longer version of the Zweet call

(Figure 13D) when a screech owl (Otus asio) approached the

multiroom house.

Hee-hee call. Given only by males, the Hee-hee call

(Figure 13F) was uttered at a rate of 1.7 ± 0.50 calls per

second (n=50). The mean duration of the call was

0.28 + 0.04 sec, with the intersyllable interval averaging

0.15 ± 0.006 sec. The Hee-hee call was complex in

structure. The notes of the call consisted of a multitude

of long up-and-down slurs. The call showed a gradual drop

in frequency from an average high of 5.2 ± 0.34 kHz to an

average low of 1.3 ± 0.16 kHz, with some harmonic overtones

reaching 7 kHz.

The Hee-hee call was the third most common vocaliza¬

tion. The call was given by a male in either a low-

intensity or high-intensity Head Forward Thrust, or in the

Alert High-Up posture while on his territory. The call

appeared to function as an assertion of dominance at a

breeding site and as a means of claiming ownership of a

territory. Actual or potential intruders (e.g., individuals

from neighboring territories) were attacked if they entered

or remained in the vicinity of the calling male. A perched
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male would combine the Hee-hee call with Zweet calls at

times. If avoidance did not occur, high-intensity Head

Forward Thrust, Lunge, or fighting followed. This call was

also directed by a breeding male toward other female martins

if they came near the breeding cavity.

On 104 occasions, males gave Hee-hee calls while

attracting females with the Claim-Reclaiming display (John¬

ston & Hardy, 1962). The display was characterized by

stiffly arched wingbeats alternating with periods of gliding

on outstretched wings, and it occurred at heights of about

10 m to 40 m above the ground. The bird gave Hee-hee calls

while in flight. It would terminate the display by an

earthward swoop into the nest cavity. During 38 of these

observations, a female followed the male into his nest

cavity as he continued giving Hee-hee calls.

Chortle call. Given by both sexes, the Chortle call

(Figure 14A-B) was given at the rate of 3.6 ± 0.9 syllables

per second (n=45). The mean duration of individual

syllables was 0.18 ± 0.06 sec. Intervals between the end of

one syllable and the beginning of the next averaged

0.13 ± 0.02 sec. The frequency of this polysyllabic call

was between 3.3 ± 0.19 kHz and 0.95 ± 0.05 kHz.

Chortle calls were used in breeding-related situations

and in agonistic encounters between PMs. This call appeared

to indicate a higher lever of arousal than the single Cher

call.
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Figure 14. Sonograms of Purple Martin vocalizations:
A. series of Chortle calls from a female;
B. series of Chortle calls from a male;
C. Chortle song; D. Zwrack calls given by
different individuals; E. Rattle call from one

individual; F. Choo calls from a female.
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The majority of Chortle calls were given in association

with mating early in the breeding season (396 observations,

n=473). Males and females used the vocalization in their

calling when they began to bring nesting material to the

multiroom house. On 51 occasions during the nest building

period, the male entered the nesting compartment while the

female was inside. He remained there several seconds,

during which Chortle calling was heard. Copulations may

have occurred at this time, since I observed seven copula¬

tions on the ground with Chortle calls preceding the mating.

The male then left while the female remained inside the nest

hole and continued to give Chortle calls. A male often used

Chortle calls while sitting in front of a nest hole when a

female was inside.

The second most common use of Chortle calls was in

direct aggressive encounters between male martins (67 obser¬

vations, n=475). The call was given by retreating males in

the Withdraw High-Up or low-intensity Head Forward Thrust

posture, possible forestalling an aggressive response. No

cases were observed in which males attacked during or

following the use of this vocalization (n=475). The call

was also given by birds who, though defeated in an encoun¬

ter, remained in the multiroom house area rather than

leaving (2% of observations, n=475). These signalers always

showed the Withdraw High-Up position. If the signaler did

retreat, it only moved a few centimeters, never making an

outright departure from the area of the encounter.
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In the more intense interactions (e.g., males calling

when a potential intruder was near the territory), many

Zweet and Chortle calls were strung together in an excited-

sounding twitter. In my observations of PMs that gave this

call in conjunction with visual displays, the number of

syllables in a call and the rate at which these calls were

delivered were positively related to intensity of the

signaler's displaying.

Zwrack call. The Zwrack call (Figure 14D) consisted of

a harsh blast of noise with a mean duration of 0.24 +

0.02 sec (n=24). The call extended over a wide frequency

range with the greatest amount of energy between

5.7 ± 0.58 kHz and 2.0 ± 0.15 kHz.

Zwrack calls indicated high intensity alarm because an

intruder had to be on the verge of entering a nest before

martins would attack and use this vocalization. The call

served both to attract other martins to a predator so that

group action could drive it away, and as a means of harass¬

ing or distracting the predator in a manner analogous to the

diving attacks commonly performed by mobbers (Curio, 1978).

Male PM mobbed cats, dogs, squirrels, human observers, and

other potential predators by repeatedly swooping toward them

from above, behind, or the side. Mobbing flights were

U-shaped arcs beginning about 5 m above the target. The PM

male emitted one Zwrack call each time it reached the nadir

of an arc just above its target; the call was not given

during other portions of the arc. Predators appeared to be
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distracted by the call. They usually crouched as the PM

closed in, and they seldom remained in one place once

mobbing commenced.

The Zwrack call was also used with the high-intensity

Head-Forward Thrust and Lunge postures during agonistic

interactions with male conspecifics and other bird species

(n=143). The call was emitted as the territory holder and

intruder were either stationary or moving a short distance

on the multiroom house.

Zwrack calls were similar to the mobbing calls of other

bird species whose calls have a harsh quality characterized

by wide frequency-spectra, sharp onset and termination, and

rapid repetition (Marler, 1955a, 1969) . These acoustic

characteristics enhance the ability of potential mobbers to

locate the source of the sound (Konishi, 1973; Shatter,

1978) .

Chop call. The Choo call (Figure 14F) consisted of a

series of syllables repeated at varying intervals. The

individual syllables averaged 0.16 ± 0.007 sec (n=22) in

duration. The average between-note duration was from

0.08 to 1 or more sec. Its frequency range was

4.1 ± 0.47 kHz to 0.7 + 0.16 kHz. Choo calls were given by

females during the breeding season. My data concurred with

that of Brown (1984) : whenever young birds became

scattered, the Choo call reassembled the group. I recorded

females returning to the house leading young PM with Choo
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calls on 22 occasions. The male was not observed using this

call in Brown's (1984) or my study.

Rattle call. The Rattle call (Figure 14E) was a short

regular burst of harsh notes. The number of notes in a

Rattle call varied from 6 to 13 (x=9.2 ± 0.43, n=22). Each

note averaged 0.02 ± 0.001 sec in duration. The internóte

length varied from 0.05 to 0.08 sec (n=40). The length of

the call varied from 0.9 to 1.6 sec (x=1.05 ± 0.56 sec), and

most of the energy was in the range of 6 to 3.5 kHz.

The Rattle call was heard between mates when they were

stationary. It was given by birds of either sex when one

individual approached the other too closely. The signaler

then turned and Gaped while uttering the call. The most

common response involved a retreat of the approaching bird,

although some individuals would return the Gape and Rattle

call before retreating. Brown (1984) made no mention of

this call in his study in Texas or Arizona.

Primary Song. The primary song (Figure 15A) consisted

of a series of eight to 12 distinct syllables

(x=10.6 ± 0.56, n=109), followed by four to eight grating

notes at the end of the song (x=5.3 ± 0.07). Most syllables

swept downward in frequency with a concentration of energy

between 6.1 ± 0.23 and 0.2 ± 0.09 kHz. The highest-pitched

syllables started at about 6.5 kHz and some syllables fell

as low as 0.2 kHz. The song ranged in duration from 1.2 to

3.5 sec in different birds. The song was usually repeated

from two to four times (x=2.8 ± 0.93, n=289).
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Figure 15. Sonograms of Purple and Gray-breasted Martin
vocalizations: A. Purple Martin Primary song;
B. incomplete Purple Martin Primary song;
C. Gray-breasted Martin Cree calls; D. Gray¬
breasted Martin Zwat calls; E. Gray-breasted
Martin Cluck calls; F. Gray-breasted Martin
Krack calls.
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An incomplete version of the primary song (defined as

songs of less than eight syllables) was most frequently

given by perched males during encounters with conspecifics

(x=3.07 + 0.34 syllables, n=231). Incomplete songs were a

regular feature of territorial encounters between males.

In 19 cases, the primary song of one individual record¬

ed on different dates could be matched syllable by syllable

throughout its entire length, indicating that there was

stereotypy in the form of the song (I found similar results

for five other PM males). However, other examples of the

primary song of the same male showed differences in the

introductory portion, including variation in the ordering of

the syllables, repetition of some syllables, or inclusion of

a second series of syllables from primary song.

During bouts of singing, PM sang at a rate of two to

four songs per min (Table 12). Several features of the

external situation influenced the song rate. When no

visible disturbances were evident, bouts of singing were at

a slow rate. Counter-singing with another male during

territorial encounters increased the song rate (Table 12).

The highest rate recorded, 10.54 songs per minute, occurred

in such a territorial encounter.

One variation of the incomplete primary song was a dawn

flight song heard early in the breeding season. A male

initially perched on a multiroom house and gave a series of

Cher calls. The rate of delivery of these calls accelerated



Table12.SongRatesofMalePurpleMartinsDuringDifferentExternalSituations. Situation

MeanSongRate* (songs/min)

Range (songs/min)

No. Observations

Singingwithno disturbance

2.8±0.93

1.23-4.05

289

Singingduringmale encounter

6.7+0.57

4.23-10.54

57

Singingduringdawn flight

3.2±0.23

2.52-5.36

37

*Songratesdiffersignificantlybetweensituations(Student-Newman-Keulsmultiplerange test.p<0.05).
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until the bird took flight and climbed to 10 to 25 m above

the house. The flight appeared labored, and the bird

sometimes circled as it sang. At the end of dawn singing

(x=3.2 ± 0.23 songs per min, n=37 separate mornings) the

bird would return to the multiroom house.

Chortle songs. This female song (Figure 14C) consisted

of a series of eight to 11 syllables given at an average

rate of 4.1 ± 0.32 syllables per sec (n=38). The individual

syllables averaged 1.2 ± 0.01 sec in duration, and the

intersyllable interval averaged 0.09 ± 0.09 sec in duration.

Chortle songs were given at frequencies between 5.5 ±

0.38 and 1.2 + 0.08 kHz.

The Chortle song was used almost exclusively during the

pre-incubation period. Because the female's Chortle song

attracted males, it may have encoded a message specifying

the female's readiness to associate with the male. All

records of Chortle songs were obtained from females moving

in close association with or responding to the actions of

mates. This vocalization is associated with decreasing the

distance between members of a pair and preparing the way for

copulation. I witnessed three copulations where the female

Chortle song preceded the mating.

Gray-Breasted Martin

Cheur call. The Cheur call (Figure 16B) was given

either singly or in groups of two or three syllables

(x=2.7 ± 0.08, n=62) spaced over a period of 0.13 to
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Figure 16. Sonograms of Gray-breasted and Caribbean Martin
vocailizations: A. series of Gray-breasted
Martin Zurr calls; B. series of Gray-breasted
Martin Cheur calls; C. Gray-breasted Martin
Primary song; D. Gray-breasted Martin Rattle
call; E. Caribbean Martin Peak calls;
F. Caribbean Martin Zwoot call; G. Caribbean
Martin Croot call.
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3.7 sec. The duration of individual syllables averaged

0.13 ± 0.02 sec. The intersyllable duration was 0.51 ±

0.06 sec. The frequency range was between 7.1 ± 0.26 kHz

and 0.9 ± 0.23 kHz. This call was similar in contextual

usuage to the PM Cher call.

The Cheur call was used in a wide variety of situations

and seemed to indicate a moderate state of arousal. No

ritualized visible display other than Alert High-Up was

associated with this vocalization. The Cheur call was used

while the bird was in flight as a single call (121 observa¬

tions, n=423), or in a series (87 observations, n=423). Of

the remainder, 101 were given as the bird alighted and

114 while a bird was on its perch (n=423).

This call was given by both sexes throughout the

breeding season. The Cheur call was a locating vocalization

given by members of flock or pair when separated. In the

latter case, it was given by paired birds that had moved

apart while foraging, or by a male calling a female away

from the nest cavity.

On 165 occasions, the Cheur call was given by the male

of a pair arriving at the nest site while the female was

incubating or brooding. The female responded by coming to

the entrance of the hole (99 observations, n=165), and on

37 occasions by flying out. A female leaving the nest after

hearing the Cheur call often gave the Zwat call (37% of

observations, n=165). On 27 occasions the female did not

respond and the male entered the nest, but not without
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repeated Zwat calls from the male. The male flew off when

the female did not emerge on 3 of 165 occasions.

Cree call. The Cree call (Figure 15C) was a staccato

series of single syllables averaging 1.1 ± 0.07 sec in

duration (n=38). The intersyllable duration was

2.6 ± 0.02 sec. These calls down-slurred from an average

high frequency of 4.9 ± 0.18 kHz to an average low frequency

of 2.1 ± 0.02 kHz.

The Cree call was given by birds showing signs of

retreat behavior. GM would wing and tail flick, pivot on

the perch, and then show Withdraw High-Up. The call and

accompanying display appeared to convey a passive or non-

aggressive state to the receiver. Features of the situation

that appeared to cause or contribute to the retreat

included (1) a current or recent dispute in the area,

(2) the fact that the signaler was the intruder, (3) the

presence of a higher ranking male, and (4) the presence of

other bird species. Cree calls were also given on or just

after alighting. Moreover, they were given while the

signaler was on its perch and, rarely, in flight.

The Cree call was associated with copulation on seven

occasions. In the copulatory sequence, the female first

uttered the Cree call. The male then approached within a

few centimeters, giving a Cheur call, while the female

continued to give the Cree call and then wing quiver. The

male then mounted. It was unlikely that the Cree call's

message was only a sexual one, as the call occurred in other
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contexts. However, it seemed to be an important way for

females to attract male and for signaling readiness to

engage in sexual activity.

Zwat call. The Zwat call (Figure 15D) was delivered

either singly or in groups of two or three syllables

(x=2.3 + 0.56, n=26) irregularly spaced over a period of

0.20 to 4.30 sec. The duration of individual syllables

averaged 0.22 ± 0.06 sec. The frequency range was between

7.4 ± 0.46 kHz and 0.8 ± 0.09 kHz.

Zwat calls were used in disputes with other GM and

other bird species. They were used by a male hearing a

rival in the distance, or while facing-off against a rival

male. The call accompanied both low and high-intensity Head

Forward Thrust positions and the Lunge display. The call

was often used by combatants at the Pumphouse during long,

chasing melees involving several birds, or in a tumbling

combat on top of oil pipes. Furthermore, Zwat calls were

used by onlookers to a fight. Birds directed the calls

toward the participants involved in the encounter and would

immediately stop calling upon cessation of the dispute.

Zurr call. The Zurr call (Figure 16A) consisted of a

series of syllables repeated at varying intervals. The

individual syllables averaged 0.16 ± 0.03 sec (n= 46) in

duration. The average, between-note duration was from

0.09 to 1.3 seconds. Its frequency range was 3.8 + 0.17 kHz

to 0.9 ± 0.12 kHz. Both sexes gave the call throughout the

study period.
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Any alarming event, such as the presence of a cat at

the Pumphouse, elicited this call. When given, all birds

left their nests, flew around the area, and continued to

give the Zurr call until the disturbance ceased. When young

were in the nest a definite change of the vocalization was

noted. The distance of the predator from the nest site

determined its characteristics. A Zurr call was given when

the birds first became aware of the approach of a cat or

human observer, usually at about 15 m. As the potential

predator approached to within 7 m, the Zurr call shifted to

the Zwat or Krack call.

Fighting males gave Zurr calls, while using the Head

Forward Thrust displays and Lunge. When fighting, one bird

would grip the other and hold him down on the pipes, while

both birds gave Zurr calls. On 16 occasions, two birds fell

in the water locked together, remained submerged for several

seconds, and then flew out in a prolonged chase during which

more Zurr calls were given. Moreover, Zurrs were character¬

istic of aerial fights. Two opposing males would rise in

the air: they would claw at each other or pull at each

other's breast with their beaks while giving Zurr calls.

Krack call. The Krack call (Figure 15F) was a mono¬

syllabic sudden burst of low-pitched harsh sound. Graphi¬

cally, it was a non-structured tower of white noise with a

baseline frequency of 0.1 kHz and with tracings often

continuous to 8 kHz (n=17). The mean duration of the call
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was 0.33 + 0.05 sec with sharp beginnings and endings. With

the exception of one call from a female, Krack calls were

heard only from males.

The Krack call was heard in situations that posed some

element of threat to the bird. This call was always

followed by some type of aggressive behavior on the part of

the signaler, varying from high-intensity Head Forward

Thrust to flying at the receiver. I recorded the call on

five occasions when a cat was sighted, 10 when another GM

came within the signaler's territory, and two when I

approached the nest cavity.

Cluck call. The Cluck call (Figure 15E) consisted of a

series of single syllables that were variable in all

temporal components. The duration of individual syllables

averaged 0.11 ± 0.009 sec (n=25). The call's energy was

between 7.8 ± 0.44 kHz and 1.2 ± 0.07 kHz.

The Cluck call was given during the early period of

pairing in a large number of contexts. It was elicited by

any disturbance, and it frequently elicited a similar call

from other GM present. For example, a territorial owner

called whenever another male GM passed through his breeding

area. Cluck calls were accompanied by low- and high-

intensity Head Forward Thrust displays, both of which served

to move conspecifics away at a breeding or loafing site.

Primary song. The primary song (Figure 16C) consisted

of a series of eight to 11 continuous warbling polysyllabic

sounds (x=8.9 ± 0.67 syllables, n=134). Though harmonic
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separation was apparent within some of the syllables,

harmonics were not pronounced. Most syllables swept rapidly

downward in frequency with a concentration of energy between

5.2 ± 0.08 kHz and 1.7 ± 0.02 kHz. The songs ranged in

duration from 1.4 to 2.6 sec (1.9 ± 0.54 sec).

A dawn flight song was heard infrequently (18 out of

134 songs), and I was able to record the song on only six

occasions. The male initially perched on a pipe at the

Pumphouse and gave a series of Cheur calls while perched.

The male then flew in a wide circle above the jetty while

delivering a series of songs (x=4.3 songs per session,

n=6 sessions). The bird returned to the nest area immedi¬

ately upon the completion of the bout.

Like the PM, the GM switched from full to incomplete

songs in a variety of circumstances. On 26 occasions a male

began to sing incomplete songs when a neighbor, who had been

silent or singing at a distance, suddenly approached the

mutual territory boundary. Encounters did not ensue on

17 occasions, and the males resumed singing full songs when

they separated. The remaining nine cases preceded fighting

and chasing.

Incomplete song was noted on 42 occasions that did not

involve interactions. In 13 cases, males sang incomplete

songs after bouts of preening while on the pipes. Twenty-

five incomplete songs came at the end of a bout of full

songs. Males sang incomplete songs while foraging in four

other instances.
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Rattle. The Rattle call (Figure 16D) consisted of a

series of seven to 19 very short notes in rapid succession

(x=8.2 ± 0.08, n=14). Each note averaged 0.02 ± 0.001 sec

in duration. The internóte length varied from 0.04 to

0.06 sec. The length of the call varied from 0.9 to 2.0 sec

(x=1.06 ± 0.06). The frequency range was between

3.1 ± -.08 to 6.4 ± 0.17 kHz (n=14). Like the PM, the GM

used this call with the Gape display.

Caribbean Martin

Zwoot call. The Zwoot call (Figure 16F) was delivered

either singly or in groups of two or more syllables

(x=1.7 ± 0.04, n=28) irregularly spaced over a period of

0.23 to 3.4 sec. The duration of individual syllables

averaged 0.23 ± 0.008 sec. The call's energy was concen¬

trated between 4.4 ± 0.72 kHz and 2.1 ± 0.06 kHz.

The Zwoot call, the most commonly heard vocalization of

the CM, was given by both sexes. This call corresponded to

the Cher call of the PM and Cheur call of the GM. Zwoot

calls were given in flight, sometimes coinciding with a

sudden swerving or change of course. The calls often ended

just as the bird alighted on a palm frond. Paired CM were

frequently out of sight of each other as they foraged, and

this call served to keep individuals informed as to the

location of their mate.

The Zwoot call was also given as a bird pivoted on a

perch. Responses of other birds to the Zwoot call most
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often resulted in relative changes of position of birds as

they sought to obtain more advantageous viewing positions on

a palm frond.

The Zwoot call was heard on 18 occasions from an adult

leaving the nest hole after feeding the young upon finding

the entrance blocked by its mate. The bird (either sex) in

the process of entering would back out and allow the other

to exit as soon as the call was given.

Wheet call. The Wheet call (Figure 17C) was a double

syllable given at a rate of 1.6 ± 0.12 calls per sec (n=23).

The mean duration of the call was 0.21 ± 0.009 sec, with the

internóte interval averaging 0.07 ± 0.003 sec. The call

showed a drop in frequency from an average high of

5.8 ± 0.38 kHz to an average low of 2.2 + 0.07 kHz, with

some harmonic overtones reaching 8 kHz.

Both sexes gave Wheet calls throughout the breeding

season in a wide variety of situations. They seemed to

indicate that a bird was disturbed by something in the

vicinity as other activities ceased and an Alert High-Up

posture was assumed. They were given when a bird supplanted

a conspecific or a bird of another species, and before a

foraging flight from the nest tree. Birds gave the Wheet

call in the low and high-intensity Head Forward Thrust

position when another CM flew by their territory. A male

also gave the call upon the sudden appearance of his mate.

Croot call. The Croot call (Figure 16G) was complex in

structure with harmonic bands from 0.5 to 5 kHz (n=15) and
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Figure 17. Sonograms of Caribbean Martin vocalizations:
A. Primary song; B. incomplete Primary song;
C. series of Wheet calls; D. series of Kweet
calls from one individual; E. Wrack call.
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with a downward slur at the end. The individual syllables

averaged 0.29 ± 0.06 sec in duration. Sonograms showed that

the energy was concentrated in two frequency ranges: a low

frequency component around 1.5 ± 0.14 kHz with an exactly

coinciding high frequency component about 4.3 ± 0.51 kHz.

The Croot call was given during retreat behavior in the

Withdraw High-Up position. The call was also noted to occur

in conjunction with other behavior patterns including wing

and tail flicking, bill-wiping, pivoting on the perch, and

moving away. The signaler actually did leave the area on

11 occasions (n=24). Features of the situation which caused

or contributed to retreat included the presence of

(1) another male, (2) another bird species, (3) human

observers, or (4) predators in the area.

The Croot call was also used in male-female inter¬

actions. In 14 of 20 such cases it was associated with

movement toward the female; the remaining cases involved its

use in close proximity to the female. I heard the call

preceding copulation on only one occasion.

Peak call. The Peak call (Figure 16E) was a sharp

high-pitched syllable characterized by a rapid slurring of

the frequency upward, a bowed frequency band in the middle

of the call, and a rapid slurring of the frequency downward.

The call was 1.1 ± 0.07 sec (n=28) in length, and the

frequency of greatest intensity ranged from 4.5 ± 0.05 to

2.3 ± 0.26 kHz.
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The Peak call was given by both sexes and was used to

indicate low intensity alarm or agitation. The call was

given when a human observer or dog approached the nest tree

(n=19). CM then flew around the potential predator, and

gave the call intermittently. If I remained still and

quiet, the birds would return to the nest tree and cease

giving these Peak calls after a few minutes.

Kweet call. The Kweet call (Figure 17D) consisted of

single syllables averaging 0.25 ± 0.08 sec (n=14) in dura¬

tion. The intersyllable duration was 2.1 + 0.16 sec. The

frequency of this call was between 7.9 ± 0.73 kHz and

1.4 ± 0.05 kHz. The Kweet call differed in frequency

composition with some calls having various types of harmonic

composition and other syllables having no harmonic struc¬

ture. This was the second most frequently heard vocaliza¬

tion .

This call was given in many situations. The Kweet call

appeared to function in keeping individuals aware of the

direction and distance of other members and, in birds that

were alone, to aid in finding other conspecifics. CM gave

Kweets while foraging, after taking flight, and when approach¬

ing or leaving the nest site. The Kweet call was given by

both sexes during aggressive interactions involving either

sex. Males gave Kweet calls while they attacked or chased

other CM or bird species. In 33 of 39 cases Kweets were

given during an aggressive encounter. They were given less

often (6 of 39 cases) during the approach of a predator.
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Kweet calls were often combined with Wheet calls under such

circumstances.

Wrack call. The Wrack call (Figure 17E) was a harsh

concentrated blast of energy consisting of closely spaced

harmonics which were not distinct. This call was related in

context and structure to the Zwrack call of the PM and Krack

call of the GM. Its duration varied between 0.20 and

0.30 sec (x=0.23 ± 0.005 sec, n=10). The call's energy was

concentrated between 6.0 ± 0.37 kHz and 1.5 ± 0.23 kHz.

This call was used in alarm contexts (n=10). The Wrack

call was given on six occasions when a Red-crowned wood¬

pecker flew to the CM nest tree. On four occasions, a

territorial individual gave this call when a CM intruder

entered the area.

Primary song. The primary song (Figure 17A) was given

only by males and was composed of nine to 12 distinct

syllables (x=10.3 ± 0.87, n=9). The song often began with a

high pitched or strongly inflected syllable, included a

series of rapidly uttered complex syllables, and concluded

with another sharp or inflected syllable.

The chief function of the CM primary song appeared to

be to signal that an individual was on his breeding terri¬

tory. A territorial owner called and sang during 23 terri¬

torial intrusions by another CM. A bird usually sat in the

nest and faced outward while singing (n=26), although songs

occasionally were given by birds clinging to the nest

entrance (n=12).
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CM songs were also used in sexual contexts, such as

during courting and when establishing pair-bonds. On

15 occasions, a female clung to the nest entrance while the

male sat in the nest and sang. The female entered the nest

on eight occasions, flew off on three occasions, and remained

stationary on the remaining four occasions.

Analysis and Discussion of Vocal Displays

My research demonstrated that martins give vocaliza¬

tions either in conjunction with or apart from visual

displays. I attempted to gain some insight into the signal

function of martin vocalizations by observing the ostensible

effects of each of several vocalizations upon the behavior

of conspecifics in the vicinity of the signaler. As might

be expected from their congeneric status, several of the

vocalizations of the PM appear to be homologous with those

of the GM and CM. These matchings were based on the

similarity of the physical representations seen on sonograms

and upon the similarity of the situations in which the

different species used their respective vocalizations. I

made a quantitative determination of the vocal components of

several types of agonistic encounters by collecting data for

each of the following: (1) low-intensity Head Forward

Thrust, (2) high-intensity Head Forward Thrust, (3) Lunge,

(4) Gape, (5) Withdraw High-Up, and (6) Alert High-Up

(Tables 13-15).



Table13.Percentage Martins.
Occurrenceof
VocalizationsDuring
Agonistic
Behavior
ofPurple

Vocalization

Typesof AgonisticBehavior
N

Cher

Zweet

Chortle

Hee-hee

Zwrack

Rattle

None

Low-intensityHead ForwardThrust

100

3

33

13

42

0

0

9

High-intensityHead ForwardThrust

100

0

22

19

31

23

0

5

Lunge

100

0

11

1

10

67

0

11

Gaping

100

2

2

2

0

0

48

46

WithdrawHigh-Up
100

7

0

52

0

0

0

41

AlertHigh-Up

100

33

29

8

17

0

0

13

141



Table14.
PercentageOccurrenceofVocalizationsDuringAgonisticBehaviorof Gray-BreastedMartins.

Vocalization

Typesof AgonisticBehavior
N

Cheur

Cree

Swat

Zurr

Krack

Rattle

Cluck

None

Low-intensityHead ForwardThrust

100

2

5

38

29

2

0

14

10

High-intensityHead ForwardThrust

100

1

0

29

30

12

0

23

5

Lunge

100

2

0

42

37

17

0

2

0

Gaping

100

3

2

0

0

0

56

0

39

WithdrawHigh-Up
100

4

55

0

0

0

3

4

34

AlertHigh-Up

100

29

8

3

2

0

0

21

37

142



Table15.Percentage Caribbean
Occurrenceof Martins.

VocalizationsDuring
Agonistic
Behavior
of

Vocalization

Typesof AgonisticBehavior
N

Zwoot

Wheet

Kweet

Croot

Wrack

Peak

None

Low-intensityHead ForwardThrust

30

3

20

33

3

14

3

24

High-intensityHead ForwardThrust

30

0

18

37

3

20

16

6

Lunge

30

0

36

24

0

16

0

24

Gaping

30

7

0

3

3

0

13

74

WithdrawHigh-Up

30

7

0

3

57

0

13

20

AlertHigh-Up

30

20

27

10

10

0

3

30

143
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The most common vocal components of the low and high-

intensity Head Forward Thrust displays were the Hee-hee

calls (PM), the Zwat calls (GM), and the Kweet calls (CM).

These three vocalizations all served to increase the distance

between the signaler and receiver and were used most often

during agonistic interactions that preceded fights. They

served to call attention to the aggressive bird and empha¬

sized the display. Birds that gave these calls while they

were being attacked.

Other widely used vocalizations were the Cher (PM),

Cheur (GM) , and Zwoot (CM) calls. All three martin species

used these calls in the same context, often with the same

visual display (Alert High-UP). The calls functioned to

localize conspecifics and to maintain auditory contact with

them even when the signaler could not be seen. In accor¬

dance with this function, these calls were common when a

signaler was foraging, landing, or alerting other indivi¬

duals to its presence. When given by a bird outside the

breeding territory, the meaning signalled to receivers was

that the individual would move near without challenging.

Zweet calls (PM), Zurr calls (GM), and Wheet calls (CM)

were associated with the Head Forward Thrust displays used

during less intense interactions. For example, I noted

several instances in all three species in which a martin

perched at a nesting site gave the species appropriate call

when a rival approached, to which the incoming bird responded

by advancing no further or by retreating. These three calls
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were also used during alarm situations in association with

the Alert High-Up display or flight.

Chortle calls (PM), Cree calls (GM), and Croot calls

(CM) were characteristic of courtship behavior or retreat.

In the context of retreat, Withdraw High-Up with the

accompanying vocal display meant that the signaler was

terminating interaction by leaving the area.

The criteria for homologies in behavior are the same as

those for morphology in the absence of a fossil record.

Behavior patterns are thought to be of common origin when

they are similar in form, widespread in a group, and have

similar motivations, functions, and derivations (Tinber¬

gen, 1972). Zwrack (PM), Krack (GM), and Wrack (CM) calls

were essentially identical in structural detail and were

given by alarmed or startled birds. These calls functioned

to increase the distance between the signaler and the

receiver. Moreover, some aspects of the call appeared to be

related to their function in that the call seemed explosive

and harsh and momentarily had a startling effect.

In addition to the observations described above, I

collected information about the contexts in which several

vocalizations were given among the martins at their respec¬

tive breeding sites (Tables 16-18). Zweet calls (PM), Zurr

and Cluck calls (GM), and Wheet calls (CM) were given most

often by birds arriving at or leaving the nest sites. Cher

calls (PM), Cheur calls (GM), and Zwoot calls (CM) were

given most often by birds when alone.



Table16.PercentageofSeveralVocalizationsGiveninVariousContextsbyPurple Martins.

Vocalization

Cher

Zweet

Chortle

Hee-Hee

Zwrack

Factors

(N=100)

(N=100)

(N=100)

(N=100)

(N=l00)

Timing: Uponarrival(±1s)

33

2

0

z

2

>1safterarrival

67

98

100

98

98

Socialenvironment: othermartin(s)present

16

96

97

100

84

othermartin(s)notpresent
84

4

3

0

16

Distancebetweensignaler andnearestneighbor:
0to5cm

32

64

42

75

52

6to10cm

21

13

31

23

48

11to15cm

19

12

16

1

0

16to20cm

28

11

11

1

0

Associationwith agonisticencounters: disturbance

38

31

34

23

0

attack

0

39

2

47

18

fight

0

8

0

27

33

predator

14

20

5

0

49

other

48

2

59

3

0

146



Table17.
Percentageof Martins.

SeveralVocalizationsGivenin
VariousContextsbyGray-Breasted Vocalization

Factors

CheurZurr (N=100)(N=100)
Cree (N=100)

ZwatKrack (N=100)(N=100)

Timing: Uponarrival(±1s)

28

6

0

7

3

>1safterarrival

72

94

100

93

97

Socialenvironment: othermartin(s)present

23

97

96

100

78

othermartin(s)notpresent
87

3

4

0

22

Distancebetweensignaler andnearestneighbor:
0to1m

17

73

74

69

61

1to2m

28

21

22

30

28

2to4m

35

6

6

1

10

>4m

20

0

0

0

1

Associationwith agonisticencounters: disturbance

27

41

23

25

0

attack

0

27

0

36

12

fight

0

13

0

31

18

predator

18

19

3

0

70

other

55

0

74

8

0

147



Table18.
Percentage Martins.
ofSeveralVocalizationsGivenin
VariousContexts
byCaribbean

Vocalization

Factors

ZwootWheet (N=30)(N=30)
Croot (N=30)

KweetWrack (N=30)(N=30)

Timing: Uponarrival(±1s)

24

13

0

8

0

>1safterarrival

76

87

100

92

100

Socialenvironment: othermartin(s)present

24

97

89

100

84

othermartin(s)notpresent
76

3

11

0

16

Distancebetweensignaler andnearestneighbor:
0to3m

23

65

58

84

60

3to6m

13

18

33

16

40

6to9m

39

11

9

0

0

>9m

25

6

0

0

0

Associationwith agonisticencounters: disturbance

41

44

37

24

0

attack

0

11

0

37

6

fight

0

19

0

33

40

predator

0

16

0

0

54

other

59

10

63

6

0

148
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The calls showed a gradient in terms of the frequency

with which they were given by participants during agonistic

encounters (Tables 16-18). Hee-hee (PM), Zwoot (GM), and

Kweet (CM) were used most during attacks, while Zwrack (PM),

Krack (GM), and Wrack (CM) were used to mob potential

predators. The calls showed a comparable gradient with

respect to distance between the signaler and the nearest

receiver at the breeding sites. For example, in the PM this

distance was greatest for Cher calls, somewhat less for

Chortle calls, still less for Zweet and Zwrack calls and the

least for Hee-hee calls. Thus, Cher and Chortle calls

appeared to be relatively common, low intensity agonistic

calls; whereas vocalizations such as the Zwrack and Hee-hee

were of a higher intensity signal.

The broad range of circumstances in which the primary

song was used indicated that, as with other martin vocaliza¬

tions, it encoded rather general behavioral messages

(Brown, 1984; Smith, 1977; this study). Through the use of

playback experiments, song has been found to convey species

identity (Kroodsma, 1974; Shiovitz, 1975), individual

identity (Boughey & Thompson, 1976; Brooks & Falls, 1975;

Emlen, 1971), and to indicate territorial and pairbond

status (Emlen, 1972; Morse, 1970). The martins' primary

song was also rich in identifying messages indicating that

the singer was a male, in breeding condition, and on his

territory. In addition, a receiver with previous experience
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might be able to identify the singer as a specific indi¬

vidual, in my opinion.

It is difficult to suggest which behavioral selection

message the primary song encodes. The message is most

likely one related to interactional behavior, indicating

that the singer is prepared to interact in any of the ways

typical of territorial male martins. Perhaps this is the

only behavioral selection message encoded. However, such a

message could have a variety of meanings to different

recipients. To a male who was a potential intruder it could

signify a threat; to an unmated female it could mean the

presence of a potential mate. The male of all three species

was observed to perch nearby and to sing while his mate

built the nest. Thus, primary song may function to stimu¬

late ovulation in female martins as seems to be the case in

budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus, Brockway, 1965;

Ficken et al., 1960), ring doves (Streptopelia risoria, Lott

et al. 1967), and canaries (Serinus canarius, person, comm.

James Mulligan).

The messages for incomplete song were equally difficult

to determine. Incomplete song frequently accompanied attack

in encounter situations. Its use, however, in other situa¬

tions such as copulation attempts and flight song argues

against the encoding of a specific attack message. Perhaps

an attack meaning is discerned by the receiver only in

specific contexts of the signal. The main difference

between primary and incomplete song relates to differences
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in the intensity of the behavioral selection. Incomplete

song indicated a higher probability of a more intense

interaction, whether aggressive or sexual.

Stereotypy

Quantitative analyses of bird vocalizations have

focused principally on determining the extent of song and

call stereotypy within and among populations (Bitterbaum &

Baptista, 1979; Kroodsma & Verner, 1979, Marler & Tamura,

1962, Smith et al., 1980). In species in which vocaliza¬

tions have been shown to convey both individual and species

recognition, different aspects of the vocalization are

generally involved in each case (Emlen, 1972). Species

recognition is facilitated by certain features of the

vocalization that are common to all members of that species.

When songs or calls transmit the identity of the singer,

however, variation of some aspect of the vocalization(s) is

required. In certain colonial sea birds, for example,

individual vocalizations differ primarily in intensity

patterns (Hand, 1981).

Most of the parameters of martin vocalizations that I

measured showed a high degree of stereotypy (Tables 19-21).

Coefficients of variation ranged from 1.6% to 53% for the

measured parameters. Of the four parameters I measured for

each call, 84% (n=72) had a coefficient of variation of

16% or less. Intervals between calls were the most stable

parameter (cv<15%). The duration of syllables of repeated

calls was also very consistent (e.g., PM: Cher calls,
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Table 19. Comparison of the Physical Characteristics of
Purple Martin Vocalizations.

Call N X SD CV

Cher
Duration of calls 159 0.12 0.003 2.5
Interval between calls 158 0.4 0.02 5.0
Maximum frequency 159 4.7 0.21 4.4
Minimum frequency 159 0.9 0.02 2.2

Zweet
Duration of calls 30 0.13 0.02 15.3
Interval between calls 29 0.12 0.005 4.1
Maximum frequency 30 4.5 0.19 4.2
Minimum frequency 30 1.8 0.15 8.3

Hee-hee
Duration of calls 50 0.28 0.04 14.2
Interval between calls 48 0.15 0.006 4.0
Maximum frequency 50 5.2 0.4 6.5
Minimum frequency 50 1.3 0.16 12.3

Chortle
Duration of calls 45 0.18 0.06 33.0
Interval between calls 43 0.13 0.02 15.3
Maximum frequency 45 3.3 0.19 5.7
Minimum frequency 45 0.95 0.05 5.2

Zwrack
Duration of calls 24 0.24 0.02 8.3
Interval between calls — — — --

Maximum frequency 24 5.7 0.58 10.1
Minimum frequency 24 2.0 0.15 7.5

Choo
Duration of calls 22 0.16 0.007 4.3
Interval between calls 21 0.16 0.09 12.5
Maximum frequency 22 4.1 0.97 11.4
Minimum frequency 22 0.7 0.06 22.0

Rattle
Duration of calls 40 1.05 0.76 53.0
Interval between calls 39 0.50 0.08 1.6
Maximum frequency 40 6.0 0.42 7.0
Minimum frequency 40 3.5 0.61 17.4

aAll durations and intervals are in sec.

°A11 frequencies are in kHz.
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Table 20. Comparison of the Physical Characteristics of
Gray-Breasted Martin Vocalizations.

Call N X SD cv

Cheur
Duration of calls 62 0.13 0.02 15.0
Interval between calls 61 0.50 0.06 11.0
Maximum frequency 62 7.1 0.26 3.6
Minimum frequency 62 0.9 0.23 25.0

Cree
Duration of calls 38 1.1 0.07 6.3
Interval between calls 37 0.26 0.20 5.6
Maximum frequency . 38 4.9 0.18 3.6
Minimum frequency 38 2.1 0.20 9.5

Zwat
Duration of calls 26 0.22 0.006 2.7
Interval between calls — — — —

Maximum frequency 26 7.4 0.46 6.2
Minimum frequency 26 0.8 0.09 11.2

Zurr

Duration of calls 46 0.16 0.03 18.7
Interval between calls 45 1.1 0.17 15.4
Maximum frequency 46 3.8 0.17 4.4
Minimum frequency 46 0.9 0.12 13.3

Krack
Duration of calls 17 0.33 0.05 15.1
Interval between calls — — — —

Maximum frequency 17 8.0 0.34 4.2
Minimum frequency 17 0.1 0.007 7.0

Cluck
Duration of calls 25 0.11 0.009 8.1
Interval between calls — — — —

Maximum frequency 25 7.8 0.44 5.6
Minimum frequency 25 1.2 0.07 5.8

Rattle
Duration of calls 14 1.06 0.06 5.6
Interval between calls 60 4.9 0.15 3.0
Maximum frequency 14 6.4 1.7 26.0
Minimum frequency 14 3.1 0.08 2.5

aAll durations and intervals are in sec.

bAll frequencies are in kHz.
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Table 21. Comparison of the Physical Characteristics of
Caribbean Martin Vocalizations.

Call N X SD CV

Zwoot
Duration of calls 30 0.23 0.008 3.4
Interval between calls — — — —

Maximum frequency 30 4.4 0.72 16.3
Minimum frequency 30 2.1 0.06 2.8

Wheet
Duration of calls 23 0.21 0.009 4.3
Interval between calls 21 0.07 0.003 4.2
Maximum frequency 23 5.8 0.38 6.5
Minimum frequency 23 2.2 0.07 3 . 1

Croot
Duration of calls 15 0.29 0.06 20.6
Interval between calls — — — —

Maximum frequency 15 4.3 0.51 11.8
Minimum frequency 15 1.5 0.14 9.3

Peak
Duration of calls 28 1.1 0.02 6.3
Interval between calls — — — —

Maximum frequency 28 4.5 0.85 18.8
Minimum frequency 28 2.3 0.26 11.3

Kweet
Duration of calls 14 0.25 0.08 32.0
Interval between calls 13 2.1 0.16 7.6
Maximum frequency 14 7.9 0.73 9.2
Minimum frequency 14 1.4 0.05 3.5

Wrack
Duration of calls 10 0.23 0.005 2.1
Interval between calls — -- — —

Maximum frequency 10 6.0 0.37 6.1
Minimum frequency 10 1.5 0.03 15.3

aAll durations and intervals are in sec.

UA11 frequencies are in kHz.
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cv=2.5%; GM: Cree calls, cv=6.3%; CM: Zwoot calls, cv=3.5%).

The duration and frequency of calls were the most variable

parameters. Of the eight with coefficients of variation

greater than 10%, four were frequency components and

two were song length measurements.

There are two possible explanations for the variability

in the call displays. First, the overall degree of varia¬

bility of many calls given by a specific individual over a

short period of time could serve to reduce habituation on

the part of the receiver. A bird, separated from a mate or

flock, who gives a consecutive location call differing in

duration, frequency, or intensity might actually be sig¬

nalling to others that it is still separated. The viability

in these calls may reflect a version of Hartshorne's anti¬

monotony hypothesis for bird song (Hartshorne, 1956).

Second, variability in martin calls could be correlated

with subtle changes in behavioral states that are not

readily apparent to human observers. The similarity of the

elements within a call to other discrete call types within

the repertoire may be important for a receiver's determina¬

tion of the functions of variants of that individual's call

type.

Marler (1967) postulated that a call's species-specific

properties may lie in its overall temporal pattern, while

individuality is possible through detailed changes of pitch.

Thus, a call conforms to that typical of the species while

conveying information that identifies the individual. The
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physical structure of the martin calls seems to be adapted

for conveying species and individual identity. For example,

the Hee-hee (PM), Zwat (GM), and Croot calls (CM) showed

their greatest variation in frequency parameters (Tables

19-21). Individuality may be conveyed by discrete patterns

of overtones and detailed frequency variations of the main

tone within rather fixed limits. In addition, each bird

still retains variability by being able to use amplitude

changes, different calls, and individual rates of calling or

repetition.

Ecology of Communication

Marler (1955b, 1967) classified vocalizations according

to whether they facilitated or hindered locating the

signaler's position. Calls that could be located readily

were characterized by brevity, many changes of frequency,

low frequencies, and abrupt beginnings and endings. Calls

that were harder to locate had long durations, no sudden

frequency changes, no discontinuities, and gradual begin¬

nings and endings.

The majority of vocal signals used by the martins I

studied were characterized by qualities that appeared to be

adaptive for communication in the open areas they inhabit.

These sounds were easy to locate as they had abrupt

discontinuities, a wide frequency range, and repetitious

pulses. For example, the Cher (PM), Cheur (GM, and Zwoot

(CM) calls were low in frequency, were repeated in
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sequences, and provided the many breaks and repetitions

necessary for locating by time differences. Localizing

these calls readily was important because they were often

given when a mate was absent, thereby serving as an attrac-

tant.

The Hee-hee (PM), Zwat (GM), and Kweet (CM) calls used

in aggressive encounters were also easy to locate because of

their repetitive long syllables and high amplitude with

several high harmonics stressed. The distribution of energy

across several harmonics can facilitate location of call.

Although energy at high frequencies decays more rapidly than

that at low frequencies (Wiley & Richards, 1978), the higher

amplitude of these calls may compensate for the decay of

higher frequencies. The selective decay of higher frequen¬

cies with increasing distance could also provide a receiver

with information as to how distant the signaler is from the

receiver.

Open habitats, however, are difficult environments for

sound propagation due largely to wind speed and temperature

stratification. These conditions diffract the sound wave

front upward, producing a soundless area or "shadow zone"

effect that can be eliminated if a bird calls from as little

as 3 to 7 m above the ground (Morton, 1975). The three

species of martins I studied performed dawn song flights at

a minimum of 10 m above the ground, thus increasing their

broadcasting effectiveness. Moreover, the use of elevated

perches (e.g., telephone wires, rooftops of houses) for
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calling and singing may minimize the blockage and

muffling of sound by obstacles such as shrubs and trees

that would otherwise deflect low frequencies (Hjorth, 1976;

Knudsen, 1980).

Many birds exhibit one of two contrasting modes of

response when threatened by predators (Charnov &

Krebs, 1975). In the aggressive mode song birds may attack

and mob nearby predators. Hawks, owls, canids, snakes,

humans, and other forms of predators may be subjected to

repeated attacks accompanied by raucous and incessant

mobbing calls. This signal acts as an attractant, inciting

conspecifics to join in the foray. In contrast, only a

faint alarm call may be sounded in the flight mode. Con-

specifics appear to be repelled by the call and exhibit a

variety of evasive maneuvers.

These two classes of vocalizations are as different in

acoustical structure as they are in their tactical conse¬

quences. Marler (1955, 1967) proposed that the structure of

alarm calls evolved to impair sound localization by a

predator, thereby reducing the risk incurred by the signaler.

Conversely, mobbing calls should promote sound localiza¬

tions, an attribute consonant with their role as attractants.

The Zwrack (PM), Krack (GM), and Wrack (CM) calls used

during mobbing provided abundant clues of the signaler's

location. They tended to start and end abruptly, were

segmented, and covered a wide range of frequencies. This

manner of calling could be adaptive since a martin, rather
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than trying to conceal itself, actively pursued the predator.

The only calls used in alarm situations that did not exhibit

any appreciable frequency changes were Zweet (PM), Cree

(GM), and Wheet (CM) calls. These calls were pitched

higher, lacked abrupt phase or intensity differences, and

approximated the pure tones of birds whose calls are diffi¬

cult for predators to locate.

Morton (1975) predicted that open country birds would

not base information transfer on sound frequency (which is

easily distorted by the aforementioned environmental

conditions). Instead, he suggested that information coding

should be based on temporal components that remain essen¬

tially intact as long as a sound is audible. The duration

and spacing of syllables of the martin calls used during

foraging or contact were less variable than their frequency.

Furthermore, most martin vocalizations used in these contexts

emphasized frequencies of about 2.0 to 3.5 kHz, and there¬

fore had a relatively low attenuation rate. Only the

aggressive calls (PM:Hee-hee calls, GM:Zwat calls, CMrKweet

calls) and, to a lesser extent, excitement calls (PM:Chortle

calls, GMiCree calls, CMrCroot calls) exhibited any appre¬

ciable frequency changes.

Refinements of Morton's interpretation (Marten &

Marler, 1977, Marten et al., 1977) generated similar predic¬

tions with respect to the maximization of sound transmission

by martins. Based on these findings, the birds should:

(1) vocalize from more than 1 m above the ground, (2) use
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low frequency sounds of approximately 3 kHz, and (3) produce

sounds with the energy concentrated in a relatively narrow

band. My findings for martins calling while foraging or

while locating other members supported these predictions.

Morton (1977) described a theory of signal structure

that was based on motivational-structural forces. He

postulated that these forces resulted from environmentally

selective pressures, and that they acted primarily on

vocalizations used in situations of close proximity. Morton

observed that vocal convergence appears in many birds and

other animal species in similar motivational settings. The

acoustical composition of the Progne vocal displays I

studied agreed with Morton's (1977) communication rules.

Martins tended to use harsh, low frequency sounds in hostile

situations while they used higher frequency sounds in

appeasement or escape situations. Martins used pure tones

to express states of low excitation and distress, harsh

sounds for attack behavior and excitement, and short soft

sounds for withdrawal or sexual behavior. A martin's use of

vocalizations in conjunction with a visual display could

increase the signaler's effectiveness in drawing the atten¬

tion of the receiver.



TERRITORIALITY

There has been much controversy during the last

50 years about the biological function of territory.

Numerous definitions of territoriality exist. This is due

partly to a misunderstanding about the meaning of the term

and partly to the very complex nature of the concept. Most

definitions require that there be occupation of exclusive

areas, which are maintained through behavioral interactions.

Social systems based on territoriality have been documented

for animals ranging from crustaceans to primates (reviews in

Brown, 1975; Sade, 1967; Schien, 1975; Wilson, 1971, 1975).

Kaufman (1971, 1983) suggested that we should not be

concerned with whether a species is territorial or not, but

rather with whether or not the species exhibits some form of

social behavior that restricts the use of space by

individuals. He points out that if the ultimate criterion

for territory-holding is overt defense against members of

the same species, then many of the descriptions of territory

must be rejected. This lack of consistency in describing

territorial behavior explains a portion of the controversy

in the ethological literature. Whether or not one agrees

with Kaufman, breeding territories are diverse and

161
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classifying them is thus difficult. The definition proposed

by Nobles (1939) of a "defended area," whether defended by

threat, actual combat, or any behavior pattern evoking

avoidance in other individuals is, for this study, a good

working definition.

Assessment

Animal contests in defense of resources generally occur

when there are fewer resources than competitors and if an

individual will gain a fitness benefit by winning a contest

(Parker, 1974; Parker & Rubenstein, 1981). In these situa¬

tions selection should favor aggressive defense since the

benefits gained will outweigh any of the necessarily incurred

costs.

Most pairwise contests are asymmetric (Maynard

Smith, 1982). According to game theory, an optimal assessor

should use these asymmetries as a cue to settle conflicts

conventionally, without harmful escalation. There are a

number of ways in which the outcome of a contest might be

biased in favor of one or the other contestant. Maynard

Smith and Parker (1976) divided these asymmetries into

three broad categories: (1) resource holding potential

(RHP) asymmetries (contestants differ in their competitive

ability), (2) payoff asymmetries (contestants differ in

expected benefit from gaining the resource), and (3) uncor¬

related asymmetries (contestants differ in some way which is

unrelated either to RHP or payoff, but in a way which can be
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used as an arbitrary cue to settle contests). Ownership

could be adopted as an arbitrary rule that determines the

outcome of contests, for example, owners always win.

Territoriality can be considered as a form of resource

defense which is favored by selection when a defendable area

has a high probable yield of increasing fitness. Therefore,

territory size can be considered as the outcome of contests

between an owner and its neighbors, subject to the

asymmetries listed above. Agonistic behavior exhibited by

martins engaged in disputes over territories indicated that

assessments of RHP and resource value are made by individual

contestants. The cues that may actually mediate shifts in

the agonistic behavior of martins are considered in this

section.

Purple Martin

Establishment of Territory

The first visits of the adult birds to the breeding

areas usually were short, seldom lasting more than an hour

(n-16, x=37 mins.). Immediately after arrival, the martins

showed interest in the nesting rooms at a multiroom house,

or in particular gourds at a gourd complex. Males and

females went in and out of several potential nest rooms,

then males sat serially in front of several nest holes and

sang, and finally both sexes left the breeding area, not to

be seen again for several days to even several weeks (Allen
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& Nice, 1952; Bitterbaum, this study; Finlay, 1971; Johnston

& Hardy, 1962; Richmond, 1953).

In the five years of my study, I found only two excep¬

tions to this schedule of arriving and then immediately

leaving the breeding sites. Both were in 1978, in Gaines¬

ville. I recorded three adult males that arrived on

15 February and two adult males that arrived on 27 February

at two separate locations. The birds remained in residence

continually for the remainder of the breeding season.

PM established territories early in the breeding season

before they began building nests. Territories in multiroom

houses consisted of several rooms and the adjoining porches.

Roofs of martin houses were not defended and were buffer

zones not specifically claimed by any resident males.

Since space was at a premium in most colonies, birds

came to recognize territorial boundaries, landing and

perching "rights" near the nest, and areas of loafing.

Spacing was maintained by the males with each advertising

and defending his territory by song, aggressive threat,

supplanting, and actual combat. Neighboring birds learned

the boundaries of their territories after many disputes and

then retained this knowledge for the remainder of the

breeding season.

Only during cold and rainy weather would attention to

nesting territories cease altogether. Martins then spent

the majority of their time in flight, gathering insects, or

clustered together in nest rooms so that they were in
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maximum contact, with heads partially hidden under the

shoulders and breasts of each other. In north central

Texas, Brown (1976) found that when temperatures were 6°C or

lower martins spent most of the day inside the martin

houses. The minimum temperature for feeding was 9°C, and at

temperatures of greater than 13°C, birds were able to locate

ample food.

Establishment of a Territory by Later Arriving Birds

Newly arrived nonresident adults and first-year males,

which appeared three to six weeks after the first birds

arrived, tried to take over parts of established territories

through a process of constant challenging. Newly arrived

males successively challenged each resident male as if

attempting to find an opponent upon whose territory they

could intrude.

An example of this was noted at the Gainesville Country

Club Colony site. On 23 March 1978 a nonresident male was

seen challenging several resident males, one after another,

for a period of two hours. On 25 March this intruder was

able to force male Green to relinquish a nest room, and the

two birds occupied adjoining rooms for the breeding season.

It appeared that this intruder, which was captured and

color-marked Orange, lost most of its fights with resident

Green. However, by persistent fighting and maintaining his

position at the house, he overcame opposition and was able

to defend a nest hole for the 1978 season.
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Behavior of First-Year Males

First year male PM are sexually mature at ten months of

age, six months before they attain adult plumage. On

18 occasions, at the start of the breeding season, I saw

adult males actively defend their territories against

first-year males for as long as three days only to suddenly

ignore the first-year males, allowing them to breed without

the resident adult male ever apparently being defeated.

Also, seven first-year males were successful in obtaining

breeding sites by withstanding attacks by adult territorial

males rather than by initiating aggression against terri¬

tory-holders .

Allen and Nice (1952), Johnston and Hardy (1962), and

Rohwer and Niles (1979) indicated that adult males often

tolerated or were less aggressive toward light-breasted

males, perhaps assuming that the birds were females. I

detected no such differences in behavior. First-year males,

though resembling females, showed all the aggressive

behavior patterns found in adult males. During 136 encoun¬

ters between adult and first-year males, the first-year

males were treated by resident males in the same manner as

other intruding adult males. In 1978 at the Gainesville

Country Club colony, the mean date of territory establish¬

ment for first-year males (24 April, n=2) occurred 33 days

after the mean date of territory establishment for adult

males (22 March, n=6).
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Territory Size

Game theory predicts that the level of escalation

reached in a contest over a disputed resource will reflect

the importance of the resource to both contestants. One

must consider site availability in addition to site quality,

since ultimately a resource is less valuable if it is in

ready supply than if it is in limited supply. Individual PM

territories varied in size and availability during the

breeding season. Using Brown's method (1979), I distin¬

guished maximum and minimum territories in PMs. The maximum

territory was the number of compartments a male defended

upon his arrival at the house. The minimum territory was

the number of compartments a male defended after the eggs

had hatched and the male was feeding young.

The maximum territories were large as the early

arriving birds entered the multiroom houses, but the terri¬

tories soon decreased in sized as later arriving martins and

other hole-nesting birds looked for nesting sites. These

temporarily large territories, in which more than one com¬

partment was defended, resulted from the lack of competition

from other males. With the arrival of later migrants,

however, early males were forced to relinquish most of their

territories. Figure 18 shows that the majority of the

minimum territories had been established at the multiroom

houses by late March (r=.93, df=18, p<0.01).

As discovered by Brown (1979), I found that the progres¬

sion from maximum to minimum territory was either: (1) by
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Figure 18. The dates bn which the minimum territory size
was established at the Purple Martin multiroom
houses.
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degree—the males slowly relinquished parts of their maximum

territory in response to persistent challenges by other

males; or (2) abrupt—one day a male defended a maximum

territory and the next day he defended a minimum territory,

the size of which was maintained during the remainder of the

season. Table 22 shows maximum and minimum territory size

of male martins along with their months of arrival.

Thirty-eight males (76%) initially claimed territories with

more than one room. Only 11 males (22%) claimed their

maximum territory as one room. Of the 38 males who claimed

multiroom territories, only nine (18%) were able to defend

more than one room throughout the breeding season. The

largest maximum territory was that of a male who success¬

fully defended a house with 24 rooms. The mean maximum

territory defended was 3.9 rooms and the mean minimum

territory defended was 1.2 rooms.

Territory size varied with population density (Fig¬

ure 19). I found a negative correlation between territory

size and the number of birds at a multiroom house (r=-.82,

df=21, p<0.01). This supported the idea that a primary

cause of variation in territory size was competition from

neighboring birds (e.g., Ewald et. al., 1980). I quantified

the variation in competition by dividing the number of male

intrusions by the total observation time per bird. Fig¬

ure 20 shows that a positive correlation exists between

territory size and the number of intrusions, indicating that
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Table 22. Number of Male Purple Martins and Their Maximum
and Minimum Territory Sizes with Male's Months of
Arrival (Following Brown, 1979).

Month of Mean
Arrival Territory Size (No. of rooms) Size

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12 24

FEBRUARY maximum 2 4 4 6 0 3 0 1 0 3.8
minimum 13 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.5

MARCH maximum 5 3 5 3 1 2 2 1 1 4.7
minimum 21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.0

APRIL maximum 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8
minimum 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

MAY maximum 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
minimum 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

TOTAL maximum 11 8 10 9 1 5 2 2 1 3.9
minimum 40 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1.2
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Figure 19. Territory size as a function of the number of
Purple Martin males at a multiroom house.
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Figure 20. Territory size as a function of the number of
fights at a Purple Martin multiroom house.
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population density can affect variation in the territory

size of PMs at multiroom houses (r=.91, df=13, p<0.01).

Gourd Complex Versus Multiroom Houses

Individual PMs behaved differently in different

breeding situations, probably due to the spacing of their

nests. Birds at a gourd complex with the nests a third of a

m apart spent less time fighting (Table 23: t=7.78, df=3,

p<0.05) and more time loafing than birds at a multiroom

house with the nests only nine cm apart (Table 24: t=3.79,

df=3, p<0.05). the third of a m between nests in a gourd

complex prevented birds from interacting, whereas the

nine cm between nest rooms in a multiroom house increased

territorial interactions and possibly disrupted breeding

activities.

A second important difference between PMs nesting in

multiroom houses and those nesting in gourds was that

multiroom house residents usually had a number of nest rooms

within their territory. This allowed males the greater

potential of breeding with more than one female. In con¬

trast, the greater spacing of nests in a gourd complex

precluded males from defending more than one nest.

Polygyny is uncommon in the PM. Some 17% of all

females in Brown's studies (1975, 1979) were mated with

polygynous males. In Gainesville, I found 6% (n=9) of all

females mated with polygynous males. That adult male PMs

are potentially polygynous (i.e., hold a second nest room
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Table 23. A Comparison of the Number of Fights at a Gourd
Complex
Martin

Versus a

Males.
Multiroom House for Purple

Total
Total # Observa-
of Fights tion hrs. #

Fights/
Birds Hr./Bird

Feb. 14-March 14 39

Gourd Complex

71 3 0.180

March 15-April 15 54 88 4 0.150

April 16-May 16 13 67 6 0.031

May 17-June 17 3 64 6 0.006

Totals 109 290 6 0.063*

Feb. 14-March 14 192

Multiroom House

122 3 0.525

March 15-April 15 264 141 6 0.312

April 16-May 16 133 148 7 0.127

May 17-June 17 28 153 7 0.025

Totals 617 564 7 0.156*

*t = 7.78, df = 3, p < 0.01.
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Table 24. A Comparison of the Length of Time Spent Loafing
at Gourd Complex Versus a Multiroom House for
Purple Martin Males.

Total
Total # hrs. Observa-
Loafing tion hrs.

Hrs. /
Loafing/

# Birds Bird

Gourd Complex

Feb. 14-March 14 20 71 3 0.093

March 15-April 15 37 88 4 0.105

April 16-May 16 35 67 6 0.086

May 17-June 17 18 64 6 0.046

Totals 110 290 6 0.063*

Multiroom House

Feb. 14-March 14 23 122 3 0.063

March 15-April 15 30 141 6 0.035

April 16-May 16 43 148 7 0.041

May 17-June 17 28 153 7 0.026

Totals 124 564 7 0.031*

*t = 3.79, df = 3, £ < 0.05.
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where another female can breed), and that so few of them

obtain a second mate may, depend on whether other males are

able to gain residence in the multiroom houses and eventu¬

ally breed. First-year males never succeeded in becoming

polygynous in this study, probably because they were unable

to defend more than one nest room or because they arrived so

late there were none available. Polygyny, therefore,

apparently exists in the PM only under the following condi¬

tions: (1) a multiroom house with many nest rooms in close

proximity, (2) a low density of males, and (3) an excess

number of females. In the GM and CM, potential breeding

sites were more widely separated because of the discontin¬

uous nature of the nesting holes. This eliminated oppor¬

tunities for polygyny.

Gray-Breasted Martin

Establishment of Territory

At Pointe-a-Pierre, Trinidad, GM were visiting the

breeding area when I arrived on 18 April 1979. Breeding

pairs were formed before the territories were established so

territorial behavior was not as important in bringing the

sexes together as in the PM. Because GMs in Trinidad do not

migrate (ffrench 1976), this may contribute to the perma¬

nence of the pair bond. Although territories cease to exist

in the winter, mated birds spend most of their time in the

vicinity of their territories of the previous year (Renson
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James, personal communication). During the winter of

1979-80, Renson James observed resident male GMs chasing

nonresident males and hole-nesting White-winged Swallows

(Tachycineta albiventer) away from resident males' nest

cavities on 117 occasions. One benefit to year-round

nest-site guarding behavior is the pronounced reproductive

advantage for guarders over late-arriving nonguarding birds

who would find fewer breeding cavities.

During the first few weeks of the breeding season, each

of the pairs in the pumphouse area showed an increasing

preference for a particular part of the breeding site.

Certain pipes came to be used regularly as song posts by

males, and pairs spent most of each morning within their

preferred areas. The Pumphouse roof and more distant pipes

were the only common buffer zones near the territories where

any bird could sit or fly unmolested.

The GM breeding sites were clumped in distribution

because broken pipes occurred close together. The average

distance between nest cavities was 17.6 m (range 14 m to

22m), and the intervening space was defended. The terri¬

tories at the Pumphouse were neither rigid nor clearly

defined. Instead, they consisted of a fluid region around

certain preferred pipes with the region's size depending on

competition from neighboring males. Figure 21 shows that in

the GM, like the PM, a positive correlation existed between

territory size and competitive intrusions (r=.83, df=9,
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Figure 21. Territory size as a function of the number of
fights at the Gray-breasted Martin nesting area.
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p<0.05). Aggression between neighboring males gradually

decreased once boundaries were established.

Gray-Breasted Martin Colony Defense

GM appeared to have a type of mutual defense against

encroachment by the nonneighboring males nesting in other

areas along the jetty. Resident males did not drive out all

intruders indiscriminately. Residents clearly recognized

their established neighbors, and territorial defense was

directed against nonresidents who represented a potential

threat to a resident's cavity. On 34 occasions, I observed

resident males defend the pumphouse area from nonresident

intruders. Though these intruders were usually chased by

the dominant males at the Pumphouse, all males defended at

least occasionally. On five other occasions at the Pump¬

house when two neighboring males were displaying aggres¬

sively towards each other and a nonneighbor entered the

area, both of the resident males stopped displaying and

attacked the stranger. Females never defended actively but

perched and called loudly nearby during such defenses.

Given the individual recognition and tolerance of

neighbors at the Pumphouse, I predicted that fighting

between strangers and residents would be more frequent and

intense than that between residents. When I tested this

prediction, I found that males fought more frequently and

for longer time periods against strangers than against known

established neighbors (Mann-Whitney, U=1.5, n=20, p<0.05).
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While such defense probably was conducted by each male

simply with respect to his own nest cavity, such actions

effectively resulted in colony defense and exclusivity of

the colony area for its members.

In the PM, there was no evidence of a defended flock

territory around a multiroom house or gourd complex.

Unmarked birds, presumably of other colonies, were repeatedly

seen mingling with the marked local birds at their nesting

sites without signs of antagonism.

Caribbean Martin

Like the GM, CM pairs, showed a gradually increasing

preference for particular areas which later became their

territories. CM had territories with vague boundaries at

Pigeon Point since the population of birds was not dense and

nests were widely separated due to the dispersion of avail¬

able nest sites. At the beginning of my field work on CM, I

watched three pairs that had not yet commenced breeding. I

saw a total of only 16 hostile encounters among them in

four weeks.

As in GM and PM, CM territorial defense was solely by

males. Once established, territories were seldom

trespassed. Thus, there was little territorial fighting.

The birds mutually avoided each other's area. When tres¬

passing occurred intruders always (n=52) fled when resident

males sang. I saw neighboring males enter territories of

known males and flee when those males sang on 52 occasions.
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On 29 of those occasions the intruder did not see the male

but seemingly fled only because of his vocalizations. The

intruders did not flee on 37 occasions: these were times

when the males did not sing.

I saw resident males attack intruders in flight on

16 occasions. The territorial bird flew straight at the

intruder each time. The intruder then turned and fled

(n=16), and often was chased (n=7). On two occasions the

territorial bird struck the trespasser and they grappled,

falling to the ground. The trespasser broke loose and fled

while the defender returned to its nest tree both times.

CM's showed a strong nest site attachment and defended

an area extending at least 8 m in all directions from the

nest cavity. I saw resident males chase intruders from

these areas 67 times. Chases were directed not only at

martins but at other species, including Red-crowned Wood¬

peckers, Blue-gray Tanagers (Thraupis eipiscopus), and

Buff-throated Woodcreepers (Xiphorhynchus guttatus).

Asymmetry in Resource Holding Potential (RHP)

The significance of asymmetries in conflicts depends on

the ability of the opponents to perceive such asymmetries

and adjust their own behavior accordingly. Maynard Smith

and Price (1973) modelled one possible game between oppon¬

ents. They used five strategies in this model: Hawk,

Mouse, Bully, Retaliator, or Prober-Retaliator. An indivi¬

dual who exhibits the Hawk pattern is one who escalates to
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fighting behavior immediately following RHP assessment and

continues the warlike behavior throughout the remainder of

the encounter. A Mouse is an individual who tends to

retreat regardless of the behavior exhibited by its opponent.

The Bully category is assigned to those individuals who

initially escalate to contact behavior, but adopt more

conventional behavior if the opponent does not withdraw.

The Retaliator adjusts its behavior in response to that of

the opponent, whereas the Prober-Retaliator tends to

initiate escalation and then to respond to the behavior of

the opponent.

Imperfect information or weak asymmetries may lead to

escalated contests because individuals have incorrect

information about their roles (Maynard Smith & Parker,

1976). Often a trial contest is the only way accurate

information can be acquired; therefore, individuals are

liable to make several attempts to assess their relative

strength (Parker & Rubenstein, 1981). A short struggle will

occur if one attempt provides enough information about the

contestants' fighting ability or if the disparity in

fighting ability is large.

In many contests, certain features of an opponent

provide information about its RHP. Sex, age, body size and

weight, plumage coloration, experience, and residency at a

breeding site all are variables that may influence an

individual's RHP (Brown, 1963; Parsons & Baptista, 1980;
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Rohwer, 1975, 1977; Sabine, 1955, 1956, 1959; Tordoff,

1954). The importance of these variables as determinants of

an individual's competitive ability will be considered first

separately and then together where possible.

Asymmetry in Ownership Status

The relative ownership status of opponents prior to an

agonistic encounter could be an important determinant of the

outcome of that encounter. If the resource defended is a

territory, then territory owners could have the advantage of

residency over any intruders in subsequent boundary inter¬

actions. Thus, it could be predicted that those individuals

who establish territories early in the season when there are

relatively few competing pairs would always have an owners'

advantage and should retain relatively more of the defended

resource.

The dominance of established birds over newly arrived

individuals at the nest sites in Florida and Trinidad

suggested that prior occupancy of a nest site was an impor¬

tant underlying factor in determining the outcome of competi¬

tion for ownership of a breeding site. An analysis of

residency in relation to winning an encounter showed that

resident members were dominant over intruders in 65 (72%) of

all PM encounters, and in 85 (81%) of all GM interactions

(Table 25, PM: x2=17.77, df=l, p<0.01; GM: x2=40.23, df=l,
p<0.01) .
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Table 25. Comparison of Whether Prior Occupancy at a
Nesting Site Determines the Winner of the
Encounter.

Resident
Wins

Nonresident
Wins Totals P x2

Purple Martin 65 25 90 <0.01 17.77

Gray-Breasted 85 20 105 <0.01 40.23
Martin
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Asymmetry in Age-Related Plumage Characteristics

The correlation of certain age-related plumage charac¬

teristics and dominance has been shown in a number of

species: (1) White-throated Sparrows (Zonotrichia

albicollis, Ficken et al., 1978; Hailman, 1975), (2) White-

crowned Sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophyrs, Parsons &

Baptista, 1980), and (3) Harris Sparrows (Zonotrichia

querula, Rohwer, 1982). Rohwer (1971, 1982) proposed the

status-signaling hypothesis in which birds showing plumage

viability use these plumage traits to signal potential

dominance status to conspecifics. Rohwer (1975) predicted

that status advertisement is advantageous if birds

accurately assess an individual's social position without

engaging in energetically costly fights. Status signaling

may indicate not only the past history of the displaying

animal, but also that expectations of the outcome of any

future confrontations may also be conveyed. If this hypo¬

thesis is appropriate for PM, there should be a correlation

between dominance and plumage coloration.

In PM, plumage coloration is an accurate indicator of

sex and age class (Niles, 1972). To determine if plumage

differences might serve status-signaling functions in PM, I

examined my data for possible associations between plumage

and social status. Age-related plumage characteristics

proved to be a strong determinant of status in PM adult

males. Over three years, I observed 287 displacements,
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withdrawals, and chases. Fifty-seven martins were repre¬

sented: 42 in adult plumage and 15 in subadult plumage.

Birds in adult plumage were dominant in 247 (86%) of the

287 two-bird combinations, a result that was highly signifi¬

cant (x2=149, df=l, p<0.01).

The hypothesis is not testable with GM and CM. Age

could not be determined in GM and CM because they lack

age-dependent plumage characteristics.

Asymmetry in Aggressive Behavior

Aggressive behavior appears to be an important element

of initial territorial establishment in many birds (Kruijt et

al., 1972; Robel, 1972; Watson & Miller, 1971; Watson &

Moss, 1971). In martins, males control access to females by

defending the breeding territories essential to females.

Considerable competition for nesting sites is indicated by

high conspecific male trespassing rates and by rapid male

replacement following disappearance of resident males.

I tested my hypothesis that initiation of aggressive

encounters determines the outcome of competition for a

nesting site by comparing encounters won or lost by males.

Also, I noted whether or not a male initiated the encounter.

An analysis of initiation in relation to winning showed that

initiators of encounters were dominant in 90% of all inter¬

actions, a result that differed significantly from the null
2

hypothesis of equal dominance (x =17.78, df=l,<p 0.01).
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In encounters between PM adult males, 338 encounters

were recorded. The initiator won 296 (85%) of the

encounters while 42 (15%) were won by the recipient
2

(Table 26; x =190.87, df=l, p<0.01). In encounters between

adult and subadult males, subadults lost a disproportionate
2number of interactions (Table 27; x =34.56, df=l, p<0.01),

however, there was no evidence that subadults avoided

interactions with adults. Though subadults had low

encounter initiation frequencies, they were dominant in all

nine encounters that they initiated. This indicated that

initiation was associated with dominance status independent

of plumage coloration. Thus, it appears that aggressiveness

or initiation of an encounter may be at least as strong a

predictor of social status as is plumage coloration in PM.

In the GM and CM, lacking the age-dependent plumage

classes, initiation of encounters was the only predictor of

status. While observing GM, 209 encounters were recorded.

The initiator won 185 (88%) of the encounters while

2
24 (12%) were won by the recipient (Table 26; x =124.02,

df=l, p<0.01). Only 16 encounters were observed between CM.

The initiator won all of these by chasing the opponent from

the area.

Asymmetry of Size and Weight on Dominance

The size of a male relative to his opponent can be used

as a measure of his RHP. I used the length of the flattened

wing as a measure of body size. Body weight also was
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Table 26. Comparison of the Number of Encounters Between
Adult Purple, Gray-Breasted, and Caribbean
Martins in Which a Bird Dominated as a Result of
Whether or Not it Initiated the Encounter.

Initator Receiver
Wins Wins Totals P

Purple Martin

Gray-Breasted
Martin

296 42 338 <0.01 190.87

185 24 209 <0.01 124.02

16 0 16 <0.01 16.00Caribbean Martin
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Table 27. Comparison of 241 Purple Martin Encounters in
Which a Bird Dominated as a Function of Age and
of Whether it Initiated the Fight.

Adult Wins Subadult Wins Totals

Adult Initiator 201 31 232

Subadult Initiator 0 9 9

Totals 201 40 241

X2 = 34.56, df = 1, p < 0.01.
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recorded, although Searcy (1981) found weight in Red-winged

Blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) to be a less reliable index

of size because of its daily fluctuations.

I found no significant relationship between size and

rank in PM or GM (Tables 28 and 29). The data indicated

that high-ranking males (individuals winning most encoun¬

ters; see section on dominance hierarchies) were no larger

than low ranking males as measured by wing length (PM:

Spearman rs=0.10, p>0.05; GM Spearman rs=0.21, p>0.05).

Likewise, no correlation existed between body weight and

dominance. The lowest and highest ranking males were about

egual in weight (PM: Spearman rs=0.08, p>0.05; GM: Spearman

rs=0.64 , p>0.05) .

Asymmetry in Contests Due to Sex

In order to determine the effect of sex on the

incidence of agonistic encounters, interactions were grouped

as male-male, male-female, and female-female. If one

assumes that the probability of any two birds interacting

was unrelated to the sex of the bird, then a bird should

have had an equal chance of encountering a male or female,

since both sexes were present in equal numbers at the PM

multiroom houses and the GM pumphouse area. However,

Figure 22 shows that encounters were definitely nonrandom.

The highest percentage of encounters were male-male,
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Table 28. Comparison of Dominance with Body Weight and
Body Size in Purple Martins.

Bird
Dominance

Rank
Weight
(gms)

Weight
Rank

Wing
Length
(mm)

Wing
Length
Rank

Red 1 44.5 4 141.4 5
Yellow 2 43.4 5 142.0 4
White 3 45.8 3 142.2 3
Green 4 47.0 2 143.0 1
Orange 5 42.0 7 140.9 7
Subadult Green 6 48.5 1 142.5 2
Subadult Unmarked 7 42.8 6 141.0 6

x = 44.8 x = 141.8

Spearman rg
= 0.08, p>0 .05 Spearman rg = 0.10, p>0.05
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Table 29. Comparison of Dominance with Body Weight and
Body Size in Gray-Breasted Martins.

Bird
Dominance

Rank
Weight
(gms)

Weight
Rank

Wing
Length
(mm)

Wing
Length
Rank

Red 1 47.0 3 139 1
Green 2 47.5 2 135 4
Orange 3 46.5 4 136 3
Yellow 4 48.8 1 129 5
White 5 41.7 5 127 6
Pink 6 36.0 6 138 2

x = 44.5 x = 134.0

Spearman rg ii o • On O X) O .05 Spearman rg = 0.37, p>0.05
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A. % Two bird encounters in the

Purple Martin

N = 316
¿=6
r6

B. % Two bird encounters in the
Gray-breasted Martin

Figure 22. Number of encounters as a function of the sex of
the bird.
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followed by male-female interactions, and lastly female-

female interactions.

Did males concentrate their attacks on other males, or

did females make any attempt to avoid interactions with

males or other females? In both PM and GM, males avoided

aggressive interactions with females. Females retreated

into their nest holes during the few aggressive male-female

encounters. Only early in the breeding season in both

species did females interact with each other. One female

would drive an intruding female away from her nest. Males

also initiated a greater number of encounters than females.

Results indicated that females were participants in fewer

encounters than expected (PM: 45 out of 579 participants
2

were females, although 289 were expected, x =9.04, df=l,

p<0.01; GM: 21 out of 316 participants were females, though
2

158 were expected, x =11.09, df=l, p<0.01).

Discussion

It is only recently that the evolution of conventional

displays during contests has been couched in gene selection

terms (Maynard Smith, 1974). Maynard Smith's theory of

evolutionary stable strategies (ESSs) has thrown light on

the adaptiveness of territorial behavior. In particular,

fighting strategies have been delineated. He defined an ESS

as a behavioral pattern that would outcompete all other

behavioral patterns and would be stable against the invasion

of any new mutant pattern of behavior. In other words, an
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ESS is a strategy that would give the highest reproductive

success when most members of a population adopt it.

An early ESS considered a simple gene selection model

which illustrated how conventional (Dove) and escalated

(Hawk) strategies might spread through an animal population

(Maynard Smith, 1974). An important assumption of the

Dove/Hawk model was that contestants were equal in fighting

ability and resource requirements. These were considered

symmetrical contests because they were between individuals

of equal competitive ability. As discussed earlier,

strictly symmetrical contests are uncommon in nature. There

are a number of ways in which the outcome of a contest might

be biased in favor of one contestant or the other.

RHP Asymmetries

If two individuals differ in their ability to fight or

contest a resource (RHP), the weaker one should withdraw as

soon as it assesses that its chances of winning are low.

Continued persistence or escalation is unlikely to win the

contest. In many cases, certain features of an opponent

provide information about its RHP. Contestants can use

these features to surmise how they are likely to fare before

getting involved in a fight.

The best cues to use are those such as body size and

morphological structures (e.g., horns, tusks) that correlate

in some way with RHP. Unlike arbitrary cures, such "status-

limited" cues will be resistant to cheating. Individuals
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who do not have a genuinely high RHP will not be able to

mimic these high status cues.

The most important factors determining whether an

individual martin established and retained a territory were

plumage coloration, fighting ability, and territory owner¬

ship. The predominant strategy exhibited by martins in

disputes appeared to be that of a Hawk (Maynard Smith,

1974), though RHP differences and status as a territory

holder did lead to some variability. For example, intruders

tended to escalate contests early in the breeding season.

Hence, they exhibited the Prober-Retaliator pattern, which

is primarily offensive in nature. Maynard Smith has since

classified individuals that adjust their agonistic behavior

to specific roles as "Assessor Players" (Hammerstein, 1981).

Though RHP can influence the outcome of an encounter

without an assessment of fighting ability, those individuals

that can assess their opponents are favored by selection,

because they will not incur the costs of repeated fights.

Similarly, it would pay for individuals to advertise their

RHP. The costs of repeated encounters do not simply involve

the expense of energyuse. They also may involve injury or

death (Gosling & Petrie, 1981). Assessment need not involve

direct estimation of an opponent's fighting ability. It

could be done by an individual remembering the outcome of

previous encounters in flocks. When competitors directly

assess their opponents prior to encounters, it is possible
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that they employ a visual cue such as plumage coloration,

which may be correlated with age and fighting ability.

In PM, plumage cues are reliable indicators of a bird's

ability to win an encounter and are used to evaluate an

opponent's likely status. Since PM may be assigned to sex

and age classes and because sex and age are good predictors

of dominance, plumage coloration may be used by opponents in

evaluating potential status.

The Hawk and Mouse patterns (Maynard Smith & Price,

1973) were observed in contests between adult and subadult

PMs. Adults often engaged in warlike behavior immediately

following RHP assessment. The Hawk appeared to be the

favored strategy of adults since it greatly shortened

interaction time and the likelihood of injury. When threat¬

ened by a Hawk, the response of a subadult was that of a

Mouse (e.g., retreat or de-escalate) since the probability

of winning was low and the potential for injury was high.

In the PM, plumage differences are used as a means for

assessing a rival's fighting experience. Cheating is not

possible, because subadults must wait a year before

attaining the dark adult plumage. This relationship between

aggressiveness and plumage coloration suggests the existence

of an evolutionary stable signaling system in which cheating

is rare. Convergence toward the dominant adult plumage may

be prevented by a net advantage to subordinates in admitting

their status. Signaling of dominance status may attract the

attention of true dominants and result in attack with
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diminished access to the breeding sites. The ESS may well

be that it is more advantageous for a subordinate to signal

subordinance if that is one's status anyway. The interage

status-signaling system should benefit birds of both plumage

types by reducing the costs of aggression and injury. Under

most conditions, the advantages of such a system may out¬

weigh the disadvantage of subordinancy for subadult males.

Where young Harris Sparrows were dyed to resemble

dominant individuals, Rohwer (1982) found that subordinate

birds did not rise’in rank but were continually attacked by

dominants. Apparently, the birds were able to recognize

individuals by more than one cue (Shields, 1977). In the

PM, behavioral or postural cues may be used in addition to

plumage differences when determining social status. Sub¬

adults may be reacting to adults with subtle submissive

signals, which encourage adults to attack and try to win

encounters. Moreover, PM fledglings are often attacked by

adults after leaving the nest area. In this way the young

birds may become conditioned to perceive the adult plumage

signaling aggressiveness and dominance. As a result, they

either avoid adults or assume submissive behavior.

Pay-Off Asymmetries

Another factor that may influence the outcome of a

contest is the relative value of the disputed resource to

the contestant. My results suggested that individuals with

"residence" rights had an advantage in subsequent encounters
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either because they gained some knowledge of the resource or

because of some arbitrary criterion that gives owners the

advantage.

Game theory predicts that the cost of a contest and the

potential for injury will be minimized by using RHP assess¬

ment. Thus, actual escalation to contact and potentially

damaging behavior will rarely occur. In fact, Parker (1974)

believes that warlike behavior will only occur in cases

where RHP assessment is poor or where the value of the

contested resource is extremely high.

All three species of martins frequently escalated to

potentially damaging behavior, while competing for breeding

territories. This reflects the favored use of the Hawk

strategy by adult males under circumstances discussed

earlier. Perhaps territory space is such a valuable

resource that it may be worth the intruder's effort to fight

hard in an attempt to secure a nesting site. For example, I

found later arriving PM trying to settle in multiroom houses

where adult males were numerous and opposition was fierce

from residents. One would expect that birds trying

successfully to establish themselves for the first time

would be more successful by going to less crowded multiroom

houses, especially since the resistance by established males

was strong enough to keep out most intruding birds.

However, females were attracted to large houses already

occupied by many males, and later arriving adults and

first-year males were attracted to the females. Thus, males
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went elsewhere to breed only when forced out of a crowded

multiroom house.

The optimal strategy for females would be to mate with

established males likely to produce offspring who, in turn,

would themselves experience reproductive success. Females,

in fact, join established adult males rather than pair with

first-year birds. They will mate with first-year males only

after all the adult males are already paired. This suggests

to me that females are discriminating among males on the

basis of plumage coloration and the number of rooms in a

house each initially commands. Since PM males do contribute

to the survival of young by both feeding and guarding,

females also may be selecting adult males who already have

experience as food gatherers and protectors at the nest.

Alternatively, it is possible that a territory

increases in value to an owner as a result of time spent in

occupancy. Davies (1976) found that Pied Wagtail (Motacilla

alba) territory owners have knowledge of the best feeding

patches in a territory, and that they systematically exploit

them to allow for resource renewal. An intruder landing in

a territory has no such knowledge and feeds at a lower rate.

In martins, knowledge of local feeding areas and predators

may increase the resource value of a territory to an owner.

Such knowledge also may explain why an owner can evict an

intruder.
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Uncorrelated Asymmetries

The third type of asymmetry involves neither RHP nor

resource value differences between opponents. It may pay

contestants to settle a dispute arbitrarily, even if there

are no potentially high costs of escalated fights.

Evidence that ownership rights could be important in

territorial encounters was obtained by Davies (1978) who

demonstrated that male speckled wood butterflies (Pararge

aegeria) use a simple rule to settle their contests for

ownership of territories: owners always retain the terri¬

tory and intruders always retreat. The outcome of a contest

between two individuals could be altered by reversing the

owner and intruder roles. An arbitrary rule of this sort

may be important in determining territory size if the first

individuals to establish territories retain large areas as a

result of priority, even after contests with new neighbors.

In this study, residents won in contests with intruders

because of an asymmetry in payoff in favor of the resident

rather than because of some arbitrary rule. Nesting terri¬

tories were of high value to martin males since they ulti¬

mately increased the probability of obtaining females.

Thus, it is unlikely that contests will be settled by

uncorrelated asymmetries for any animal where the chance of

finding an alternative territory is low. Increased energy

investment and risk will be the cost of dominance that males

must incur to gain the competitive advantage of access to

breeding territories.



DOMINANCE POSITION

Introduction

Social hierarchy is similar to territoriality in that

it provides the successful competitor with preferential

access to limited resources such as mates or food. It lacks

the space component, however, and instead involves the

establishment of a pecking order or dominance hierarchy

(Chase, 1980). In theory, the establishment of a dominance

hierarchy eliminates the energy and time investments

required in frequent disputes over limited resources.

Two major types of dominant-subordinant behavior within

bird groups have been recognized (Smith, 1976). The "lin¬

ear" type is a relationship where the despot is rarely

defeated, the second bird is dominated only by the despot,

and so on, to the most subordinate individual (Collins and

Taber, 1951; Glasé, 1973; Marler, 1955; Parsons & Baptista,

1980; Rohwer, 1984; Sabine, 1949, 1959; Schjelderup-Ebbe,

1932; Tordoff, 1954). The second type of hierarchy is

called "nonlinear" because the top bird is the individual

who wins the greatest number of encounters, but the outcome

of any fight is not always predictable (Goforth & Baskett,

1971; Masure and Allee, 1934).

202
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During this study, PMs and GMs formed linear dominance

hierarchies away from the nesting sites and nonlinear

hierarchies at the breeding sites. This is an indication

that dominance is site-related (Tables 30-33). This meant

that the outcome of encounters was dependent on the location

at which the encounters took place. For example, a dominant

bird could be defeated by a lower ranking bird when the

encounter took place in front of the nest hole of the

subordinate. However, the proportion of encounters won by

the dominant bird was still high.

Field demonstrations of site-related dominance within

avian species are rare. Brown (1963) demonstrated the link

between territorial behavior and social dominance in a

wintering population of Steller's Jay (Cyanocitta stelleri).

He found that the dominance rank of each individual at a

seed pile was directly related to the distance of the seed

pile from the nest area of that individual. Willis (1967)

noted similar patterns of dominance in the Bicolored Antbird

(Gymnopithys bicolor).

Data Analysis

During the five years of this study, seven hierarchies

were determined for the study areas, and matrices were

constructed for each hierarchial group. Nearly 2800

interactions were documented. Tables 30 and 31 show two

such hierarchies between PM males at the Gainesville Country

Club in 1978. Tables 32 and 33 show GM males who were



Table30.NumberofSupplantingsattheNestSitesBetweenPurpleMartinsatthe GainesvilleCountryClub(1978).N=519
LOSER

Red

Yellow

White

Green

WINNER Green

OrangeSubadult
Unmarked Subadult
Total Losses

Total Wins

Total Encounters
%

Won

Red

5

3

13

1

0

14

36

139

175

79

Yellow

34

23

4

0

4

0

65

86

151

57

White

22

31

15

7

18

3

96

114

210

54

Green

27

13

24

0

1

6

71

62

133

47

Orange

11

17

24

6

6

2

66

38

104

37

Green (Subadult)
2

13

32

3

21

12

83

43

126

34

Unmarked (Subadult)
43

7

8

21

9

14

102

37

139

27

Total Wins

139

86

114

62

38

43

37

519

519

1038

204



Table31.NumberofPurpleMartinSupplantingsTakingPlaceOtherThaninFrontofthe Nest N=104
Hole,i

.e.at
TelephoneWires,Colony
Roof-Top

,Television
Antennas.

WINNER

LOSER

Red

Yellow

White

Green

GreenOrangeSubadult
Unmarked Subadult
Total Losses

Total Wins

Total Encounters
%

Won

Red

0

27

27

100

Yellow

3

3

22

25

88

White

7

2

1

10

23

33

69

Green

6

3

5

14

14

28

50

Orange

5

5

8

3

1

22

11

33

35

Green (Subadult)
3

8

7

29

2

31

4

35

11

Unmarked (Subadult)
3

4

3

824

24

3

27

11

Total Wins

27

22

23

14114
3

104

104

208

205



Table32.NumberofSupplantingsObservedattheNestSitesBetweenGray-BreastedMartins atPointe-a-Pierre(1979).N=291
LOSER

Red

Green

Orange

Yellow

WINNER White

Pink

Total Losses

Total Wins

Total Encounters
%

Won

Red

9

7

11

0

0

27

83

110

75

Green

21

9

7

1

0

38

60

98

61

Orange

17

15

8

5

1

46

55

101

54

Yellow

26

16

17

16

2

77

53

130

41

White

12

14

13

18

2

59

35

94

37

Pink

7

6

9

9

13

44

5

49

10

Total Wins

83

60

55

53

35

5

291

291

582

206



Table33.NumberofGray-BreastedMartinSupplantingsTakingPlaceOtherThaninthe TerritoriesofthePumphouseBirds,i.e.atGuardRails,Pipes,Roof-Top. N=97

WINNER

Total

Total

Total

%

LOSER

Red

Green

Orange

Yellow

White

Pink

Losses

Wins

Encounters
Won

Red

0

36

36

100

Green

10

1

11

21

32

66

Orange

13

4

1

18

20

38

53

Yellow

7

5

7

4

23

10

33

30

White

5

6

2

8

1

22

5

27

19

Pink

1

6

11

1

4

23

5

28

18

Total Wins

36

21

20

10

5

5

97

97

194

207
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followed at one location at Pointe-a-Pierre, Trinidad during

1979. All encounters took place between only two birds at a

time, and a winner and a loser could be clearly determined

in all scored encounters.

The number of encounters used in dominance ranking does

not reflect the total number of encounters between any

two birds. The birds would first approach and threaten each

other and then separate, with neither bird showing apparent

dominance or subordinance in many encounters. This type of

encounter could not be used in dominance ranking. Only

those contests with an obvious winner and loser were

included. I recorded the identities of the winner and loser

in all displacements and fights. I used the ratio of the

number of encounters won to the number lost (won/lost ratio)

as a measure of dominance.

Purple Martin

A dominance hierarchy existed within the multiroom

house as a result of agonistic activity. Certain males were

dominant to other birds at the house and had priority of

access to any place in the house when loafing. This

hierarchy began to shift only with the establishment of

breeding territories. The behavior of each male martin at

the house then varied depending on the location at which

encounters took place.

I recorded and evaluated 519 encounters of PMs at the

breeding site. Tables 30 and 31 show the frequency of
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supplantings observed for each of the male martins in front

of and away from the breeding sites. A nonlinear hierarchy

existed at the multiroom houses because subordinate indi¬

viduals did not always accept a submissive role in front of

their breeding room. Subordinates would threaten and attack

a higher ranking individual who tried to assert its domi¬

nance in a subordinate-'s breeding territory. A subordinate

bird revealed a consistent subordinate position only when

birds were on the roof of the multiroom house, on telephone

wires, and on the roof tops of local homes.

The least dominant birds (Orange, Subadult Green, and

Unmarked Subadult) behaved in ways that minimized the

possibility of provoking an attack from other dominant

neighbors. They avoided orienting the head toward the more

dominant bird, and frequently fluffed the plumage indicating

stay behavior. In addition, males perched outside their

nest rooms entered a room when a higher ranking male

arrived, but not when a lower ranking male arrived
2

(Table 34, x =30.36, df=l, p<0.01). Birds in adjacent rooms

at the multiroom house tended to be involved in more

encounters with each other than with those that were not

adjacent neighbors (Figure 23, PM: r=-0.89, df=4; p<0.05).

After the dominance hierarchy had been established in the

first month, the amount of aggression at the house was

markedly reduced (Figure 24).
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Table 34. A Comparison Between Whether Lower-Ranking Males
Entered
fronted

Their Nest Holes

by a High-Ranking
More Often When
Male.

Con-

Male Enters
Nest-Hole

Male Remains
Outside Totals

Arrival of more

dominant male 53 (41) a 13 (25) 66

Arrival of less
cominant male 6 (18) 23 (11) 29

Totals 59 36 95

Expected frequences inside parentheses

X2 = 30.36, df = 1, p < 0.01
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Figure 23. Frequency of participation in encounters as a
function of the distance between nestholes.
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Figure 24. Number of supplantings at a Purple Martin
multiroom house during the breeding season.
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Gray-Breasted Martin

Early in the breeding season, certain males were

dominant and had priority of access to any place in the

breeding area at the Pumphouse. This hierarchy began to

shift only with the establishment of nesting territories.

The behavior of each male at the Pumphouse then depended on

the place where the encounter occurred (Tables 32 and 33).

Like the PM, the dominance relationships of the GM males at

the nesting site were nonlinear. A relative dominance

hierarchy existed in which bird A, although dominant over B,

occasionally lost fights to male B in B's territory.

At the Pumphouse, males Red and Green consistently

occupied the highest positions. They won the most encoun¬

ters and had the fewest defeats of all individuals studied.

Red male, the first bird to establish a territory at the

Pumphouse, was particularly intolerant of intruders. He

divided his time equally between chasing and loafing at the

nest cavity. Female martins were the only individuals

exempt from a Red male's aggression within his territory.

Green male ranked second in the hierarchy. Though

Green male chased Red male (n=5) when Red was outside his

territory, Red won all supplantings with Green whether the

interaction took place inside or outside Green male's

breeding territory. As with PMs, the frequency of partici¬

pation in GM encounters was directly related to the distance

between birds (Figure 23, GM: r=-0.97, df=3, p<0.05). The
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spatial arrangement of the nest cavities at the Pumphouse

promoted trespassing, but males consistently avoided tres¬

passing by taking circuitous flight paths instead of the

more direct route to their nesting cavity. Moreover, after

the dominance hierarchy had been established at the Pump¬

house, the amount of aggression was reduced due to nesting

activities (Figure 25).

Rank in the Hierarchy

In the previous section on territoriality, PM and GM

success in territory establishment was associated with

age-related plumage characteristics, residency, and aggres¬

siveness. Successful males initiated and won most

encounters. Tables 35 and 36 show the rank of each indi¬

vidual as determined by the relative number of successful

wins in front of and away from the breeding site. However,

this arrangement represented only an approximation. Domi¬

nance could not be determined between two individuals if

they never encountered each other or if they won nearly the

same number of encounters. Thus, I measured the relative

aggressiveness of each bird was measured by tabulating the

number of encounters won by each individual as a percentage

of the total number of encounters recorded. Tables 35 and

36 show that the degree of association between the two

measures of dominance (rank in the hierarchy and proportion

of interactions initiated and won) was high. For example,

Red males at the Gainesville Country Club colony and at the
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Figure 25. Number of supplantings at the Gray-breasted
Martin nest area during the breeding season.



Table35.TheDegreeofAssociationattheNestSitesBetweenTwoMeasuresofDominance, inthePurpleMartin,RankintheHierarchyandNumberofInteractions InitiatedandWon.Number()istheRankintheHierarchy.
PurpleMartin Males

Rankin Hierarchy

Encounters Initiated Won

Encounters Initiated Lost

Total Encounters Initiated

Red

79%

(1)

89

(1)

9

98

Yellow

59%

(2)

69

(3)

5

74

White

54%

(3)

74

(2)

10

84

Green

47%

(4)

42

(4)

6

48

Orange

37%

(5)

22

(5)

12

34

Green Subadult

34%

(6)

3

(7)

0

3

Unmarked Subadult

27%

(7)

6

(6)

0

6

Spearman'srs
- .928,
df=5,p<0.05

aRankinthehierarchyasdeterminedbythenumberofwinsinagonisticencounters.Win isdefinedasaphysicaldeplacement.
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Table36.TheDegreeofAssociationattheNestSitesBetweenTwoMeasuresofDominance intheGray-BreastedMartin,RankintheHierarchyandNumberofInteractions InitiatedandWon.Number()istheRankintheHierarchy.
Gray-BreastedMartin Males

Rankin Hierarchy

Encounters Initiated Won

Encounters Initiated Lost

Total Encounters Initiated

Red

75%

(1)

53

(1)

2

55

Green

61%

(2)

39

(2)

3

42

Orange

54%

(3)

32

(4)

5

37

Yellow

41%

(4)

36

(3)

3

39

White

37%

(5)

25

(5)

8

33

Pink

10%

(6)

0

(6)

3

3

Spearman'srs
- .942,
df=4,p<0.05

aRankinthehierarchyasdeterminedbythenumberofwinsinagonisticencounters.Win isdefinedasaphysicaldeplacement.
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Pumphouse, were aggressive in the sense that they usually

initiated encounters which they won.

Though the dominance hierarchy was established by

supplanting and threat, it was maintained primarily by

threat displays during the rest of the breeding season. I

observed no real change in the structure of the PM and GM

hierarchies after eggs had been laid.

Discussion

Social interactions in Progne Swallows were based upon

the mechanism of territoriality. Territoriality is associ¬

ated with the defence of a critical resource, which in these

birds was a nesting site. This was complicated by the fact

that the PM and GM also exhibited social interactions based

on a dominance hierarchy. If winning an encounter was due

to having a territory, then each of the birds should have

been dominant to all others in the area about their nest

site. The data showed that winning an encounter increased

in front of one's nest hole. However, winning the encounter

was not guaranteed, as dominants still challenged subordi¬

nates in the subordinates' territories. Thus, the outcome

of an encounter between individuals was site-dependent but

not absolute.

These data are valuable in demonstrating the necessity

of considering other ways to describe variations in

dominance-organized groups. In the PM and GM, territories

and dominance hierarchies can be seen to grade into each
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other rather than to exist as absolute alternatives.

Therefore, the resultant ranking should not be called a

hierarchy. Instead, it represents a "social standing" that

has significance to the birds at their respective breeding

area. The phrase "social standing" recognizes the rough

ranking that exists among the birds without implying the

level of structure that is usually attached to "hierarchy."



CONCLUSIONS

The cornerstone of social behavior is communication

(Krebs & Davies, 1981). Highly social animals tend to

employ complex signalling systems (Dawkins & Krebs, 1984).

Not surprisingly, the three species of swallows I studied

exhibited a fairly rich repertoire of visual and vocal

signals, and they communicated almost constantly with one

another.

I believe that it is useful to divide the signals used

by martins into two categories on the basis of their meaning

to the signaler: (1) attendant signals, and (2) purposive

signals. Attendant signals are cues provided by an indi¬

vidual who is not directing its attention toward a receiver.

An example of such a signal is the appearance (e.g., plumage

variation) of a high-ranking bird to flockmates of lower

rank. The significance of plumage color variation among

individuals is that it announces a bird's social status.

This implies that the number of fights that actually take

place in agonistic interactions will be reduced, since the

antagonists can assess each other's fighting ability.

Signalling one's social status could be adaptive, especially

early in the breeding season when a high probability exists

220
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of encountering a new and untested antagonist at the martin

nest sites. In addition, individual recognition could

reduce the frequency of fighting between birds as the

breeding season progresses, because birds involved in such

disputes remember the fighting ability of other individual

birds thereafter. Subordinate martins appeared highly

attentive to the behavior and whereabouts of dominant birds

and turned away, moved away, or adopted the Withdraw High-Up

posture in the presence of such individuals.

A similar function may be served by other forms of

territorial advertisement, as seen in the poster-coloration

of reef fishes. Brockmann (1973) and Lorenz (1962, 1966)

suggested that the brilliant colors of reef fishes in highly

conspicuous patterns advertise the presence of the individu¬

al and so facilitate mutual avoidance and spacing. Atten¬

dant cues, therefore, are the most subtle types of signals

used by martins and other animal species as an important

form of communication.

Purposive signals are displays in the classical sense:

they are postures, movements, and vocalizations that have

the specific purpose of influencing the behavior of another

individual. Individuals quickly recognize even the earliest

segments of threat or withdraw displays and respond appro¬

priately to the behavior. A subordinate martin often began

to escape within 0.5 sec of a signaler's first move, and a

dominant bird usually stopped an approach soon after the

receiver commenced to withdraw. When responded to
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appropriately, such displays obviate the necessity for

physical attack.

Hypothetically, the martins' relative frequency of use

of each of the two types of signals in a agonistic context

at their breeding sites should be indicative of the status

of the social system and of the environment. If individuals

rely heavily upon attendant signals to communicate with one

another, they are likely to be familiar with one another and

have adequately spaced resources. An increase in the use of

purposive signals and attack, however, suggests that

resources are clumped and that subordinates are therefore

violating the individual distance of dominants.

The uneven distribution and relative scarcity of

nesting sites in all three martin species I studied promoted

competition for this resource. A martin may preserve its

individual distance in one of two ways: it may attack birds

within its distance of intolerance and attempt to drive them

away, or it may position itself beyond the distance of

intolerance of other birds. Since martins were attempting

to gain or maintain possession of a nest site in the pres¬

ence of strong competition, I found that lower-ranking birds

did not avoid birds of higher rank. Dominants then enforced

or attempted to enforce, their individual distances. Thus,

I believe it is primarily the behavior of subordinate birds

that controlled the operation of the social system in

breeding martins. Frequent use of purposive signals, such
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as the Head Forward Thrust or Lunge displays, early in the

breeding season supported the idea that nest sites were

scarce and that birds were relatively unfamiliar with one

another.

Another important aspect of this study was that most

visual and vocal displays were used in a variety of con¬

texts. In this study, for example, the meaning of a PM

Chortle call depended on the context in which it was given.

To a male who was a potential intruder it signified a

threat; to an unmated female it meant the presence of a

potential mate.

As studies of complete display repertoires accumulate,

it is becoming evident that the concept of every display

possessing a single, precise meaning (e.g., "threat dis¬

play") is not upheld in most cases (Smith, 1977). Smith

(1969) and Moynihan (1970) found that most species have

repertoires of 20 to 40 displays. Evolutionary pressures

related to the interpretation of similar displays and

problems associated with very rare displays may restrict the

total size of display repertoires (Moynihan, 1970).

All three species of martins I studied fall in the

lower limit of this repertoire range, with about 17 displays

each. Therefore, selection may favor displays that encode

rather general messages that can be interpreted in various

ways, depending on the recipient and on contextual informa¬

tion. My findings on martins were clearly in accord with

this suggestion. Most displays were recorded in such a
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variety of situations that it was difficult to extract

features that were common to all their usages. As a result,

the messages that I ascertained were very broad with the

most common being one related to the probability of locomo¬

tion. This message has been reported to be particularly

common in the repertoires of other animal species as well

(Caryl, 1981; Riechert, 1984; Smith, 1969).

I suggest that, because the number of displays that can

be used by an individual is limited, the extensive

dependence of display communication on contextual sources

creates very strong selection pressures to evolve the means

by which a signaler controls some of these sources. The

surest control comes when the signaler provides contextual

sources itself, through badges (plumage color variation) and

through performing its displays in combinations that act as

sources of context for each other. For instance, by

sustaining or repeating the performance of one display it

can make a continuous background of information available

against which the performance of a rarer display can be

evaluated.

Most displays in a bird's repertoire were used in

male-male interactions. This suggests that the pre-nesting

period, which is when most male-male interactions occurred,

involved the time when competing males were assessing each

other. Therefore, a major portion of the space in the

limited total repertoire has been "allotted" by natural

selection to this important behavioral task. This idea was
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supported by the high interactions during the prenesting

period in comparison to behavioral activities after females

were incubating.

Different kinds of displays given to intruders sig¬

nalled different probabilities of attack by the territorial

resident. I found, for example, that a gradient in the

likelihood of attack existed from low-intensity Head Forward

Thrust to Lunge. Such graded signalling was important in

establishing the positions of boundaries between territorial

neighbors.

The existence of a signal gradient indicating different

probabilities of attack is surprising in light of the work

on animal conflict by Maynard Smith, Parker, and others

(Caryl, 1979; Parker, 1974; Maynard Smith, 1976; Maynard

Smith & Parker, 1976). These analyses suggest that the most

stable strategy is for contestants to conceal their attack

tendency until the last possible moment since any informa¬

tion about future behavior could be exploited by the oppo¬

nent. This assessment, however, does not apply to martin

territorial contests because of the signal gradient

exhibited. The majority of martin contests in this study

were asymmetric. Opponents were only rarely equally

matched, interms of fighting ability or in how greatly they

valued the contested nest site. I believe that the exis¬

tence of contest asymmetries tends to produce selection in

favor of individuals who are capable of estimating their own

probability of winning contests by first assessing an
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opponent's strength relative to their own. Because fighting

is potentially dangerous, opponents are expected to use the

quality and vigor of each other's displays as the basis for

making this assessment.

In summary, the communicative effectiveness of the

generalized messages encoded by martin displays must depend

upon the class of recipient (e.g., adult male) and the

contextual information available therein to recipients.

Although detailed information on the responses of different

classes of recipients to the same display was not always

available for the birds I studied, the fact that identical

displays were given by male martins in situations as

different as territorial fights and courtship suggested that

contextual information must be critical for communication.

I noted several important contextual variables during my

study. They included spatial features such as the location

of the interaction in relation to nests, mates, or the

boundaries of the territory, and temporal features such as

preceding events or the history of interactions between the

individuals. The detailed study of the responses of

different receivers to the same display is the next critical

step in increasing our understanding of the communication

process.
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